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Chapter One - Thesis Introduction
1. Introduction
Habitats

and

species,

landscapes

and

landforms

adjust to

contemporary

environmental conditions. This intrinsic ability to adapt guarantees the diversity of
ecosystem shapes, forms and functions and secures the variety of ecosystem services
upon which all plants and animals depend. The capacity of natural heritage sites to
change, often unpredictably, is one of their most fascinating features, but it also
predisposes them to human influence from schemes which interfere with their natural
dynamism (SNH, 2014). It also makes the sustainable management of natural
heritage sites extremely challenging, particularly in the face of potential climate
fluctuations, which in themselves may change the nature of this dynamic (Smith et
al, 2011). As specific geographical spaces there is limited scope within natural
heritage sites to provide space for nature to adapt to new environmental conditions.
In a world without human influence or interference, such artificial boundaries would
not exist and nature could have the space to express without hindrance, its intrinsic
ability to adapt and survive. There are of course exceptions in the case of major
disasters and extinction events, but in general, given the space to operate, features of
natural heritage interest are quite robust.
The reasons for human interaction and interference with natural heritage features and
processes are many and varied, but at a simple level, humans like all forms of life
continually face the challenge of sustaining their innate capacity for growth with the
opportunities and constraints which arise through interactions with the world around
them. In recent centuries enormous technological advances have secured growth,
usually at the expense of our natural environment. There is a lovely saying in
Northern Ireland that ‘you can’t have it in you, on you and around you’. If you open
the environmental section of any newspaper or website and compare it with the
business or current affairs section, it is immediately apparent that the majority of us
in the western world are suitably fed, clothed and housed; however this comes at the
expense of the world around us as atmospheric CO2 emissions increase, fresh water
supplies come under pressure and space for housing and food production are
squeezed.
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This research project has been developed by the School of Geography, Archaeology
and Paleoecology at Queen’s University Belfast and the National Trust for England,
Wales and Northern Ireland. It takes an as yet, under resourced and poorly
researched environmental and resource based topic, the digital documentation of
natural heritage sites and their capacity to change, and couples this with the
development of integrated hazard assessment tools to guide their sustainable
management. It applies modern technology to digitally document the Giant’s
Causeway and Causeway Coast World Heritage Site (GCCCWHS). In doing so it
presents an examination of the issues and opportunities affecting the protection and
sustainable management of natural heritage sites. It is through an examination of the
issues and opportunities facing managers at the GCCCWHS, analysis of relevant
literature and the presentation of research findings from integrated hazard
assessment, that this project presents strategic guidelines to enhance the sustainable
management of dynamic natural heritage sites. The term 'dynamic natural heritage
site' is used in this project to refer to sites where natural and anthropogenic factors
combine to present an increased the level of risk to visitors or staff Managers of
such sites could use digital documentation as a means of reducing this risk through
remote or alternative access. This project examines whether or not technology can
support rather than substitute practical natural heritage conservation efforts. This
project’s success will be judged on the length of time it can keep remote digital
access to natural heritage sites, in the heritage manager’s ‘toolbox of alternatives’.
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1.2 Rationale
The principle of Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) forms the foundation of the
1972 World Heritage Convention and by definition states that natural and cultural
sites of OUV are irreplaceable treasures for ‘present and future generations of entire
world citizenry’. This research project contends that as irreplaceable treasures,
technology cannot provide substitutes for the practical conservation of natural World
Heritage Sites (WHSs). Managers of dynamic natural heritage sites are increasingly
turning to new or emerging technologies to find solutions to natural and
anthropogenic issues which have an impact on the integrity or authenticity of their
site. This project presents evidence that technology cannot replace physical access to,
and practical conservation of dynamic natural heritage sites, if for no other reason
than to secure the inherent capacity of sites to change so that through research we can
improve our understanding of complex and multivariate environmental issues.
Nicholson (1957) wrote that 'we can only ensure survival of wild places, by finding
out what happens when we interfere with them'. It is important that technology is
used to help understand where specific processes occur, their likelihood of
occurrence and probable impacts. Armed with this information it should be possible
to pro-actively work with natural processes and carefully manage change at natural
heritage sites.
There is currently very little literature documenting the efforts of heritage managers
to develop or make use of digital documentation technologies to record change at
natural and cultural heritage sites. There is even less literature which records the
reasons why heritage managers are increasingly turning to technology to find
solutions for the issues they face. It is hoped that this research project goes some way
in addressing issues which have been overlooked, not because they aren’t important,
but because day-to-day management challenges at dynamic heritage sites tend to
preclude any attempt to research them. It is fair to say that individual site managers
within the National Trust would have difficulty dedicating time to research these
issues. It is only through the strategic vision and financial and human support
dedicated by senior National Trust staff, that this project has received the time and
financial resources required to provide a comprehensive analysis of these issues.
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Reading through the relevant material for this research, much of the published
literature is either highly academic, technical and in many cases voluminous. For
natural heritage site managers to dedicate time and resources to move beyond
addressing immediate or short term issues, requires the development of a simple set
of strategic guidelines which ensure that digital documentation projects contribute
effectively to the sustainable management of their site. These guidelines should take
account of international, national and local issues in the conservation of dynamic
natural heritage sites; however a variety of local scale issues prevents the
development of a single procedure for the digital documentation of all heritage sites.
Each individual site will have different priorities, and managers will differ in their
relative access to resources (finance, personnel and expertise).
There are numerous journal articles recording documentation methodologies for the
use of terrestrial LiDAR in cultural heritage and engineering fields, but a clear
absence of detailed methodologies for the use of terrestrial LiDAR in dynamic
natural heritage applications. It is with this in mind that terrestrial LiDAR has been
applied on a landscape scale at the GCCCWHS, primarily to develop a highresolution digital elevation model for the site, but also to present a clear methodology
for the use of terrestrial LiDAR at a range of scales from landforms to landscapes.
Where possible other natural heritage sites should be encouraged to develop and
share clear methodologies for the use of new or emerging digital documentation
techniques. It is through the publication and peer-review of these methodologies that
managers can ensure that digital documentation projects contribute to the
conservation of natural heritage sites.
The foundations of this project are its links between research, policy and decision
making in environmental management. A minority of the articles cited in this thesis
demonstrate a practical application of their findings or more importantly their
translation into policy or impact on decision makers. Whilst the project focuses on,
and is trialled at the GCCCWHS, the intention is to develop best practice which can
be applied at other protected areas. It therefore reinforces Northern Ireland's
consultancy base, which in an international context has already recognised the
significance of threats posed to World Heritage by climate change (UNESCO, 2007).
A previous collaborative study between National Trust and the School of Geography,
Archaeology and Palaeoecology scoped climate change impacts at coastal properties
15

throughout the United Kingdom (Orford et al. 2007). It was in many ways pre
emptive of this project, and through its submission to the lUCN World Heritage
Committee, identified Northern Ireland at the forefront of developments regarding
the development of pro-active natural heritage management strategies. Since then,
thinking on risk and disaster risk management at WHSs (lUCN 2009), has indicated
that in future it is likely that all sites will have to implement hazard and risk
assessments that will underpin future management.

This project maintains the

Province’s leading international role in this area and has already demonstrated
economic opportunities for the transfer of expertise and experience.
1.3 Thesis Aim

Heritage managers can use digital documentation to provide remote access to a
heritage site. As such, digital documentation can provide alternatives to physical
access and practical conservation. This may be considered advantageous at dynamic
and consequently hazardous natural heritage sites, where safe visitor and staff access
are of particular concern. This research project assesses to what extent, if any, digital
documentation and integrated hazard assessment can support physical access and
practical conservation at dynamic natural heritage sites. In doing so, this thesis charts
the development of a set of strategic guidelines for the digital documentation and
integrated hazard assessment of dynamic natural heritage sites. The project's success
might be judged upon the length of time it can keep remote access to hazardous sites,
in the heritage manager's ‘toolbox of alternatives’.
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1.4 Thesis Structure and Objectives
Table 1.1: Thesis Structure
Section Chapter
Chapter Two

Issues in Protected Area
Management:
Challenges at Dynamic
Natural Heritage Sites

Overview

Objective

Outlines past, present
and future issues
relating to protected
area management

1. Provide an
overview of the
origins of a protected
area approach to
nature conservation
2. Describe the
contemporary
protected area system
at international,
national and local
scales

u
00

3. Outline issues
affecting management
of protected natural
heritage sites at a
national and
international level

13
u,

O
c

4. Investigate
management issues at
the Giant's Causeway
and Causeway Coast
World Heritage Site

■.c—>

a>

g3
o

o

Q

73

•4—>

‘3b

5

Chapter Three

Digital Documentation

Develops an
understanding of the
issues and opportunities
associated with the
digital documentation
of dynamic natural sites

5. Outline what is
meant by digital
documentation
6. Discuss the issues
and opportunities
associated with digital
documentation of
heritage sites
7. Explain the key
drivers behind the
digital documentation
of natural heritage
17

sites
8. Present learning
outcomes which
contribute to a better
understanding of the
role of digital
documentation at
natural heritage sites
Chapter Four

Developing a Natural
Heritage Database for
the Giant’s Causeway
and Causeway Coast
WHS

Charts the development 9. Present an analysis
of a natural heritage
of potential natural
database for the Giant’s heritage database
solutions
Causeway and
highlights some of the
10. Outline and
key opportunities and
issues presented by the evaluate the process
of designing an
protection,
appropriate natural
conservation,
heritage database
presentation and
communication of data solution for the
acquired through digital Giant's Causeway and
Causeway Coast
documentation
World Heritage Site
11. Discuss some of
the key issues and
opportunities natural
heritage databases
present for the
identification,
conservation,
presentation and
transmission of
natural heritage
values

Chapter Five

Developing a High
Resolution Digital
Elevation Model at the
Giant’s Causeway and
Causeway Coast World

Develops a terrestrial
LiDAR methodology
for the landscape scale
digital documentation
of natural heritage sites

12. Discuss the
advantages and
disadvantages of
terrestrial LiDAR for
documenting natural
heritage sites
13. Present a flexible
methodology for the
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production of
landscape scale 3D
point cloud data

Heritage Site

14. Present a
methodology for the
development of a high
resolution digital
elevation model using
terrestrial LiDAR
data
Chapter Six
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Enhancing sustainable
management of
dynamic natural
heritage sites through
digital documentation
and integrated hazard
assessment

Develops simple
integrated hazard
assessment tools which
provide managers with
information about
where specific
processes occur, their
likelihood of
occurrence and
probable impacts at the
Giant’s Causeway and
Causeway Coast World
Heritage Site

15. Develop a GPS
citizen sensor survey
at the Giant's
Causeway and
Causewav Coast
World Heritage Site
to establish where
visitors go, when and
for how long.

Develops and presents
strategic guidelines to
enhance the sustainable
management of
dynamic natural
heritage sites through
digital documentation
and integrated hazard
assessment

17. Present simple
generic guidelines to
enhance the
sustainable
management of
dynamic natural
heritage sites through
digital documentation
and integrated hazard
assessment

16. Integration of
slope failure, visitor.
habitat and high
resolution digital
elevation model data
within ArcGIS
Desktop 10.1
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1.7 Introduction to the Giant’s Causeway and Causeway Coast World Heritage
Site, Case Study Location
Specific issues relevant to the digital documentation and integrated hazard
assessment of dynamic landscapes are more appropriately dealt with in later chapters
of this thesis; however it is necessary to provide a brief background to the
GCCCWHS and justification for the selection of this site as the primary case study
location.
1.7.1 Location, Site Description and Ownership
Northern Ireland’s only WHS, the Giant’s Causeway and Causeway Coast, extends
along approximately 3km of County Antrim’s coastline and encompasses around
70ha of land and a further 160ha of sea (see figure 1.1). A site specific management
plan published in 2005 described the property as a “spectacular, dynamic coastal
landscape of Atlantic waves, rugged cliffs, unparalleled geological formations,
secluded bays and magnificent views”. These views are reinforced by the Northern
Ireland Environment Agency’s (NIEA) landscape character description which
presents a “distinctive rugged coastline where vertical basalt, rough grass, scrub and
lichen covered cliffs fall to the stormy seas of the north coasf’.

Figure 1.1: Location of the Giant’s Causeway and Causeway Coast World
Heritage Site
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The majority of WHS is owned and managed by the National Trust and together with
its adjacent coastline the area is renowned for its geology, geomorphology, and
associated habitats which contain important plant and animal communities. It is for
these reasons, but primarily because of its geological significance, that the site was
inscribed as a natural WHS in 1986 (Smith, 2005). In addition to the National Trust
there are several other agencies and individuals with management responsibilities
for, or interests in the site. The 2013 GCCCWHS Management Plan lists the
following key organisations with an interest in the site. All of these organisations are
represented on the WHSSG:
•

Department of the Environment’s Northern Ireland Environment Agency
(NIEA) and Planning Service

•

Department of Enterprise, Trade and Investment’s Northern Ireland Tourist
Board (NITB) and Geological Survey of Northern Ireland (GSNI)

•

The Causeway Coast and Glens Heritage Trust (CCGHT)

•

The Causeway Coast and Glens Tourism Partnership (CCGTP)

•

Moyle District Council (MDC)

•

Council for Nature Conservation and the Countryside (CNCC)

•

One Private Landowner

The Department of Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) in London is responsible for
the UK’s general compliance with the UNESCO World Heritage Convention;
however the devolved administrations in Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland are
responsible for choosing sites to forward as nominations. The Northern Ireland
Executive has assigned this responsibility to NIEA, which has overall responsibility
for WHS nomination and protection. To date, the GCCCWHS is the only site in
Northern Ireland successfully inscribed on the World Heritage List. The original
nomination papers describe lUCNs justification for inscription under criteria vii and
viii:
vii.

The geological activity of the Tertiary is clearly illustrated by the
succession of lava flows and interbasaltic beds which are in evidence on
the Causeway Coast. Interpretation of the succession has allowed a
detailed analysis of Tertiary events in the North Atlantic. The extremely
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regular columnar jointing of the Theoleiitic basalts is a spectacular feature
which is displayed in exemplary fashion at the Giant’s Causeway. The
Causeway itself is a unique formation and a superlative horizontal section
through columnar basalt lavas.

viii.

The cliff exposures of columnar and massive basalt at the edge of the
Antrim Plateau represent a spectacle of exceptional natural beauty. The
extent of visible rock sections and the quality of the exposed columns in
the cliffs and on the Causeway combine to present an array of features of
considerable significance.

1.7.2 Landscape Development and Management Challenges at the Giant^s
Causeway
The development of the landscape seen at the GCCCWHS began c. 60 million years
ago with an episode of extensive volcanism linked to the opening up of what is now
the Atlantic Ocean during the Paleogene (Thompson et al, 1984). This episode lasted
until C.55 million years ago and is associated with multiple flows of basalt lavas, the
total area of which is now much reduced, but still represents Europe’s most extensive
lava field at 3,800 km“ (Smith, 2005). These lava flows have traditionally been
divided into three main phases of activity (Lower, Middle and Upper Basalts),
separated by two extended periods of quiescence, during which the upper surfaces of
the preceding flows were exposed to a warm wet climate which weathered the rock
to a depth of several metres, producing soils and weathered regoliths similar to those
found in the humid tropics today. These materials appear as two, largely red
coloured, ‘interbasaltic beds’. The Middle and Upper Basalts are now thought to be
more appropriately considered as one complex unit with the Causeway Tholeiite
Member (CTM) at its base. The landscape of the WHS is cut into the Lower Basalts
and the CTM separated by the lower of the two inter-basaltic formations (Smith et al,
2010).
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Although the geological foundations of the Causeway where laid down c.60 million
years ago and continue to influence landscape development, much of the coastal
scenery we see today dates from the end of the last glaciation c. 13,000 years ago,
when the coastline emerged from beneath a cover of ice. Since then a number of
landscape adjustments have produced the many steep sided headlands and deep bays
which form the spectacular landscape we see today. Smith et al (2011) suggest that
these 'adjustments’ consisted of interactions between a complex geology and marine
erosion along the exposed Atlantic coast. These interactions have produced a wide
range of active and relict slope failures which interact to form the dynamic coastal
landscape.
As a tourism 'honeypot’, attracting over 1 million visitors per year the GCCCWHS is
one of Northern Ireland’s most significant heritage resource sites. It is a dynamic and
contested space, around and within which managers and stakeholders capitalise on
its’ OUV (CCGHT, 2014). In common with protected areas across the globe,
managers at the GCCCWHS must address global scale issues at the site. This
includes the lack of an accepted and standardised natural heritage terminology, an
overwhelming focus on protection of biodiversity, a poor understanding of climate
systems and their response to human activities and a poor understanding of the
effects of climate change.
Site specific management issues are often related to global issues. At the GCCWHS
key issues include a complex legal and protected area system in Northern Ireland and
problems posed by multiple stakeholders and obligations at an international, national
and local level. In addition, adaption to climate change, limited site interpretation and
a focus on bioconservation present major challenges. Slope failures and visitor
pressure at the site demonstrate the difficultly in producing universal rules for the
management of dynamic natural sites. The 2005 GCCCWHS Management Plan
states that:
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“The effective management of the Giant’s Causeway is crucial to its conservation
and enjoyment... Prior to the formation of the WHSSG, the Causeway Coast Access
and Recreation Group acted as a forum for discussions, but no formal structure
existed through which the Site owners, statutory agencies, advisory bodies and other
key parties could meet to discuss the Site and the issues facing it... There is no single
integrated system or archive that holds information on all features, designations,
attributes of significance and other influencing factors such as slope stability and
visitor numbers. At present information on these and other aspects is held
individually by researchers or agencies responsible for particular designations or
actions. Operationally this lack of data integration generates a duplication of
resources and confusion over some issues. In addition, and perhaps more
significantly, the absence of integrated data can hinder the day-to-day management
and maintenance of the Site and increase the risk of unintentional impacts on habitats
or features of value” (EHS, 2005:84)
This statement demonstrates a lack of integration between organisations responsible
for the management of the site, coupled with a lack of integration in the data
necessary to ensure adequate management of the site on a day-to-day basis. This lack
of integration is reflected in the management challenges at the site which are often
exacerbated by poor communication between stakeholders and poor data transfer and
availability within and between organisations. It is hoped that this project goes some
way to addressing these issues, not only at the GCCCWHS, but at dynamic natural
heritage sites across the globe. At a minimum this thesis should contribute to
enhanced capacity building and communications within and between dynamic
natural heritage sites.
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Chapter Two - Issues Regarding the Management of Protected Areas:
Challenges at Dynamic Natural Heritage Sites

Abstract

This chapter outlines historical, contemporary and future issues related to the
management of protected areas. It discusses the origins of a protected area approach
to nature conservation, examines the range of values responsible for the delineation
of such areas and highlights key individuals, organisations and philosophies behind
the establishment and management of protected areas. Given the diverse range of
natural heritage values and protected area management schemes which have
developed across the globe, this chapter describes contemporary protected area
systems, with a particular focus on the connections between international, national
and local systems. It is clear that natural heritage managers must address a range of
international and national issues at their sites. This chapter helps to develop an
understanding of some of the common issues experienced across jurisdictions. Whilst
the greater part of this chapter focuses on international and national protected area
management schemes and associated issues, it concludes by an examination of local
management challenges at the GCCCWHS. The natural dynamism and associated
challenges exhibited at this site demonstrate why specific guidelines for digital
documentation and integrated hazard assessment, are not an appropriate outcome of
this overall research project.
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2.1 Aim
This chapter aims to discuss historical, contemporary and future issues related to the
management of protected areas through an examination of issues affecting the
GCCCWHS in Northern Ireland. This is essential to formulate strategic guidelines
for digital documentation and integrated hazard assessment projects which will
enhance conservation and maintain physical access to dynamic sites.
2.2 Objectives
1. Provide a global overview of the origins of a ‘protected areas approach’ to
conservation.
2. Describe the contemporary protected area system at international, national
and local scales.
3. Outline issues affecting management of protected natural heritage sites at a
global scale.
4. Investigate management issues at the GCCCWHS as an example of the
challenges experienced at dynamic natural heritage sites.
2.3 The Origins of a ‘Protected Areas Approach’ to Conservation
The International Union for the Conservation of Nature (lUCN) and the Convention
on Biological Diversity (CBD) provide global definitions of protected areas. lUCN
(2010) describe protected areas as “clearly defined geographical spaces, recognised,
dedicated and managed, through legal or other effective means, to achieve the long
term conservation of nature with associated ecosystem services and cultural values”.
The CBD conveys a similar message, describing protected areas as “geographically
defined areas which are designated or regulated and managed to achieve specific
conservation objectives”. In 2010 approximately 120,000 protected areas were
registered with the World Database on Protected Areas (WDPA). lUCN (2010)
estimates these sites account for approximately 13.9% of the Earth’s land surface and
acknowledge there are an unknown number of protected areas outside state systems,
which in some areas may provide similar coverage to those areas regulated by the
state. It is important to recognise that regardless of the approach protected areas are
united through regulation of human impacts, within a defined area, established by
legislation or ownership and with specific goals (Jeffries, 2006).
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Conservation can be defined as the “active management of something to ensure its
quality is retained”. Emphasis is placed on management to retain a particular quality,
rather than preservation of a feature, site, process etc. (Burek and Prosser, 2008). The
‘protected areas approach' to conservation has been described as ancient. Jeffries
(2006) presents ancient groves, hunting parks and wilderness zones as early
protected areas and suggests that themes redolent today are apparent in these early
schemes. “Protected areas are artefacts and their story is entwined with that of human
civilisation” (Philips, 2004:4). Holdgate and Philips (1999) support these views but
give a more precise timeline in terms of the establishment of protected areas. They
suggest that approximately 2,000 years ago, areas of land were set aside by royal
decree in India for the protection of natural resources. In Europe, hunting grounds
were protected for the rich and powerful and in traditional Pacific communities
‘tapu’ (taboo) areas represent an early form of‘special’ or ‘protected area’
In 1810 English poet, William Wordsworth wrote about his vision of the Lake
District as “a sort of national property”. In 1832 American poet, explorer and artist,
George Catlin, pointed to the need for “a national park, containing man and beast, in
all the wild and freshness of their nature’s beauty”. Strong (1988:246) states “what
began as a sentimental and romantic interest in nature became a national movement
that enlisted poets, politicians, students and scientists”. In 1864 the US Congress
gave a small part of the present Yosemite National Park to the State of California for
“public use, resort and recreation”, but the first true national park was not established
until 1872 with the dedication of Yellowstone by United States law “as a public park
or pleasuring ground for the benefit and enjoyment of the people”. The dedication of
Yellowstone National Park was followed by an expansion of protected areas in
several other countries e.g. the 1879 Royal National Park in Australia and the 1887
Tongariro National Park in New Zealand. This led Philips (2004) to conclude that the
modem protected areas movement had nineteenth century origins in the then “new”
nations of North America, Australia and New Zealand. A theme which unites the
piecemeal origin of protected areas is an obsession with protecting areas of natural
beauty for human enjoyment and benefit.
Strong (1988) presents John Muir and Gifford Pinchot as two major players in the
establishment of protected area policy in the USA. John Muir, a nonconformist,
found his home in the Sierra Nevada and Yosemite Valley. Here, Muir developed a
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relationship with nature which fostered a belief that god had made humans, animals
and plants for the happiness of each other and not for the sole happiness of humans.
Muir was a key participant in the establishment of the Sierra Club in 1892. This club
aimed to prevent industrialisation and exploitation of resources in the Sierra Nevada.
Muir contended that providing opportunities for recreation and enjoyment of scenic
natural beauty, constituted a legitimate use of the land. Muir argued that the
government should protect wilderness areas in designated parks. In contrast, Gifford
Pinchot, a close friend of then President Theodore Roosevelt, measured usefulness of
resources in terms of practicality and economics. Pinchot rejected the idea of national
parks and opposed any kind of land preservation that would interfere with the
commercial use of resources. Pinchot favoured public control of the nation’s
resources to ensure rational and scientific use of the land for the ‘benefit of the
greatest number of people’. Theodore Roosevelt wrote “in the past we have admitted
the right of the individual to injure the future republic for his own present profit...
the time has come for a change... as a people we have the right and duty to protect
ourselves and our children against the wasteful development of our natural
resources”. The Roosevelt-Pinchot ‘conservation’ model allowed regulated use of the
land whereas Muir’s ‘preservation’ model prohibited commercial exploitation.
In the UK and North America formal institutions for nature conservation are just
over a century old. Non-governmental organisations concerned with the protection of
species and/or the creation of nature reserves were established in the closing decades
of the nineteenth century e.g. the National Trust and the Royal Society for the
Protection of Birds (Adams, 1997). In the early to mid-twentieth century
governments found themselves pre-occupied with the global political situation. Two
World Wars did little to promote the conservation of existing or the development of
new protected areas. In the decades following World War II many parts of the world
experienced regeneration, economic growth and social change which increased
personal leisure time and tourism, and created a greater awareness of the world
around us (Burek and Prosser, 2008). Aldo Leopold, a US ecologist recognised the
impact technology and chemicals had on the natural environment. Leopold
championed scientific management of wildlife habitats by public and private
landowners rather than reliance on protected areas, stating “a thing is right when it
tends to preserve the integrity, stability and beauty of the biotic community... it is
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wrong when it tends otherwise”. At the time, the Sierra Club’s director David
Brower disagreed with Leopold, insisting that it was perverse to interfere with
natural processes. Brower disliked both the US Forest Service and the National Park
Service suggesting that neither could be depended on to protect wilderness areas
within their jurisdiction. He argued that the National Park Service had a limited
vision of which areas should be protected and the Forest Service’s emphasis of
'multiple use’ was simply a "political device to maximise the sale of timber and
other resources”.
The USAs nuclear bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki forced governments and
individuals to realise their ability to destroy both each-other and the natural
environment. These feelings were cemented in 1958 when Olga Owens Huckins
wrote an open letter to the Boston Herald telling of her bitter experience of a small
world made lifeless due to the wide-spread use of pesticides. This prompted marine
biologist Rachel Carson to write Silent Spring, a book which had implications far
broader than the immediate crisis with which it dealt. Through exposing the public to
a specific danger, the poisoning of the earth with chemicals, Rachel Carson helped
highlight many other ways (some little known in her time) in which mankind could
degrade the quality of life on our planet (Carson, 2010). Hidden in the shadow of
Rachel Carson’s success, US scientist Barry Commoner dedicated himself to
educating citizens about the plight of the environment and was critical of the
exploitative nature of the capitalist system. Commoner worked tirelessly to raise
awareness of the adverse impacts of atmospheric nuclear testing on environmental
and human health. The signing of the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty by the USA and the
Soviet Union in 1963 is often cited as the first international victory in the campaign
to the save the environment (Strong, 1988).
In 1972 the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment marked the first
serious attempt to address the global environmental crisis. Protection of wildlife,
marine life, and arid areas; conservation of resources and energy; human settlements,
health and population; preservation of archaeological treasures; monitoring
environmental

changes;

natural

disasters;

the

atmosphere;

inland

waters;

bioproductive systems; and trade and industry all formed central topics for discussion
(Gray, 1990). The conference spawned a major declaration on the human
environment and established the United Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP).
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A host of other environmental conferences, conventions and declarations followed.
Two of the most important in terms of protected areas include the ‘World Heritage
Convention’ and the ‘Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD)’. The World
Heritage Convention was adopted by the General Conference of UNESCO on the
16th November 1972 and requires signatories to identify, protect, conserve, present
and transmit to future generations, cultural and natural heritage of OUV (lUCN,
2006). In June 1992, representatives from over 180 governments met in Rio de
Janeiro for the Earth Summit, which spawned four major agreements of which one,
the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) was signed by 155 states (Jeffries,
2006). Article six of the CBD requires each contracting state to “develop national
strategies, plans, or programmes for the conservation and sustainable use of
biological diversity, or adapt for this purpose existing strategies, plans, or
programmes”. In these examples protected areas are viewed as devices which focus
limited financial and institutional resources on key sites and areas.
2.4.1 International Protected Area Systems
Protected areas are often recognised as the most effective means of conserving
biological and geological diversity in situ. Nowadays most countries have established
or, at least, planned national systems of protected areas (Green and Paine, 1997). In
1997 there were approximately 1,388 different terms used around the world to
designate protected areas. In many cases only marginal differences occurred between
individual definitions of areas with the same management objectives e.g. nature
reserves in Canada, nature conservation areas in Japan and strict nature reserves in
Sri Lanka are all strictly protected and accessible only for scientific research (Green
and Paine, 1997). lUCN have attempted to standardise protected area terminology by
promoting a categorisation system based on management objectives (lUCN, 1994). It
was hoped this would promote a range of complementary approaches to protected
area planning and management. lUCN (2010) divide areas based on their
management objectives and method of governance. Table 2.1 provides an overview
of the lUCN protected area management categorisation system.
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A number of international designations transcend the boundaries of lUCN’s
protected area classifications. By definition, WHSs represent the Earth’s most
priceless and irreplaceable natural and cultural assets. The GCCCWHS is largely
managed to protect its outstanding landscape values, however it derives most of its
conservation powers from the protection of specific habitats and species under the
Special Area of Conservation (SAC) scheme of the European Natura 2000
programme. This site does not fit neatly into a single lUCN category and could
equally be registered as a category IV or V site. In addition the site is registered as an
Area of Special Scientific Interest (ASSI) and a National Nature Reserve (NNR).
ASSTs make provision for the protection of specific natural monuments or features,
meeting the criteria for lUCN category III protected areas. Management of the NNR
has been delegated to the National Trust, whilst management of the ASSI is directly
controlled by the NIEA. This further complicates the classification process. Figure
2.1 summarises the relationship between natural heritage properties and other types
of protected areas.
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Table 2.1 Overview of the ll!CN protected area management categorisation system
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The situation at the GCCCWHS in Northern Ireland is not unique. It eould be argued
that the GCCCWHS provides a perfect reflection of a globally fragmented protected
areas system. Numerous international conventions concerning specific problems
have overcomplicated the system and limited the conservation value of many
protected areas (Gray, 1990). It is possible to recognise a direct link between the
piecemeal development of national and local designations in response to the needs of
numerous international obligations. “One day, perhaps someone will be interested
enough to trace the point at which this journey into fog began” (Bentrupperbaumer
and Reser, 2005:1).
Elsewhere, economic, political and environmental unions have been responsible for
the development and implementation of protected area schemes. The European
Union provides an example of an intergovernmental institution which exercises
control over environmental regulations within member states. In May 1992 European
Union governments adopted legislation designed to protect the most seriously
threatened habitats and species across Europe. The ‘Habitats Directive’ requires
member states to establish protected areas for rare and vulnerable animals, plants and
habitats. For each designated site member states have to establish necessary
measures to maintain, or where appropriate, restore relevant habitat types and
species. Where there is a threat of deterioration states must take appropriate action to
protect their sites (JNCC, 2010a). The EU Court of Justice can intervene and halt
projects or actions likely to have an adverse impact on protected areas. In 2007 the
court ordered Polish authorities to suspend several road projects which had been
routed through a range of Natura 2000 sites. In 2002 Ireland was penalised for not
sufficiently addressing overgrazing in a blanket bog site, which caused a decline in
the number of Greenland white-fronted geese (Verschuuren, 2010).
Internationally important protected areas and protected area schemes have developed
in a fragmentary manner. International designations can have a direct impact on
national protected area policies. Countries often establish protected areas as a means
of meeting international obligations. Unfortunately the development of a
standardised system of protected areas is restrained by the plethora of designations
and legal systems which have developed independently across the world. In an ideal
world a standardised classification system would promote complementary
management and planning schemes.
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2.4.2 National Protected Area Systems
National protected area systems often develop in response to international
obligations or local needs. At a national level protected areas often conserve a
selection of a country’s habitats, species and characteristic landscapes on a
representative or honorary basis (Selman, 2009). The United Kingdom provides an
excellent case study for an examination of national protected area systems. Selman
(2009) states national protected areas lay on a spectrum from ‘token’ to ‘strict’.
Token designations may recognise the existence of an important feature but provide
little or no legal or other effective means of management and protection. Strict
designations recognise features of importance and provide solid legal or other
effective means of management and protection. In the UK a range of regional and
local conservation designations supplement the national network.
Thomas and Warren (2008) argue that there can be no conservation if there is no
interest in or value attached to a feature. Geological conservation provides a succinct
historical overview of the establishment of protected areas within the UK. Popular
interest in geology has been attributed to the process of industrialisation. In the
nineteenth century quarrying and construction of canals, railways and roads required
a sound scientific appreciation of geology. Hutton’s (1785) Theory of the Earth
explained geological phenomena in scientific rather than biblical terms. Such work
stimulated interest in fossils, mineral collection and the evolution of animals and
plants over enormous timescales and many private and public collections of fossils
and geological wonders were acquired.
Although it was considered valuable to develop vast collections of geological
specimens, little thought was given to preserving localities for their scientific value
(Thomas and Warren, 2008). Gray (1987) attributed this to an old legal maxim which
read “cuius est solum eius est usque ad coelom et ad inferos”; literally ‘he who owns
land owns everything reaching up to the very heavens and down to the depths of the
earth’. This changed in 1843 when the House of Lords ruled in favour of the citizens
of Edinburgh to remove land from the ‘Hereditary Keeper of the King’s Park’ in
Edinburgh and transfer power to the ‘Commissioner of Woods and Forests’ to ensure
protection of Hutton’s Rock in Holyrood Park, for which James Hutton is believed to
have requested protection due to unusual and interesting geological features.
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Hutton’s rock may therefore represent the first true protected area in the UK
(Thomas and Warren, 2008). A series of other unique sites were afforded protection
through local council and private landowner decisions, however it was not until 1949
that the first government level legislation was introduced in the form of the “National
Parks and Access to the Countryside AcfThis enabled the designation of National
Parks and Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) in England and Wales
(Europarc, 2005).
Efforts to develop protected areas in the UK stem from initial preservation
endeavours which focused on collecting and displaying unique features and species
in museums and curiosity cabinets. The House of Lords decision to transfer legal
ownership of Hutton’s Rock to a more sympathetic owner marks a shift towards
preserving localities for their scientific, aesthetic, cultural and historical values. Early
attempts to establish protected areas tended to result from national or local public
interest.
1951 saw the establishment of the UK’s first national park in the Peak District. This
was followed over the next six years by nine more parks in England and Wales. The
Gower Peninsula in Wales became the UK’s first AONB in 1956. AONB legislation
was not introduced in Northern Ireland until 1965 and saw little use until overhauled
in the Northern Ireland Nature Conservation and Amenity Lands Order 1986. This
act also introduced the principle of National Parks in Northern Ireland. The
Environment (Northern Ireland) Order 2002, established a framework for the
declaration and management of Areas of Special Scientific Interest (ASSIs). This
scheme roughly mirrors the Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs) scheme which
has operated in England, Wales and Scotland since the introduction of the Wildlife
and Countryside Act in 1981. Both schemes provide a mechanism for consultation
about threats or activities that may endanger the special interest of a site.
The NIEA, Scottish Natural Heritage, Natural England and the Welsh Environment
Agency have adopted different protected area mechanisms at different times
depending on regional and national requirements; however some international
designation mechanisms have remained reserved matters, either in the hands of a
central government agency or international organisation. World Heritage provides a
perfect example. The UK’s Department of Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) is
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responsible for submitting tentative lists of World Heritage properties as a
requirement of the convention, however UNESCO’s World Heritage Committee
reserve the power to designate WHSs (lUCN, 2005). In contrast the UK, as a
European Union member is bound by the terms of the habitats and birds directive.
All devolved administrations are responsible for ensuring that Special Areas of
Conservation (SACs) and Special Protection Areas (SPAs) are implemented to
protect rare and endangered species and habitats. The scheme is ultimately monitored
and implemented at EU level and as a result the UK and other EU member states
surrender some independent control over their environmental regulation. In these
examples national protected areas have developed as a response to international
environmental movements and/or declarations.
The protected areas system in the UK has developed in a fragmentary manner. The
development of early protected area schemes was prompted by national and local
interest but as scientific knowledge and communication developed, international
influence re-shaped the national protected areas system from the top down. Often
existing designations have been rejigged or applied to new sites with the purpose of
maximising environmental protection and meeting international obligations. In
summary the UK does not have a single protected areas system, but rather a
collection of protected area systems, originally developed for national and local
purposes but which now fulfil the requirements of international treaties and
declarations.
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2.4.3 Local Protected Area Systems
Northern Ireland provides an excellent example of the development and
implementation of protected area schemes at a local scale. The Northern Ireland
Biodiversity Strategy Proposals (NIBG, 1999) summarise the complex links between
institutions responsible for environmental legislation in Northern Ireland. It is
stressed that Northern Ireland has a separate statute book from Great Britain, which
covers nature conservation, public enjoyment of the countryside, aspects of
environmental protection, planning and agriculture. Most key responsibilities are
vested in departments, agencies and regional boards. Regional government in
Northern Ireland is based at Stormont and government departments are required to
take account of the environmental impacts of their policies and activities. The
Department of the Environment (DOENI) has responsibility for environmental policy
formulation, including legislation and is directly responsible for biodiversity and
sustainability. At a local level Northern Ireland’s 26 district councils are responsible
for biodiversity and protection as landowners. In addition they have responsibilities
for waste management, parks and leisure, water and air quality management,
building control and economic development. Museums, universities, voluntary
environmental groups and land managers are listed as additional bodies with
responsibility for nature conservation.
Throughout the troubles of the 1960s, 70s and 80s Northern Ireland was governed by
‘direct rule’ from London. Following the Good Friday Agreement in 1998, the
Northern Ireland Act 1998, transferred a considerable proportion of legislative
powers to the newly created Northern Ireland Executive. Before devolution.
Northern Ireland and Great Britain had a similar range of protected area schemes
(Turner, 2009). Traditionally introduction of conservation legislation had lagged
behind Scotland, Wales and England e.g. AONB legislation was introduced in 1965,
16 years after the National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act of 1949
(Europarc, 2005). With the collapse of the Northern Ireland Parliament in 1972,
direct rule was imposed with an overriding aim to calm political and civil unrest. It
was not until 1985 that a review of environmental legislation was launched,
providing a comprehensive framework for the designation of AONBs, NNRs and
MNRs. The Ulster Countryside Committee (UCC) and Committee for Nature
Conservation (CNC) had central advisory roles in the review and later following an
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update in 1989, the Earth Science Conservation Review (ESCR) selected candidate
ASSls with the aim of protecting natural heritage sites. Devolution of extensive
legislative and regulatory powers affecting the environment raised hopes that local
government would finally take action to redress neglected arrangements for
environmental governance in the region.
Turner (2009) argues that years of neglect during the civil unrest and the highly
centralised and unaccountable nature of Direct Rule, led to a loss of quality in both
the built and natural environments and a degraded institutional capacity for
environmental governance. Unfortunately the devolved institutions were not stable
and the Stormont Executive collapsed on three occasions between 1999 and 2007,
resulting in restoration of direct rule. This ‘ping ponging’ of power did little to
improve the state of environmental protection and stalled the progress of the on
going environmental review. During the final years of direct rule an independent
environmental review commissioned by Lord Rooker supported creation of an
independent environment agency and a review of environmental governance. The
2007 St Andrews Agreement which restored local government was finalised just
weeks before the publication of the review’s findings. The Democratic Unionist
Party (DUP) had assumed responsibility for the DOENI and appeared unwilling to
externalise a portion of the departments control over environmental regulation.
Turner (2009) suggests the DUP believed the recommendations would have resulted
in a loss of executive power.
Despite political difficulties and corresponding financial restraints. Northern Ireland
has developed comprehensive protected area schemes which meet local, national and
international requirements. The DOENI are responsible for central environmental
policy and the NIEA act on behalf of the department to implement these policies.
Protected area schemes now include Areas of Special Scientific Interest (ASSls),
Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONBs), Special Areas of Conservation
(SACs), National Nature Reserves (NNRs) and a WHS. Local Councils can
additionally designate Local Nature Reserves (LNRs) which support regional and/or
national habitat and species action plans. NIEA, has overall responsibility for the
designation and/or management of these sites and works in partnership with private
and public land-owners to ensure their protection e.g. through production of
management guidelines, licensing of damaging operations and financial support.
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In the absence of integrated management plans and policies for protected areas, local
heritage trusts developed as de facto management bodies for AONBs. The CCGHT
was founded in 2002 to promote and enhance the unique qualities of the Antrim
Coast and Glens, Binevenagh, the Causeway Coast and the Sperrins AONBs.
Receiving support from NIEA, the CCGHT and similar organisations have helped
develop and implement management plans for protected areas but they are not
statutory organisations and as such receive no dedicated and secure funding from
government. Despite their non-statutory status, heritage trusts have been instrumental
in the establishment of protected area policies and plans. Following a visit from
UNESCO in 2003, the CCGHT helped establish a World Heritage Management
Committee for the GCCCWHS which replaced the Causeway Access and Recreation
Group as the main forum for discussion of management issues. The World Heritage
Management Committee subsequently produced the GCCCWHS Management Plan
which aimed to guide site management through 2005-2011. CCGHT recognised and
integrated the site management plan with their wider activities and helped secure the
setting for the WHS, with maintenance and development of associated infrastructure.
Northern Ireland’s protected area schemes developed in-line with national and
international

legislation.

Subtle differences

in designation procedures and

management objectives have developed on the basis of local needs and public or
political support. If a country with a deeply divided society and political outlook can
introduce protected area legislation which meets local needs, then countries and
regions with much more stable institutions should be able to achieve similar results.
Protected area schemes at regional or local levels therefore tend to reflect a full suite
of local, national and international requirements i.e. national and international
legislation/requirements are often tailored to meet local needs.
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2.5 Issues affecting management of protected natural heritage areas at a global
scale
In terms of World Heritage Convention, the International Union for the Conservation
of Nature (2005) define natural heritage as:
•

Natural features consisting of physical and biological formations or groups of
such formations which are of OUV from aesthetic or scientific perspectives.

•

Geological and physiographical formations and precisely delineated areas
which constitute the habitat of threatened species of animals and plants of
OUV Value from the point of view of science or conservation.

•

Natural sites or precisely delineated natural areas of OUV from the point of
view of science conservation or natural beauty.

The World Heritage Centre (2010) provides a brief history of events which led to the
establishment of the World Heritage Convention. The decision to build the Aswan
High Dam in Egypt raised considerable international concern regarding the
protection of heritage values. This scheme would have flooded the valley containing
the Abu Simbel temples, a treasure of ancient Egyptian civilization. In 1959, after an
appeal from the governments of Egypt and Sudan, UNESCO launched an
international safeguarding campaign which resulted in increased archaeological
research in the areas to be flooded and more significantly the dismantling and
subsequent reassembly of the temples on higher ground. The campaign cost US$80
million, of which half was donated by 50 countries, demonstrating a shared
responsibility in conserving outstanding cultural sites.
Following a series of similar campaigns UNESCO, with the help of the International
Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) prepared a draft convention on the
protection of cultural heritage. At a Whitehouse conference in 1965 the USA called
for a ‘World Heritage Trust’ which would encourage international cooperation to
protect ‘the world's superb natural and scenic areas and historic sites for the present
and future of entire world citizenry’. lUCN developed similar proposals for its
members and these were presented at the 1972 United Nations conference on the
Human Environment in Stockholm. A single text, the ‘Convention Concerning the
Protection of World Cultural and Natural Heritage’ was adopted by the General
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Conference of UNESCO on the 16‘" November 1972. More commonly known as the
World Heritage Convention it requires signatories to identify, protect, conserve,
present and transmit to future generations, cultural and natural heritage of OUV
(lUCN, 2005).
Operational Guidelines for the Convention constrain ‘Outstanding’ to geographies of
the exceptional, superlative and most outstanding natural and cultural places on
Earth. ‘Universal’ is used to ensure the scope of the Convention is global i.e.
properties cannot have OUV from only national or regional perspectives. ‘Value’ is
described as the worth of a property. Properties with OUV therefore possess “cultural
and/or natural significance which is so exceptional that it transcends national
boundaries and is of common importance for present and future generations of all
humanity” (lUCN, 2008). It is important to emphasis the World Heritage Convention
does not aim to protect all cultural and natural heritage, only those parts that are
universally outstanding. A World Heritage Committee was established and charged
with producing a World Heritage List of properties which it considered as having
OUV through application of an established set of criteria. In practice signatories are
required to submit tentative lists of properties which they consider as having OUV.
World Heritage nominations are then drawn from the tentative list and official
nomination proposals produced. These documents include an evaluation of the OUV
of a property, a comprehensive comparative analysis of similar sites, an assessment
of the authenticity/integrity of a site and an appropriate management plan (lUCN,
2008).
Small in scale but rich in bio and geodiversity. Northern Ireland provides a good case
study for an examination of what natural heritage means at a local level. The
GCCCWHS provides an example of Northern Ireland’s natural heritage which is of
OUV; however at a local scale there are a plethora of natural heritage sites and
features worthy of protection. NIEA’s Natural Heritage Directorate defines natural
heritage as “a rich and varied biodiversity and a diversity of earth science features”.
Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH) provides defines natural heritage as “flora and
fauna, geological and physiographical features, natural beauty and amenity” (SNH,
2003). Local definitions reflect international views of natural heritage but do not
emphasise global value in terms of science, aesthetics, conservation and natural
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beauty. This should not belittle the value of local natural heritage features which are
often of critical importance for cultural and economic reasons e.g. it is assumed that
50% of tourism activity in Northern Ireland depends on the quality of its built and
natural heritage. Conservative estimates in 2009 suggest that the quality of the
natural environment supports 6,125 full time tourism jobs and contributes £130
million to the local economy (NITB, 2010). In 2005 36% of all visits to attractions
were to country parks, 14% to gardens, 9% to historic properties and 8% to wildlife
sites, zoos and nature reserves i.e. 67% of visits were to sites whose attraction is
based on the quality of the natural or built environment (NITB, 2010).
Defined at international and national scales, natural heritage refers to the floral,
faunal and physical components of Earth systems. The terms ‘geoheritage’,
‘geoconservation’,

‘geodiversity’

and

‘natural

heritage’

are

often

used

interchangeably. Brocx and Semeniuk (2007) suggest this causes confusion amongst
those concerned with conservation and protection of natural heritage. Geoheritage
tends to focus on the diversity of minerals, rocks, fossils and petrogenetic features
that indicate the origin and/or alteration of minerals, rocks and fossils. It also
includes landforms and other geomorphological features which demonstrate the
effects of past and

present climate and

Earth forces (McBriar,

1995).

Geoconservation originates from geoheritage and deals with conservation of Earth
Science features. Geoconservation is based on the principle that Earth systems are
the foundation of all ecological processes (Brocx and Semeniuk, 2007). To date, the
focus of many conservation activities has been on preserving biota, in particular rare
and endangered species (Wyatt and Moss, 1990). Fortunately the World Heritage
Convention has always recognised the central role geological, geomorphological and
biological features play in the production of natural heritage values.

Brocx and Semeniuk (2007) argue that conservation should be concerned with more
than preservation of biodiversity and should embrace the full range of natural
heritage features, including biological phenomena, features which combine biota and
geology, geomorphology, pedology and hydrology, and purely physical features The
term geodiversity was coined following the introduction of geoconservation.
Geodiversity can be defined as the variety of geological features on the Earth.
Eberhard (1997) suggests it was anticipated that geodiversity would carry some of
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the enthusiasm for bioconservation into the field of geoconservation, however Brocx
and Semeniuk (2007) are critical of the term, arguing that although geoconservation
and bioconservation have parallel meanings, geodiversity and biodiversity do not.
They state that whilst geodiversity can be measured, it is wrong to believe that it
carries the same conservation significance as biodiversity. Low geodiversity is not
more or less important than high geodiversity. Placing emphasis upon geodiversity as
a basis for conservation in the same manner as one emphasises biodiversity as a basis
for bioconservation, would place undue emphasis on areas of high geodiversity. High
geodiversity can in fact contribute to high biodiversity.

“Human actions tend to have impacts and as a result maintenance of a pristine
environmental state is not compatible with human needs” (Rull, 2011). Planet Earth
has existed without humans since the first forms of life appeared around 3.8 billion
years ago. Humans appeared approximately 200,000 years ago but it is only in the
last 10,000 years that humans began to change the environment on an increasing
scale (Tattersal and Schqartz, 2009). Before humans, biodiversity expansions and
contractions were the result of natural evolution and natural extinction events linked
to climate change, extra-terrestrial events or natural disasters such as earthquakes,
floods, volcanoes and fires. Bandarin (2010) suggests that nowadays natural
properties and protected areas are increasingly affected by events which are less
‘natural’ in their dynamics. Human interaction with, and population of, the
environment may be responsible for changing dynamics at natural heritage sites.
Natural change and evolution may cause deterioration, long-term progressive decay
or sometimes the complete destruction of natural heritage values but often the impact
of a single disaster can outstrip these impacts. Protected area managers should
therefore address the question of disaster management. In terms of World Heritage, it
is encouraging that the operational guidelines for the convention state that sites can
be removed from the World Heritage List if their integrity or OUV is compromised
due to natural or human impacts. No such principle has been incorporated within the
EU’s Habitats Directive, with the result that member states have a duty to protect
priority species and habitats regardless of natural change.
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Concern for the protection of natural heritage sites and features arose following
WWII when global economic and social change prompted the international
community to review development models and their environmental impacts on what
became increasingly recognised as a fragile planetary system. A number of early
environmental concerns have now petered out as society embraced technological and
social change for environmental benefits e.g. the Montreal protocol which phased out
the sale of substances which deplete the ozone layer such as CFCs. Although
progress has been made on protecting biodiversity, the foundational geology and
physical attributes of our planet remain relatively unprotected in terms of
international and national laws or agreements. Current designations tend to assume
that protected areas are static, however this is increasingly challenged the face of
global climate change.

Humans occupy hazard prone areas and modify natural environmental systems. This
can upset natural environmental dynamics, in some cases increasing the risk of s
disaster. A disaster does not necessarily represent a single, catastrophic event. Often
disasters can develop over very short or very long timescales. Anthropogenic climate
change is often portrayed as ‘developing’ disaster. The Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC, 2007) states that many social, biological and geophysical
systems are at risk from climate change. They suggest that policy-makers and the
scientific community have increasingly turned their attention to climate change
impacts, vulnerabilities and associated risks. Impact is defined as “a specific change
in a system caused by its exposure to climate change” and vulnerability is defined as
“the degree to which these systems are susceptible to and unable to cope with,
adverse impacts”. Risk combines the magnitude of impacts with the probability of
occurrence. Disaster Risk Management marks a completely different approach to
WHS management. Managers are encouraged to adopt pro-active rather than a
reactive management strategies. At the GCCCWHS a 2007 scoping study of climate
change impacts, signifies a shift towards pro-active site management and places the
GCCCWHS ahead of the game in terms of planning for dynamic environmental
changes and human pressures.
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According to lUCN (2010) evidence for climate change is eompelling e.g. sea levels
are rising, glaciers in most cases are retreating, precipitation patterns are changing,
and global temperature fluctuations are more extreme. IPCC (2010) suggest that
current rates of greenhouse gas emissions are likely to cause average temperatures to
rise by 0.2°C per decade and by 2050 average temperatures will be 2°C above pre
industrial levels. “■Recent evidence suggests even more rapid change, which will
greatly and in some cases irreversibly, affect not just people, but also speeies and
ecosystems” (IPCC, 2010). Other commentators argue that greenhouse gas emissions
have little impact upon atmospheric composition and climate change. Bastardi (2011)
states that the heat capacity of air is c.1005 J/kg/K compared to c.3993J/kg/K for
oeean water. Based on these figures the calculation of global air and ocean mass
energy content in Joules/Degree Kelvin is c. 5x10

and 5.6x10

respectively. CO2

accounts for approximately 0.04% of atmospheric gas; therefore any change in CO2
levels will have a negligible impact when compared to changes in the composition
and/or circulation of ocean waters. These global disparate views do little to advanee
the effective management of protected areas. It would appear that no single group,
institution or individual is 100% sure how dynamic the natural environment is.
Protected areas will require dynamic management strategies which can cope with a
wide range of climate change predictions.
No protected area is entirely immune from human interaction or influence. If humans
are responsible for recent and rapid climate change then even the remotest of
wilderness areas are already indirectly affected by human activities. In addition, the
fact that an area has been ‘protected’, suggests a level of human interaction. This
highlights issues raised by the split between sites which are considered completely
natural (without human contaet) and sites with which humans interact, directly or
indirectly. Ingold (1995:58) wrote “something must be wrong somewhere, if the only
way to understand our own creative involvement in the world is by first taking
ourselves out of it”. There is a view that natural heritage sites are the product of
nature, therefore it is perverse to interfere with the natural processes which shaped
them and in many cases continue to drive their evolution. In contrast at cultural sites,
the materials which comprise an object or building may have overwhelming intrinsic
value, which require retention of original materials and marks of human activity
(Smith et al, 2009). At natural heritage sites, these views give rise to a conflict of
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interest between those who argue that dynamic sites should be allowed to develop
naturally and those that argue that key natural heritage features need to be defended.
Overlying these disparate views is a complex legal and largely habitat-based
designation system which demands protection and maintenance of current habitats
and species. In some jurisdictions the maxim ‘subject to natural processes’ has been
introduced. This suggests that whilst protecting natural features from direct human
impacts, natural change is acceptable. Smith et al (2009) suggest that with a greater
tolerance of change comes recognition of the role that change can play in, for
example, maintaining biodiversity and an acknowledgement that without continuous
development many dynamic sites would subside into a new and different
equilibrium.

Issues which affect the management of protected areas at a global scale include lack
of an accepted and standardised terminology, an overwhelming focus on protection
of biodiversity, a poor understanding of climate systems and their response to human
activities, a poor understanding of the effects of climate change and disagreement
between those seeking to let protected areas develop naturally whilst preserving
access, and those seeking ‘fossilisation’ of protected areas, even in the face of rapidly
changing and dynamic natural systems. In addition there are many site specific
management issues which are often related directly or indirectly to global issues e.g.
managers at a protected coastal site will have to consider the impact of rising sea
levels, whereas managers at a protected mountainous site may be more concerned
with temperature change and the impact on protected habitats and species.
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2.6 Evaluating Management Issues at Dynamic Natural Heritage Sites: The
Giant’s Causeway and Causeway Coast World Heritage Site
Mitchel (2004) writes that “despite representing a mere 0.00001% of the land area of
planet Earth, Northern Ireland presents an opportunity to study an almost
unparalleled variety of geology in such a small area”. In natural heritage terms the
geology of Northern Ireland is remarkably diverse and the underlying rocks illustrate
a complex geological history spanning almost all periods of the Phanerozoic
(Mitchell, 2004). Superimposed upon this diverse geological foundation are millions
of years of erosion and weathering, of which the Quaternary (last c.2 million years)
is particularly worthy of mention. The beginning of the Pleistocene marked the start
of the Quaternary and brought with it extreme climate fluctuations, throwing areas of
the globe into hot and cold cycles of varying length and strength. The result was that
large areas of the Northern Hemisphere became glaciated as ice sheets expanded and
contracted over oceans and continents. The movement of ice over land removed the
top-most layer of the earth as it advanced and incorporated it within the ice body.
Upon melting the ice deposited this material as highly variable, often poorly sorted
glacial moraines. It has been suggested that glacial-interglacial cycles occurred over
20 times throughout the Quaternary (Lowe and Walker, 1997). How' many of these
advancing glaciers extended over Ireland is debated. The glacial moraines and
subsequent weathering of this material has resulted in a wide variety of soil types
(>300) and a complex topography (Cruickshank, 1997). The result of interactions
between geology, erosion and deposition is a rich medium upon which a variety of
habitats have developed.

“All the species we see represent biodiversity, from microbes to great whales. It is
also found at many other levels in the natural world, from variation in habitats and
landscapes through to variation in the genetic make-up of species.” (NIBG, 2000:
18). Biodiversity, in its simplest form is the richness and variety of life on earth. In
response to the CBD, devolved governments in the UK are required to build
conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity into all aspects of development. The
first steps taken towards this goal were set out in the UK’s “Biodiversity: the UK
Action Plan (UKBAP)”, released in 1994 with the aim of conserving and enhancing
biodiversity within and beyond the UK. The Northern Ireland Biodiversity Group
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(NIBG) was established in 1996 with representatives from local government,
business and farming communities, the voluntary sector and central government.
NIBG set about developing a strategy, which would assist in delivering the UK's
commitment to the CBD and take into account the particular circumstances of
Northern Ireland. This resulted in the publication of ‘Biodiversity Strategy
Proposals’ in June 1999 (NIBG, 1999). The proposals in the document were subject
to widespread consultation and as a result were significantly revised in “Biodiversity
in Northern Ireland: Recommendations to Government for a Biodiversity Strategy”
published in October 2000. These two reports enabled the identification of those
priority habitats and species identified in the UKBAP for which Northern Ireland had
a special responsibility and emphasised a need to look at biodiversity in Northern
Ireland from an all-Ireland perspective (NIBG, 2000).

Northern Ireland’s natural heritage is important at international, national and local
scales. Attracting upwards of 750,000 visitors per year the GCCCWHS is arguably
Northern Ireland’s key natural heritage site drawing World Heritage Status for its
OUV (NITB, 2010). At an international level the GCCCWHS represents an
outstanding example of major stages in the Earth’s evolutionary history e.g.
successions of lava flows and interbasaltic beds, the interpretation of which allows a
detailed analysis of Tertiary events in the North Atlantic. The extremely regular
columnar jointing of tholeiitic basalts are a spectacular feature displayed in
exemplary fashion. In addition cliff exposures of columnar and massive basalt
represent a spectacle of exceptional natural beauty. The sum total of these features is
universal cultural, scientific, educational and aesthetic value. At a local scale within
the Causeway Coast and Glens regional tourism area, DETI (2004) suggest that
tourism activity and its associated economic benefits are focused primarily within a
small part of the Causeway Coast, around the GCCCWHS. In 2003 this included
451,700 out-of-state staying visitors, 21% of Northern Ireland’s tourism expenditure
and 23% of tourism trips. In addition to its World Heritage Status the Giant’s
Causeway has been designated a NNR, an AONB and an ASSI. These designations
recognise the sites natural heritage value at a local level e.g. the Giant’s Causeway
and Dunseverick ASSI condition assessment report lists purple moor-grass and rush
pasture, wet heath, tertiary igneous, mass movement and invertebrate assemblages as
features worthy of conservation. Many of the biological features are afforded
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additional international recognition under the Special Area of Conservation (SAC)
scheme of the European Union's Natura 2000 directive.

The negotiations, renegotiations and compromises required at a WHS could well be
the greatest hurdle in any attempt to develop sustainable management strategies.
What follows is a brief description of the complex ownership, site designation and
legal issues in which the GCCCWHS is located. Land and coastal water situated
within the boundary of the WHS are split between six landowners. The National
Trust has acquired approximately 70ha of the site through freehold and leasehold
following an initial bequest of 13ha in 1961. The Trust is responsible for much of the
cliffs and foreshore, and overall management of the site. MDC leases the car park
and land upon which the visitor centre and facilities are located. A relatively small
part of the eastern section of the site is split between three private landowners and the
Crown Estate owns all land between high and low water mark, including part of the
Causeway Stones.
In addition to the landowners, a number of agencies and organisations have adopted
management roles/interests in the site. These include the Department of the
Environment (DOE) through the NIEA and Planning Service, the Department of
Enterprise Trade and Investment (DETI), the Department for Regional Development
(DRD), the Northern Ireland Tourist Board (NITB) and CCGHT. The picture is
further complicated through application of a range of protective site designations,
including WHS, a SAC, an AONB, a NNR, an ASSI, and a Historical Wreck Site. It
is clear that the various organisations responsible for the nomination and
emplacement of these designations acted to ensure increased legal and non-statutory
protection for the site. The sheer number of designations has however placed
increasing management pressures on the site owners, in particular the National Trust.
Smith et al (2009: 147) summarise the situation by placing the GCCCWHS in a
“political/economic environment that constrains management through multiple
environmental designations”.
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Focus on the Causeway stones has drawn attention away from the coastal
geomorphology that is central to the significance of the site and was integral to its
inscription. In February 2003 an UNESCO/IUCN mission reviewed the site and
recognised it as a “dynamic geological site with on-going geological processes and
coastal erosion phenomena”. Orford et al (2007: 84) noted that the site represents a
“complex and constantly changing landscape characterised by a range of
microenvironments that support a diverse flora and fauna”. They argue that the
clearest expression of this is the almost constant occurrence of slope failures. Smith
et al (1994) suggest failures range from shallow, translational mudflows to large
scale rotational landslides and block falls, varying from individual boulders to major
failures measured in hundreds of tons. Triggers include prolonged and/or intense
rainfall, undermining of cliffs by marine erosion, excavation of the interbasaltic bed
to create the footpaths and the gradual weathering and weakening of the geology
(McDonnell, 2000). The occurrence of slope failures varies temporarily and spatially.
McDonnell (2000) attempted to identify and quantify the factors controlling slope
instability at the GCCCWHS by establishing a database of slope failures, linked to
geological and climatic data. The work centred on monitoring slope failures for three
years in order to record temporal and spatial patterns of mass failure. It was hoped
this could provide insights into their occurrence, but a review of the work in the
concluding chapter found this was an “ambitious plan”, the results of which
“reinforced the perception/concept of slope instability as a complicated multivariate
triggered phenomena” (McDonnell, 2000).
In 2006 the National Trust in Northern Ireland commissioned a study to scope the
impacts of projected climate change on three of its coastal properties (Orford et al,
2007). It was noted that because it is an iconic landscape of international significance
and Northern Ireland's premier tourist destination, the Giant’s Causeway is already
subject to careful management. Orford et al (2007) stated that the site represents a
high energy environment that will require an adaptive management strategy which
can “respond to the demands of a dynamic landscape” and “accommodate any
changes in the nature of this dynamic”, i.e. climate change. There are three
conflicting arguments in reference to the management of dynamic WHSs. It is
suggested that in the majority of cases the legal protection afforded to a landscape
derives not from any recognition of their landscape status, but from largely habitat50

based designations. Those concerned with biodiversity rely on legal requirements,
supported by biological research which aims to maintain habitats and/or specific
species. Geologists on the other hand may argue for preservation of access to key
sites. This can be contrasted with the view of geomorphologists who are generally at
ease with the concept of a dynamic landscape. The difficulty for those attempting to
manage sites such as the GCCCWHS lies in bridging the philosophical and practical
boundaries between a desire to let sites develop naturally and the desire of the wider
community to preserve sites which are culturally and economically significant.
“Whilst it is possible to identify areas of heightened slope failure risk it is not
possible to predict with the same precision when an individual failure will occur”
(Smith et al, 2009). Slope failures present a hazard to those visiting the Giant’s
Causeway and Causeway Coast. Hazard zonation was carried out by McDonnell
(2000) based on geological, geomorphological and climatic factors. Rock mass
simulations were used to determine those areas posing the greatest risk to visitors. It
was determined that at no point could the site and its paths be considered hazard-less
and as a result areas were classified from less-hazardous to extremely hazardous. At
present there are no methodologies, nationally or internationally, as to how respect
for the continuity of very active natural processes can be reconciled with economic
requirements and visitor expectations at sites such as the GCCCWHS. The natural
processes present hazards which raise questions regarding the safe maintenance of
visitor access. There is a need to formulate management strategies which take into
account the site’s intrinsic dynamism, potential resilience and the changes which are
likely as a consequence of environmental change and visitor pressure. Slope failures
and visitor access present unique management challenges which demonstrate the
impossibility of producing universal rules for the management of dynamic natural
sites.
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2.7 Conclusions
Protected areas represent clearly defined geographical spaces, which are regulated
and managed, through legal or other effective means to achieve long-term
conservation of nature with associated ecosystem services and cultural values.
Conservation involves management of an area to ensure a particular value or quality
is retained. Historically, protected areas developed independently across the globe in
response to the needs of local populations. Contemporary protected areas developed
during the nineteenth century in response to an obsession with protecting areas of
‘untouched’ natural beauty for human enjoyment and benefit. Political difficulties
and two World Wars in the early 20**^ Century stalled the development of protected
areas but helped raise environmental concerns which spurred renewed interest in the
development of protected areas when rapid economic growth and social change
corresponded with the loss and/or modification of natural (or semi-natural)
ecosystems and landscapes. This made it increasingly popular to protect, or restore
areas important for their scientific value.
Throughout the 20‘" Century and following the advent of space exploration,
environmental concerns were increasingly seen as a global issue. Local and national
conservation designations were adapted or created to meet environmental regulations
which were established at an international level. These regulations focused on the
protection of biodiversity. This created a plethora of biodiversity centred protected
area schemes, a situation which still impedes the development of complementary
protected area planning and management strategies. In addition an abundance of
environmental terminology has developed with which to describe protected areas and
their individual features. Terms such as geodiversity, geoconservation and
geoheritage are used interchangeably, causing confusion amongst those responsible
for protected area management. Arguments surrounding the existence and impacts of
anthropogenic climate change did little to advance the effective management of
protected areas. What is certain is climate has changed, will continue to change and
natural heritage sites will continue to change and develop in response to what are
increasingly recognised as ‘unnatural’ environmental dynamics. Protected areas will
require management strategies which can cope with a wide range of climate change
predictions.
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In terms of WHSs, rapid natural and unnatural environmental change will affect the
integrity of sites and potentially undermine the values for which they were inscribed.
In extreme cases OUV may be lost; however to date no site has been removed from
the World Heritage List due to entirely natural change or pressure. In the absence of
pro-active management this may become an increasingly likely occurrence.

At a local scale there are many site specific management issues which are related
directly or indirectly to global issues. At the GCCCWHS slope failures and visitor
access present unique management challenges. There is a need to formulate
management strategies which take into account a site’s intrinsic dynamism, potential
resilience and changes which are likely as a consequence of environmental change
and visitor pressure. As outstanding examples of the Earth’s natural heritage, WHSs
such as the Giant’s Causeway and Causeway Coast provide a perfect foundation
upon which to fonnulate guidelines for the sustainable management of dynamic
natural sites. These guidelines should help managers address global issues at an
individual site, whilst stressing that the management response should be tailored to
meet site specific challenges and needs.

In 2005 the NIEA stated there was no single integrated system or archive which held
information on all features, designations, attributes of significance and other
influencing factors such as slope stability and visitor numbers at the GCCCWHS.
Information on these and other aspects of the site have traditionally been held
individually by researchers or agencies responsible for particular designations or
actions. Operationally this lack of data integration has generated a duplication of
resources and confusion over some issues. In addition, and perhaps more
significantly, the absence of integrated data has on occasion hindered day-to-day
management and maintenance of the site and increased the risk of unintentional
impacts on habitats or features of value.
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This research project, whilst promoting the use of digital documentation
technologies, highlights key issues with the use of technologically advanced and
visually impressive tools, to document natural and cultural sites. In doing so, it
distances itself from approaches where digital documentation techniques (e.g. 3D
laser scanning, HD video, photogrammetry) are only used to record, document and
present natural and cultural sites in a digital format. It is important that digital
documentation goes beyond traditions of documenting and archiving, and provides
managers with information necessary to make informed day-to-day management
decisions. Digital documentation is undertaken for the purposes of integrated hazard
assessment. It is hoped this reduces duplication of resources and uncertainty over key
issues e.g. slope failures, visitor and staff safety or the impact of climate change on
priority habitats and species.

Whilst digital documentation techniques on their own can undoubtedly contribute to
preservation and maintenance of historical records and the creation of contemporary
records of heritage; if the World Heritage Convention’s principle of OUV is to be
upheld, such techniques cannot act as substitutes for conservation and physical
access to dynamic sites. It is essential that digital documentation and integrated
hazard assessment provide adequate information with which to address local and
global issues at natural heritage sites. In this project digital documentation involves
using a range of digital technologies including the Global Positioning System (GPS),
terrestrial LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) and a Geographical Information
System (GIS), to collect and store up-to-date, accurate and georeferenced data about
the GCCCWHS. Later chapters outline the methodologies developed to integrate
these techniques for the purposes of integrated hazard assessment.
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Chapter Three - Digital Documentation of Natural Heritage Sites

Abstract
Having discussed how intrinsic dynamism and associated management challenges at
natural heritage sites preelude the development of a specific methodology for the
digital documentation of such sites, this chapter presents a elear definition of what
digital documentation means, discusses key historical and contemporary issues and
opportunities related to the documentation of heritage sites and explains the key
drivers behind more recent efforts to document natural heritage sites using
increasingly artistic digital tools. It concludes by presenting a series of learning
outcomes which contribute to a better understanding of how digital documentation
can contribute to practical conservation of, and physical access to, natural heritage
sites. Overall this chapter demonstrates how the process of digital documentation
alone, cannot replace physical access and practical conservation initiatives at
dynamic sites, but can provide data with which to enhance management of such sites.
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3.1 Aim
This chapter explores possible processes and outcomes of documentation at dynamic
natural heritage sites. The aim is to develop a better understanding of the issues and
opportunities associated with the digital documentation of dynamic sites and
ultimately improve the development and implementation of digital documentation
projects at irreplaceable natural heritage sites.
3.2 Objectives
1. Outline what is meant by digital documentation
2. Discuss the issues and opportunities associated with documentation of
heritage sites
3. Explain the key drivers behind contemporary digital documentation of natural
heritage sites
4. Present learning outcomes which contribute to a better understanding of the
role of digital documentation at natural heritage sites.
3.3. What is meant by Digital Documentation?
Documentation of a heritage site in analogue or digital form may be defined as the
“systematic collection and archiving of records in order to preserve them for future
reference” (Letellier, 2007: pg3). Documentation relies on recording, which can be
defined as the “acquisition of new information deriving from all activities on a
heritage asset, including heritage recording, research and investigation, conservation,
use and management, maintenance and monitoring” (Letellier, 2007: pg3).

Few

articles relating to the documentation of natural heritage sites explain their use of the
terms documentation and recording. In the context of this project the term digital
documentation is used to refer to the collection and archiving of existing natural
heritage data and integration of this data with new information derived from
recording, research, investigation and monitoring, within a single digital
Geographical Information System (GIS). The term digital is used to indicate that the
activity includes all forms of digital data capture, including digitisation of traditional
print, hardcopy and storage techniques.
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Focussing on natural WHSs, this project outlines how a growing interest in
technology, coupled with documentation techniques, are capturing the attention of
the general public and heritage managers. In some cases heritage managers are being
encouraged to adopt digital documentation as a form of insuranee poliey for their
heritage site e.g. Ben Kacyra founder of CyArk (Cyber Archive) quotes the Taliban's
destruction of the 1600-year-old Bamiyan Buddhas in Afghanistan, as the basis for
forming a not-for-profit company to document heritage sites using 3D laser scanners
(CyArk, 2013). 3D scanning is performed to ensure that sites are available to future
generations regardless of the eondition of the original site or feature. Letellier’s
definition of doeumentation and the definition of digital documentation adopted for
this project make it clear that whilst documentation ean be used to digitally preserve
sites and features for future reference, it cannot in itself conserve them. This situation
calls for a set of strategic guidelines to support best practice in digital documentation
in order to enhance the management of irreplaceable heritage assets.
WHSs are by definition irreplaceable sites of OUV. This suggests their values are so
important that they transcend national boundaries and are of importance for present
and future generations of all humanity. As such, it is impossible for any forms of
documentation to adequately replace a WHS. WHSs are not automatically afforded
greater statutory or non-statutory protection within certain jurisdictions. It is an
international convention which relies on the goodwill and effort of its signatories to
implement protection structures through domestic legal or other effective means. In
theory, managers could argue that documentation of their site constitutes a
'protection structure'; however this research presents historical examples of
documentation which raise serious questions about the effectiveness of this approach.
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3.4. Issues and Opportunities Associated with Digital Documentation of Natural
Heritage Sites
3-dimentional point clouds derived from laser scanners (Cyark, 2012), stereoscopic
photographs and video (Duan, 2007), High-Dynamic Range (HDR) photography
(Elliot, 2011) and 5.1 Dolby Surround Sound (Arnold et al, 2012); represent just a
few of the techniques now commonly utilised to digitally document and disseminate
natural heritage information. Whilst applauding the valuable contribution these
techniques make to natural heritage records, digital documentation and other indirect
means of accessing nature could have similar success to more primitive, but equally
impressive hand-sketches, paintings, photographs and written word. Pre-occupied
with balancing many local, national and international issues outlined in Chapter Two,
heritage managers who adopt digital documentation may fail to notice the reinvention of old documentation failings. Digital technology, as an evolution of
poetry, song and art, cannot act as a substitute for direct physical access and practical
conservation. Technology providers and operators can provide opportunities for
heritage managers, but without careful reflection and regulation, opportunities can be
exploited.
Between 1800 and 1920 the urban population of North America increased from 5%
to 50% (Caswell, 2001). Already highly industrialised, cities in Western Europe
became run-down, dirty and crime ridden. Payan (2012) suggests cities and their
associated industries, separated people from the natural world and as a result selected
cultural traditions and written histories of previous generations evolved into a
‘Romantic Period’, which saw urban societies adopt poetry, song and art as a means
to escape an oppressive urban environment. Only decades before, ‘forest’s hid
savage men, wild beasts and creatures of one’s imagination’, as romanticism took
hold, nature took on a new beauty and godliness (Nash 2001).
In 19*'’ century North America, landscape architects like Frederick Law Olmstead felt
compelled to reconnect urban dwellers with natural environments through the
reintroduction of trees, pastoral settings and man-made bodies of water within the
urban environment e.g. New York Central Park (Strong, 1988). Clearly Olmstead
and his contemporaries felt there was value in nature beyond artistic records;
however conservationists such as George Perkins Marsh lamented the inadequacy of
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Olmstead's response, calling instead for greater protection of native forests and
woodland. John Muir’s call for preservation of wilderness and Gifford Pinchot's call
for wise and scientific use of natural resources, although philosophically different,
attempted to protect areas considered 'more natural' than city parks and gardens.
Heritage managers need to be aware that the physical transplantation of nature into
cities failed to invoke a satisfactory response to nature conservation in the 19*^
century and as such, digital documentation as a

century medium for artificial

presentation of nature, could weaken public support for practical conservation of
heritage sites. In many cases digital representations of nature fail to convey the sense
of dynamism and continual change which the public can experience through physical
interaction with nature.
Although we encounter and enjoy nature based poetry, song and art on a daily basis,
only a handful of people would define these objects or their location as nature
conservation. They are largely considered artificial objects, human constructs,
representations, selections and interpretations of interesting natural places. It would
be difficult to argue that a protected area, although a human construct too, is less
valuable than an artificial representation of it. John Muir, a prominent preservationist
and Gifford Pinchot a prominent conservationist, demonstrated this through their
hard-fought but philosophically different campaigns to secure in-situ protection of
habitats, flora, fauna and wilderness in the 19th century (Strong, 1998). What
appears as a common theme throughout both philosophies, is a desire to distinguish
between artificial and real nature. International, national and local protected area
legislation and visitor statistics provide evidence that poetry, song and art failed to
replace physical access and practical conservation in the 19th and 20th Centuries
(Payan, 2012).
Protected area managers need to ensure they work with trends in technology
consumption, to ensure digital technologies support direct access and practical
conservation of nature. Virtual visits do not necessarily provide the full range of
stimuli required to ignite an interest in the natural world and the need to conserve it.
Education schemes, nature documentaries and community programs can be
successful in raising awareness of environmental concerns on a national or global
scale, but often fail to provide the combination of form, colour, sequence and
dynamism which create a profound human experience, and which in receptive minds,
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provokes a range of wonderful human reactions at the local scale (Brundsen et al,
2009).

Poetry, song, art and other artificial representations of nature have

historically failed to act as adequate substitutes for physical access to nature. For
conservation to succeed in there is a need to acknowledge these past failings. To
avoid repeating mistakes of the past, nature conservationists must ensure digital
documentation promotes physical interaction with and sharing of nature at an early
age, at a local scale and across generations.
3.5 What are the key drivers behind contemporary digital documentation of
natural heritage sites?
Swenson (2011) states 'the most certain characteristic of the future is uncertainty. It
is suggested that this uncertainty provides the foundations upon which humans stake
their case for the conservation or general management of natural and cultural
heritage sites. A review of Chapter Two suggests there are multiple definitions of
what constitutes a natural or cultural heritage site and whether or not management of
these sites may be defined as preservation or conservation. What is clear is that
natural and cultural heritage sites have value and both conservation and preservation
of these sites is based on an assumption that humans have an impact on their
condition. Gibson and Pendlebury (2009) suggest human impacts at heritage sites are
the result of ‘progressive modernity’. This concept suggests humans have an
influence on all fonus of heritage and that this influence is evidenced in basic
questions asked by heritage managers such as ‘what features should be protected? or
‘which features require management to ensure their values are passed on to future
generations?’. At a speculative level is has been argued that human influence extends
to decisions about whether or not future generations will even value the heritage they
are presented with (Wetterberg, 2009).
The interesting Moai statues carved by the Rapa Nui people of Easter Island between
1250 and 1500AD are valued by a percentage of the world's population, but their
meaning and associated values are likely to be very different from those of the Rapa
Nui. In fact, there is probably a significant portion of the global population which has
never heard of the Moai. Despite this, the World Heritage Centre defines the statues
as valuable for present and future generations of'all humanity' (UNESCO, 2009). In
this case humans have selected a heritage feature and taken a decision to inscribe it
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on the World Heritage List, ensuring at least in principle, its values are passed onto
future generations.
Lennon (2006: p448) defines cultural heritage as "all the signs which document
human activities over time”. Expanding on this definition Lennon explains that
cultural heritage can relate to the tangible built environment in an ecological context,
and requires the reading of layers of evidence present in the environment. It can also
encompass the intangible heritage of culture, such as language, dance, music, folk
ways and craft skills. Cultural heritage relies on the existence of an environment and
therefore physical space, the natural processes which maintain this space and the
cultural processes which convert it to place. Cultural heritage, like natural heritage
has multiple definitions and meanings across space and time; however all forms of
cultural heritage share human involvement. It is interesting to note the use of the
term documentation when defining cultural heritage. There appears to be an
acceptance that humans can identify cultural heritage values by charting their
development and change over time. There are very few articles regarding the
protection of natural heritage which similarly refer to ‘signs which document natural
activity over time’. It is clear that documentation of these signs is essential if heritage
managers are to improve conservation of natural sites by understanding where
specific processes occur, their likelihood of occurrence and probable impacts.
Despite conflicting definitions of natural and cultural heritage and difficulties in
pinpointing their associated values across time and space, it would be challenging to
argue that neither natural nor cultural heritage sites can hold multiple cultural values
at various points in time. In his critique of heritage protection laws in the United
States, King (2009: pg9) opens his discussion by stating that “most people feel there
are places in the environment - beautiful natural places, vibrant urban places or
ancestral places - which are special and require protection”. Continuing, King is at
pains to state that our special places should not be preserved at the expense of
meeting contemporary needs or individual rights. This statement reminds us of the
historical preservation Vs conservation arguments discussed in Chapter Two. It also
highlights the change in natural heritage values associated with rapid urbanisation
and romanticism during the nineteenth century, when traditional dark, dangerous and
wild nature, was replaced by much more idealistic views of the natural world
(Livingstone, 2012).
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In Chapter Two, it is suggested that protected areas developed as devices which
focus limited financial and institutional resources on important sites and areas. In
light of issues surrounding the conservation of dynamic natural sites, it could be
argued that scientific knowledge and human capacity to manage these sites should be
added to this list of limited resources (Adams, 1997). In fact it is possible to argue
that it is from the realisation of our limited capacity to understand and manage
dynamic natural sites, that humans appear to have re-intensified nature conservation
through 'scientific endeavour', turning to new technologies such as terrestrial LiDAR,
to help develop more sensitive management regimes. Two quotes from Adams
(1997) are particularly relevant:
1. The 'ecology of chaos' challenges conventional equilibrium concepts of
nature and questions the feasibility of management recipes based on concepts
of control. One response to this is the re-intensification of scientific
endeavour, to bring new technologies to bear on nature so that new
management regimes can be derived.
2. By documenting it [nature] and locking it into taxonomies - we participate in
the ideological practices that enables us to plunder it.
Management implies power and a level of control based upon the ability to classify
or rationalise the capabilities of the object being controlled. Etymologically,
management originates from the Italian maneggiare, meaning to 'handle or control'. It
is believed maneggiare ultimately came from the Latin term manus meaning 'hand'.
This was joined by 'rnentum' as a tool added to indicate a result or product; therefore
management might be considered the handling of an object to produce a result or
product.
Conservare in Latin means to keep, preserve intact or guard. It is an active term
when compared with the more passive servare which means to observe. From an
etymological perspective, conservation might be considered purposeful (pro-active)
observation. However throughout the 19th, 20th and 21 st centuries management as a
concept has clouded the definition of conservation. Management certainly features
strongly in the UK National Trust's definition of conservation:
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"The careful management of change. It [conservation] is about revealing and sharing
the significance of places and ensuring that their special qualities are protected,
enhanced, enjoyed and understood by present and future generations" (National
Trust, 2013)
Regardless of the precise definitions of conservation or preservation, it is apparent
that one view is that value is intrinsic to a heritage feature or site, and may therefore
be revealed by correct processes of investigation. Once value is revealed it can be
protected. Gibson and Pendlebury (2009) challenge this view by suggesting there are
unknown, immeasurable and plural values for all heritage features. The example of
the Moai provides evidence in support of this challenge. The decisions required to
protect heritage features have multiple and sometimes conflicting cultural, economic,
environmental, political and social consequences.
The development of a 'protected area approach' to conservation is summarised in
Chapter Two; however a significant element relevant to the role of digital
documentation in conservation of dynamic natural heritage sites is not fully
developed i.e. the changing roles of nature and science within and around protected
areas. Nature conservation, it is suggested, originated in concern for loss of the
countryside and nature in response to large-scale and widespread industrialisation
during the 19th Century (Lowe, 1983). Adams (1997) suggests this concern was
shared mainly amongst an upper class or elite group of Victorian society which
persisted well into the 20th Century and was expressed through the development of
wildlife and nature conservation trusts. In the late 1950s and 1960s, middle class
'radicals' joined associated organisations to express their concern for loss of, or
irreparable damage to, their natural heritage.
The public face of the UK's National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act (1949)
created places ‘for nature’, however behind the scenes actors such as Max Nicholson,
like Gifford Pinchot almost a century before, had argued effectively that
conservation of nature was in the nation's interest for the furthering of scientific
knowledge and therefore human well-being. Nowadays, conservationists argue that
the value of ecosystems and protected areas cannot be conveyed with a currency
symbol, however in the 1940s, 50s and 60s, scientific value was essentially a proxy
for the value of ecosystems and used to justify designation of protected areas
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(Adams, 1997). Whilst it is beyond the scope of this research project, it may be
possible to establish a financial value for the UK's protected areas based on the value
ascribed to them through 'science in government'.
Returning to Nicholson’s (1957) statement that 'we can only ensure survival of wild
places, by finding out what happens when we interfere with them'. Nicholson's
'interference' implies some form of management beyond what might be expected
naturally, including it could be argued, documentation and scientific research. In fact
evidence for the importance of science to justify nature conservation is blatantly
obvious in some UK designation terminology e.g. Sites of Special Scientific Interest
(SSSIs) in England, Scotland and Wales or Areas of Special Scientific Interest
(ASSIs) in Northern Ireland. By the 1980s and 1990s, organisations such as the
NIEA were so confident in their 'science of conservation', they precisely prescribed
what kinds and levels of activity would or would not damage an ASSI. Such black
and white clarity, implies that modern conservation science is built upon the belief
that nature is balanced, integrated and threatened only by change from outside i.e.
from humans (Livingstone, 1995).
If the NIEA and environmental protection agencies across the globe now understand
that nature is dynamic and has an inherent capacity to change, it remains to be seen
how they justify management of protected areas through the prescription of static
'notifiable operations' (in the case of ASSIs). The same questions must be asked of
the EU's Habitats Directive which requires management of Special Areas of
Conservation (SACs) to retain a particular feature or quality at a given point in time,
regardless of nature's inherent capacity to change. Through schemes designed to
conserve our natural heritage by locking it into strict taxonomies - we participate in
practices which might be helping us damage and plunder it further (Adams, 1997).
That said, strict 'notifiable operations', and similar legislation have a demonstrable
record of quickly reducing damage at natural heritage sites albeit over relatively
short timescales. It could be claimed that cracks in this approach are beginning to
appear when organisations such as the National Trust are required to protect specific
habitats and species at dynamic coastal sites regardless of the site’s inherent ability to
change. This situation is increasingly regarded by landowners and managers as
untenable.
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There are many lessons to learn from the changing approaches and attitudes towards
documentation and presentation of heritage sites over both time and space.
Throughout history a plethora of documentation and presentation techniques have
been adopted in an effort to share heritage values and nature with present and future
generations. In the digital age, there are significant opportunities to combine
previously isolated and consequently limited techniques and datasets to enhance our
understanding of heritage sites and consequently improve their management. Cole
and Yung (2010) suggest that “no single management approach can protect and
preserve the full range and diversity of a heritage site’s purposes and values”. The
discussion so far tends to support this assertion; however it also suggests that
adequate documentation and appropriate assessments can help select an optimum
management approach.
By way of summary, application of digital documentation technologies at natural
heritage sites may be a response to increased awareness that nature is in a constant
state of flux (Adams, 1997). As such, careful application of digital documentation
technologies may facilitate better assessment of where natural processes occur, their
likelihood of occurrence and probable impacts. This is particularly useful where
natural processes are hazardous and have the potential to significantly disrupt
physical access to dynamic natural sites. In a sense, careful application of digital
documentation more closely resembles the etymological origins of conservation i.e.
pro-active observation; however managers of dynamic natural heritage sites should
be aware that provision and sharing of digital representations of nature, whilst an
inexpensive by-product of digital documentation, cannot fully replace physical
access and practical conservation. They also do not satisfy current legal requirements
to maintain certain species and habitats in 'favourable condition'. In addition they are
unlikely to instil values required to educate and motivate a new generation of openminded conservationists.
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3.6. What lessons can we learn from the driving forces behind documentation
and the opportunities new technologies present?
In Northern Ireland notifiable operations assoeiated with the domestic Area of
Special Scientific Interest (ASSI) designation provide statutory protection for EU
priority habitats and species. The GCCCWHS contains ‘Vegetated Sea Cliffs of the
Atlantic and Baltic Coasts’ (an EU level annex I habitat) and the Narrow-mouth
Whorl Snail (an EU level annex II species) (JNCC, 2010b). The site therefore derives
most of its legal protection through instruments of biodiversity conservation;
however it is the sites’ outstanding geology, geomorphology and landscape values
which are considered irreplaceable and of value for ‘all world citizenry’ under the
World Heritage Convention.
Under EU legislation managers at the GCCCWHS are required to prohibit
deterioration or destruction of breeding sites or resting places of annex II species and
the deliberate picking, collecting, cutting, uprooting or destruction of plants within
their natural range (European Council, 1992). Located in a high energy coastal
environment, managers at the GCCCWHS can expect, at the very least, natural
change in the condition, location and areal extent of priority habitats and species.
Static notifiable operations and EU legislation arguably give little consideration to
the natural dynamics of the site. The GCCCWHS is not unique in this respect.
Numerous natural WHSs exhibit evidence of past climatic conditions and active or
relict geomorphological processes which produce the outstanding natural landscapes
and/or features we value today (UNESCO, 2009). This research project demonstrates
how digital documentation when coupled with simple assessment tools, can provide
the information necessary to make informed decisions about protected area
management and demonstrate what Cole and Yung (2010) describe as ‘thoughtful
stewardship’.
Digital documentation can provide a plethora of information with which to better
understand dynamic sites. The National Trust (NI) have embraced this approach,
supporting this research project which digitally documents the GCCCWHS through
ground-based laser scanning and integration with available natural heritage data in a
single geographical information system. Through integration of previously separate
and consequently limited datasets, the National Trust hope to use digital
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documentation to facilitate hazard assessment. This approach ensures managers work
in tandem with natural dynamics, allowing nature to guide their actions. At the
GCCCWHS it is hoped this approach will help managers balance the requirements of
large visitor numbers with safety considerations created by slope failures which
characterise the site's natural dynamism. It is hoped digital documentation at the
GCCCWHS will allow managers and stakeholders to better assess where specific
processes occur, their likelihood of occurrence and probable impacts.
In the majority of cases landowners and managers at protected natural heritage sites
are acutely aware of their responsibilities in terms of environmental protection and
conservation of natural features and processes. The National Trust at the GCCCWHS
are required to manage their land and their visitors in accordance with international,
national and local legislation and designations. It is becoming increasingly difficult
for landowners and managers to balance visitor requirements for safe access, with
legal tools which require maintenance of habitats, species and geological features in
an arbitrary state, recorded at a single point in time and justified solely on scientific
reasoning. Smith et al (2011) stated 'superficially, these differences appear
irreconcilable, but one suspects that in the fullness of time, the current and
potentially enhanced dynamism of sites will inevitably concentrate minds through
posing threats that can no longer be debated or ignored'.
In Chapter Five Terrestrial LiDAR, is used to produce a high-resolution digital
elevation model (HRDEM) of the GCCCWHS. The approach provides data, which in
can be integrated with previously isolated and consequently limited datasets,
demonstrating the often quite rapid change occurring at what is considered by many
people to be a relatively stable and resistant site of geological interest. Faced with
objective evidence of where change is occurring, what changes might take place in
future and their likely impacts, it is fair to say that local managers have no difficulty
reconciling the differences outlined by Smith et al (2011). There is simply no way
that static legislation facilitates rational maintenance of natural heritage features.
Landscapes, their geological foundations, habitats, species and processes which
shape them should not be kept as museums either physically or digitally. Policy
makers at a local, national and international level must build flexibility into statutory
schemes to enable two-way dialogue between managers and legislators. Schemes
based on 'nature for nature's sake', 'wise and scientific use of natural resources',
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'scientific value' or simple 'preservation' are not ideal in their own right, however one
suspects that there is, at least, an optimum approach which balances the requirements
of each. Quite what this approach will look like is unclear, however where there is
objective evidence that change has occurred naturally, continues to occur (at the very
least) naturally, then traditional approaches must themselves adapt.
Carefully applied digital documentation and integrated hazard assessment can
provide an insight into what changes might occur and therefore how managers
should approach, or at least prepare for management at individual sites. In some
cases local site management may have to be solely for the benefit of nature, visitors
or culture; however on a landscape scale management must ensure change is
holistically sustainable. What is apparent is that current approaches are not
sustainable in the medium to long-term. Take for example the EU's Habitats
Directive which in 2009 cost Spain €2.8b/year to maintain sites in 'favourable
condition' and by 2012 required €5.8b/year within the 28 member states of the EU
(Rayment et al, 2010). In Northern Ireland the Area of Special Scientific Interest
(ASSI) Programme underpins the management of Natura 2000 sites. Since the ASSI
Programme began in 2002, the NIEA has reported that two-thirds of designated sites
remain in favourable condition, whilst slightly under one-third of the sites have
remained, or fallen into un-favourable condition (NIEA, 2008). Farmers and
landowners lament over strict restrictions ('notifiable operations') placed on
management of land under ASSI designations. On many occasions the land has been
under the stewardship of a family for decades if not centuries. Although limited
opportunities exist, it would be interesting to assess the condition of some ASSIs if
notifiable operations had not been applied.
Where a landscape is subject to natural change, this should be given the space and
freedom to occur and monitored using the most appropriate techniques available;
however where a landscape is subject to artificial change, associated changes or
restrictions should be carefully monitored and managed as such. Careful, pro-active
and detailed monitoring of both natural and artificial change can allow nature to
guide more sustainable day-to-day management of dynamic and consequently
hazardous sites. In a way this reflects the etymological origins of conservation
discussed earlier in this chapter.
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Art, poetry, song, city parks, gardens, nature documentaries and curriculum reviews
can fail to convey an acceptable sense of wonder, engagement, ownership and
understanding of nature’s inherent complexity and ability to change. Although digital
documentation could be considered a simple evolution of these more basic
documentation techniques, the current expansion of digital documentation may be
better explained as an attempt by conservationists and managers to better understand
a dynamic concept of nature (Adams, 1997).
In November 2011, UNESCO supported a two day conference entitled ‘I know
where I am going - remote access to World Heritage Sites from St Kilda to Uluru’.
The abstract suggested at a “time of economic crisis and environmental threat,
countries everywhere have to address the dual challenge of protecting and preserving
their natural and cultural heritage while maximising their economic value” (Scottish
Ten, 2011). The conference aimed to showcase new technologies including 3D
scanning, mobile phone applications, GPS/GIS and social media, discuss their
application, debate policy implications and encourage site managers to consider the
benefits and impacts of technology. All seventeen presentations impressed the
audience with carefully constructed visuals developed around remote access to
heritage; however none of the seventeen speakers focussed on the role of digital
documentation in contributing to our understanding of nature’s intrinsic dynamism.
Just as nature conservationists appear to be re-intensifying scientific research in an
attempt to better understand dynamic natural sites, the price and complexity of
terrestrial LiDAR technology is falling. Technology providers are beginning to target
new markets in the cultural and natural heritage industries e.g. Leica Geosystems and
CyARK (Cyber Archive) have partnered with the Glasgow School of Art to develop
the Scottish Ten project which aims to document ten cultural and natural heritage
sites across the globe (Historic Scotland, 2013). Similarly this research project has
seen Queen's University Belfast partner with the National Trust to document the
GCCCWHS using a Faro Focus 3D 120 scanner, acquired at a reduced rate for
research purposes. Such projects can provide data of unparalleled detail with which
to monitor dynamic natural processes and sites.
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The visual results of digital documentation projects can be impressive. From the
outset of this research project it was clear that 3D visualisations and graphics would
not reduce hazards at the GCCCWHS. To reduce costs and increase the efficiency of
digital documentation projects, technology providers have a responsibility to match
their products to the consumer's requirements. In addition, consumers have a
responsibility to clearly outline a project's aims, objectives and requirements. In
terms of digital documentation and integrated hazard assessment projects at dynamic
natural heritage sites, consumers and technology providers have a joint responsibility
to ensure the technology provides data with which to assess where natural processes
occur, their probability of occurrence and likely impacts.

Best practice

recommendations and handbooks provide an excellent source of information for
project managers, however advice should be tailored to meet the needs of an
individual project e.g. English Heritage's "Metric Survey Specifications for Cultural
Heritage" (as adapted for this project in Chapter Five).
New digital technologies offer great opportunities for heritage managers, but
increasingly create an 'unprecedented surfeit of data in an unstable and ephemeral
environment' (Billington, 2002). Data capture and storage is becoming increasingly
'quick and easy' but storage and preservation of digital data requires high
maintenance and significant investment in skilled human resources. In 2002 the
average life of a website was only 44 days. At the end of 1999, 44% of the websites
available in 1998 had been lost. Moore's law is often quoted in relation to data
storage and states that the 'number of transistors (and hence computer power) held on
a chip doubles every 18 months and that the associated costs of storage are going
down', and therefore 'preservation will not be a problem'. The USA's Library of
Congress notes that preservation cannot be equated with storage and as a result
digital data requires active, not passive management to insure against degradation
and loss of digital heritage. Their observations are supported by those of a major
research university librarian who lamented that the 'cost of storage remains an item
in the annual budget and costs are not going down as predicted' (Billington, 2002).
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The chapters which follow provide an overview of a digital documentation project
which aims to support and enhance day-to-day management at the GCCCWHS. In
this example digital documentation involves collection of existing and available
natural heritage data within a single, integrated Geographical Information System
package. In addition slope failure and visitor data are recorded using GPS
technology. The site is scanned using terrestrial light detection and ranging (LiDAR)
to produce a high resolution digital elevation model (HRDEM) of the site. This
HRDEM provides the foundations upon which natural heritage data can be located
and facilitates the development of integrated hazard assessment techniques which
provide site managers, stakeholders and members of the public with up-to-date
reports and visual outputs. Such information when coupled with downscaled climate
change predictions provided by Orford et al (2009) will be vital in the production of
management strategies for Giant's Causeway and other dynamic natural heritage
sites. At the GCCCWHS, a scoping exercise has presented a range of climate change
scenarios for the short, medium and long term. It is anticipated the results from this
digital documentation project will encourage cooperation and fuel discussion
regarding sustainable site management.
3.7 Conclusions
At a global scale issues which affect the management of protected areas include the
lack of an accepted and standardised terminology, an overwhelming focus on
protection of biodiversity, a poor understanding of climate systems and their
response to human activities, a poor understanding of the effects of climate change
and disagreement between those seeking to let protected areas develop naturally
whilst preserving access, and those seeking 'fossilisation’ of protected areas, even in
the face of rapidly changing and dynamic natural systems. Often site specific
management issues are related directly or indirectly to global issues. At the
GCCCWHS these include complex legal and protected area designations and
problems posed by a multitude of stakeholders and obligations at international,
national and local levels. In addition, adaption to climate change and an
overwhelming focus on bioconservation are recognised as significant management
challenges. Slope failures and visitor pressures present unique and site specific
management challenges which demonstrate the impossibility of producing universal
rules for the digital documentation of dynamic natural sites.
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Bearing in mind the issues and opportunities presented by digital documentation
projects and their historic proxies, this project presents a digital documentation
approach which is grounded in a better understanding of the issues and opportunities
associated with digital documentation of irreplaceable natural heritage.

It

demonstrates how digital tools (terrestrial LiDAR and GPS) can be used to provide
data upon which natural heritage data can be georeferenced, integrated and analysed.
At the GCCCWHS, this is used to provide a very simple assessment of visitor and
staff safety and the potential for habitat loss under a range of climate change
scenarios Fundamentally, this project demonstrates how any form of documentation
can achieve digital preservation, but when combined with integrated hazard
assessment it can help managers to identify where specific processes occur, their
potential impact and in a broad sense the likelihood of occurrence. At its most basic
level, this research allows the National Trust to assess the impact that potential
climate change scenarios could have on key habitat designations which currently
provide strong legal protection for the site. The approach aims to ensure that
managers work in tandem with a site's natural dynamics, allowing documented
nature to guide their actions. Perhaps this will help ensure that remote access does
not replace physical access and practical conservation at dynamic and irreplaceable
geoheritage sites.
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Chapter Four - Developing a Natural Heritage Database for the Giant’s
Causeway and Causeway Coast WHS

Abstract
Whilst chapter three develops a better understanding of the issues and opportunities
associated with the process of digital documentation, it does not deal specifieally
with the characteristics of data storage or processing. This ehapter marks some of the
key opportunities and issues presented by protection (including storage),
conservation (including maintenance), presentation and transmission of data acquired
through digital doeumentation within a local scale natural heritage database. It
reviews potential natural heritage database solutions, focussing on connections
between international, national and local schemes. It identifies key issues with
natural heritage database development as exhibited through historic and
contemporary examples, and concludes by outlining the process of natural heritage
database creation at the GCCCWHS. Like Chapters Two and Three, the weight of
evidence suggests that diverse management challenges preclude the development of
a specific methodology for database development at natural heritage sites, but afford
the opportunity to investigate and subsequently improve identification, protection,
conservation, presentation and transmission of natural heritage values at dynamie
sites.
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4.1. Aim
Natural heritage databases can take a remarkable number of forms, from a simple
collection of notes about an object or place scribbled down on a piece of paper, to
highly sophisticated electronic databases requiring huge data storage and processing
capabilities. This chapter charts the development of a natural heritage database at the
GCCCWHS, and in doing so, marks some of the key opportunities and issues
presented by protection (including storage), conservation (including maintenance),
presentation and transmission of data acquired through digital documentation at a
local scale.
4.2 Objectives
1. Identify issues regarding the design of a natural heritage database solution for
the GCCCWHS
2. Outline the process of developing a natural heritage database solution for the
GCCCWHS
3. Discuss some of the key issues and opportunities natural heritage databases
present for the identification, protection, conservation, presentation and
transmission of natural heritage values
4.3. Issues regarding the design of a natural heritage database solution for the
Giant's Causeway and Causeway Coast World Heritage Site
Natural heritage databases can vary in their level of complexity and this tends to
increase with the range of local attributes and associated factors which the database
is required to store. Natural heritage databases at an international level tend to
generalise and standardise information over quite large geographic areas. On the
surface, international natural heritage databases and their public interfaces appear to
be quite simple; however those tasked their development and implementation are
likely to have condensed many multivariate reporting schemes to develop a
standardised system which is fit for multiple purposes. International natural heritage
databases therefore appear simple but are often quite sophisticated. In contrast, local
scale natural heritage databases can appear to be quite complex. Take the example of
the NIEA’s Built Heritage Database or Protected Area Viewer. Both of these systems
contain thousands of records of natural and cultural heritage features or sites in a
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variety of formats. NIEA’s Built Heritage Database in particular contains references
to, or downloadable files regarding built heritage features throughout Northern
Ireland. References might refer to a document, painting, audio recording, video or
physical object, and where possible many of these have been digitised and are
available to download online. Similarly the NIEA’s Protected Area Viewer contains
reference to legal documents, monitoring records, ownership and management
agreements, many of which are available on-line or accessible by appointment. To
develop a single, extensible and flexible digital system capable of processing such a
variety of information is unrealistic and is never likely to replace many of the
physical attributes which they record. In fact, a quick glance at inventory or database
schemes at other international sites, reinforces this perception (e.g. Stephens et al,
2013 or Palladino et al, 2013).
It is important to briefly review relevant historical examples of database
establishment. One example of an early form of natural heritage database in Ireland
is the original Ordnance Survey Memoirs. Whilst not specifically intended to be a
natural heritage database, there are elements of the memoirs which successfully
conserve, protect, present and transmit natural heritage values to future generations
(Day and McWilliams, 2008). In the case of the memoirs these are often written
accounts or occasionally drawings of tangible and intangible natural heritage features
which were important to local people in the early 19‘^ century. Because of the
volume of material submitted to the memoir scheme and the relatively unsystematic
approach to data recording and presentation, the memoirs proved time consuming
and costly to prepare and produce. The scheme was cancelled during the early stages
of the Ordnance Survey of Ireland around 1840 and much of the data remained
uncollated and unpublished for over 150 years until the Institute of Irish Studies at
Queen's University Belfast, in association with the Royal Irish Academy published
the memoirs in full in 2008 (Day and McWilliams, 2008). It is important that
managers wishing to establish a natural heritage database ensure that their project has
a systematic and/or clear approach to data recording and storage in order to avoid
their scheme becoming too onerous. A systematic and selective approach should not
be unnecessarily complex, overtly scientific or inherently exclusive of other data.
Emphasis should be on a simple, clear and fit-for-purpose approach e.g. at the
GCCCWHS, because of limited resources, it was necessary to collect only natural
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heritage data from WHSSG members which could be easily documented within a
generic Geographic Information System software package i.e. ESRFs ArcGlS 10.1.
It is possible to draw contrasts between the national example of the 19^*^ century OS
memoirs and the more recent efforts of the World Heritage Centre in the 1970s to
prepare and maintain a World Heritage List of natural and cultural heritage
properties which demonstrate OUV. The World Heritage List is highly selective,
recording only those sites and features which can demonstrate through systematic,
scientific and rigorous comparative analysis with other sites, that they have OUV and
adequate levels of integrity and/or authenticity (WHC, 2014). This information is
examined by an official advisory body before a recommendation to inscribe or reject
is made to the World Heritage Committee. Once inscribed on the list properties must
demonstrate an ability to maintain their OUV, integrity and/or authenticity. The
process for establishing the World Heritage List is therefore highly systematic,
selective and backed by a planned scheme of maintenance and review. Elements of
maintenance and review are clearly absent from the 19'*’ century OS memoir scheme
in Ireland, with the result that upon cancellation of the project, no further reviews
took place i.e. there is no similarly detailed account of life in Ireland at regular
intervals between the 1840s and present day. This element of maintenance and
review is essential in databases which are required to help manage dynamic natural
heritage sites. It is only through maintenance and constant review that natural
heritage databases can provide information with which to assess where specific
processes occur, their probable impacts and likelihood of occurrence. A ‘snapshot’
scheme like that of the OS memoirs, cannot provide the necessary level of data.
Scientific articles regarding dynamic natural heritage sites often focus on
documenting the past and/or present condition of a site. In many ways they are
similar to the snapshot approach of the OS memoirs. In one example Testa et al
(2013) presents an article which documents the geomorphodiversity of the San
Lucano Valley in Italy. The purpose of their article is to ‘review geomorphosite
features to establish their origins’. The result of their project is a ‘full list of
geomorphosites which improves scientific documentation of the San Lucano Valley’.
Whilst the project contributes significantly to the scientific documentation of the
area, little thought is given to how this documentation can contribute to the
conservation of what are by their very nature active landscape features. Like the OS
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memoirs, Testa et al (2013) focus on documenting elements of the past and present,
but give little consideration to maintenance and review of the data contained within
their ‘geomorphosite list’. It may be the case that their data is sufficient to assess
future conservation requirements; however it is not apparent that consideration has
been given to future conservation of their sites within the methodology. Dynamic
natural heritage site managers hoping to establish a natural heritage database should
ensure that any methodology employed can include contemporary data with which to
better understand the dynamics of their site.
It is beyond the scope of this project to review and comment on a plethora of
available database development approaches, suffice to say that any project to develop
a natural heritage database for a dynamic site must have a simple, clear, systematic
and selective approach to data collection and storage; have protocols in place for the
maintenance and review of the data; and flexibility/extensibility to store
contemporary and potential future data with which to assess where specific processes
occur, their probable impacts and likelihood of occurrence. Whilst this research
project is supportive of the inventorying of features of natural heritage interest, the
evidence suggests that this in itself does not address their loss.
4.4. Developing a natural heritage database solution for the Giant's Causeway
and Causeway Coast World Heritage Site
Throughout this project digital documentation refers to the collection of a range of
natural heritage data, from a variety of sources, within a single Geographical
Information System (GIS). The 2005 GCCCWHS Management Plan states that
‘“there is no single integrated system or archive that holds information on all features,
designations, attributes of significance and other influencing factors such as slope
stability and visitor numbers. At present information on these and other aspects is
held individually by researchers or agencies responsible for particular designations or
actions. Operationally this lack of data integration generates a duplication of
resources and confusion over some issues. In addition, and perhaps more
significantly, the absence of integrated data can hinder the day-to-day management
and maintenance of the site and increases the risk of unintentional impacts on
habitats or features of value” (EHS, 2005:84).
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This statement shows a historic and demonstrable lack of integration between
organisations responsible for the management of the GCCCWHS, coupled with a
lack of integration in the data necessary to ensure adequate management of the site
on a day-to-day basis. This lack of integration is reflected in the management
challenges at the site which can be exacerbated by poor communication between
stakeholders and poor data transfer and availability within and between
organisations. This research project goes some way to addressing these issues and
contributes to enhanced capacity building and communications within and between
dynamic natural heritage sites by establishing a GIS based natural heritage database
for the dynamic GCCCWHS. At the very least, the discussions required to establish a
natural heritage database have the potential to improve communications and
networking even before a database is established. Table 4.1 provides a brief
summary of the key management challenges outlined in Chapter Two.
Table 4.1: Review of Management Challenges
Coast WHS
Management Challenge
1. Coordination of activities between
multiple landowners:

2.

a.

National Trust

b.

Moyle District Council

c.

Two Private Landowners

d.

Crown Estate

Meeting the requirements of a range of
agencies and organisations who have a
vested management role or interest in
the site

at the Giant’s Causeway and Causeway
Description
The
National
Trust
acquired
approximately 70ha of the site through
freehold and leasehold following an
initial bequest of 13ha in 1961. They are
responsible for much of the cliffs and
foreshore, and overall management of the
publically accessible portion of the site.
MDC leases the car park and land upon
which National Trust owned visitor
centre is located. A relatively small
portion of the eastern section of the site is
split between two private landowner. The
Crown Estate owns all land between high
and low water mark, including a
significant area of the Causeway Stones.
Organisations with a vested interest in the
management of the site are represented
on the World Heritage Site Steering
Group.
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3.

Satisfying the requirements of a range
of protective site designations and their
reporting schemes

Protective designations include World
Heritage Status, Special Area of
Conservation, Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty, National Nature Reserve,
Area of Special Scientific Interest,
Historical
Wreck
Site
and
Environmentally Sensitive Area, all with
specific
reporting and
monitoring
requirements.

4.

Navigating the complex links between
institutions
responsible
for
environmental legislation in Northern
Ireland

Northern Ireland has a separate statute
book from Great Britain, which covers
nature conservation, public enjoyment of
the countryside, aspects of environmental
protection, planning and agriculture.
Most key responsibilities are vested in
departments, agencies and regional
boards. All government departments need
to take account of the impacts of their
policies and activities on biodiversity.
The Department of the Environment has
responsibility
for
government
environmental
policy
formulation,
including legislation and is directly
responsible
for
biodiversity
and
sustainability. At a local level local
government authorities are responsible
for biodiversity and protection of
designated sites as landowners. In
addition they have responsibilities for
waste management, parks and leisure,
water and air quality management and
building control.
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5. Addressing limited site interpretation
which has created two common
misconceptions
a.

The only area of interest is the
Giant’s Causeway itself when in
fact there are many kilometres
of spectacular coastline to the
east and west

b. The view that the landscape we
see today was formed 60
million years ago, when in fact
much of the scenery which
warranted WHS inscription
dates from the end of the last
glaciation

6. Hazard Assessment and Access
a.

Slope Failure Hazards
Visitor/Staff Safety

b.

Weather Conditions

and

Limited site interpretation is directed
overwhelmingly at the stones of the
causeway itself, where mythology
supersedes rationality in the explanation
of features. Focus on the Causeway
stones has drawn attention away from the
coastal geomorphology that is central to
the significance of the site and was
integral to its inscription. In February
2003 an UNESCO/IUCN mission
reviewed the site and recognised it as a
“dynamic geological site with on-going
geological processes and coastal erosion
phenomena”. Orford et al (2007: 84)
noted that the site represents a “complex
and constantly changing landscape
characterised
by
a
range
of
microenvironments that support a diverse
flora and fauna”. They argue that the
clearest expression of this is the almost
constant occurrence of slope failures.
McDonnell (2000) attempted to identify
and quantify the factors controlling slope
instability at the Giant’s Causeway by
establishing a database of slope failures,
linked to geological and climatic data.
The work centred on monitoring slope
failures for three years in order to record
temporal and spatial patterns of mass
failure. It was hoped this could provide
insights into their occurrence, but a
review of the work in the concluding
chapter found this was an “ambitious
plan”, the results of which “reinforced
the perception/concept of slope instability
as a complicated multivariate triggered
phenomena”. Slope failures present a
hazard to those visiting the Giant’s
Causeway
and
Causeway
Coast.
McDonnell (2000) determined that at no
point could the site and its paths be
considered hazard-less.
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In 2007 the National Trust in Northern
Ireland commissioned a study to scope
the impacts of projected climate change
on three of its coastal properties. Orford
et al (2007) stated that the site represents
a high energy environment that will
require an adaptive management strategy
which can “respond to the demands of a
dynamic landscape” and “accommodate
any changes in the nature of this
dynamic”.

In order to establish what infonnation was available to help address issues outlined in
table 4.1, managers, stakeholders and visitors were invited to supply all available
data relating to natural heritage within the GCCCWHS. In the absence of a complete
record of what was available, a targeted data collection approach was not possible.
Requests were sent by email to all WHS Steering Group members to return available
records between January and December 2011. ArcGIS Desktop 10.1 was used to
facilitate integration and organisation of previously isolated datasets within a GIS.
ArcGIS Desktop 10.1, a generic and widely available GIS package, was selected
because of its licensed availability within Queen's University Belfast, its' adoption by
a majority of WHS Steering Group organisations and the ability to establish an
internet information service (IIS) to allow those without an installed GIS package to
access the information. In addition visitors voluntarily contributed data through an
innovative citizen GPS sensor survey which tracked their location within the site at
10 second intervals using small GPS trackers. Table 4.2 provides a summary of the
data received from each organisation, the format in which the data was acquired and
any conversion process and/or quality control required to include the data within the
GIS based natural heritage database. In each instance where data conversion is
required, best practice guidelines should be followed where possible. There is no
shortage of quality guidelines for the collection, storage and conversion of data
within geographical information systems (e.g. Letellier, 2007). Managers should
ensure that any project to establish a natural heritage database follows available
guidelines in order to facilitate data integration within and between organisations.
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Table 4.2: Data Source, Type and Conversion (if applicable)
Natural Heritage

Source

Data

Format in

Conversion process (if

which data

applicable)

was acquired
10m elevation data

Land and

Point data on a

from

Property Services

1 Ox 10m grid

photogrammetiy'

N/A

(shapefile)
Raster Image

10m subsea

Joint Irish

Raster image converted to

elevation data from

Bathymetry

point data using raster to point

bathymetric survey

Survey

conversion tool in ArcGIS
10.1. Coordinate system then
converted from latitude and
longitude to Irish Grid using
Grid InQuest software

6 inch: 1 mile maps

Land and

-1855

Property Services

Raster Image

Maps georeferenced using the
georeferencing tool in ArcGIS

-1904

10.1

-1921
25 inch: 1 mile

Land and

maps

Property Services

Phase one habitat

National Trust

survey maps

Raster Image

N/A

Polygon data

Coordinate system converted

(shapefile)

from latitude and longitude to
Irish Grid using Grid InQuest
software

Protected Areas

Northern Ireland

Polygon data

-ASSI

Environment

(shapefile)

-SAC

Agency

N/A

-NNR
-LCA
-AONB
Orthophotography

Land and

-2007

Property Services

Raster Image

N/A

Polygon data

N/A

-2010
World Heritage Site
boundary

Planning Service

(shapefile)
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Historical geology

Geological

Paper based

Paper maps scanned by GSNl

maps

Survey of

fieldslips and

and correctly georeferenced in

Northern Ireland

maps

ArcGIS 10.1 using the
georeferencing tool to provide
a Raster Image

1: 25,000 scale

Geological

Polygon data

geology maps

Survey of

(shapefile)

N/A

Northern Ireland

Georeferenced

School of

Microsoft excel

Recorded information

Slope Failure Data

Geography,

based record

extracted and the coordinate

Archaeology and

sheets, digital

system converted from

Palaeoecology

photographs

latitude and longitude to Irish

and National

and video

Grid using Grid InQuest

Trust

software. The photograph and
video, dates and times were
hot-linked to slope failure
locations in a new point data
file (shapefile)

Large Scale Vector

Land and

Polygon data

Mapping

Property Services

(shapefile)

New Visitor Centre

National Trust

Point, Polyline

and Trails Network

and Polygon

Map

data

N/A

N/A

(shapefiles)
GPS Citizen Sensor

School of

Point Data

Coordinate system converted

Survey Data

Geography,

(shapefile)

from latitude and longitude to

Archaeology and

Irish Grid using Grid InQuest

Palaeoecology

software.
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Following data collection, quality assessment and conversion, the data for the
GCCCWHS were arranged within a geodatabase (.gbd) file within ArcGIS Desktop
10.1. Storage within a .gbd file was essential in order to share data via an Internet
Information Service (IIS). ArcGIS Desktop 10.1 also facilitates access to data stored
in traditional file structures within a Microsoft Windows Operating System; however
this method does not facilitate data sharing via an IIS. Successful geodatabase design
involves organising geographic information in a sequence of themes or layers of
attributes which can be integrated and viewed based on their geographic location.
Guidelines for GIS development included with ArcGIS Desktop 10.1 suggest the
concept of thematic layers was one of the earliest concepts in GIS development
(ESRI, 2013). Themes can be represented by a single collection of homogeneous
features such as a feature class of bedrock geology polygons or a point feature class
of slope failures. Other themes, such as a footpath or road network can be
represented by multiple datasets, such as a set of spatially related feature classes for
paths, steps, bridges and street furniture. Raster datasets can be used to represent
continuous surfaces, such as elevation, slope, and aspect, as well as satellite imagery,
aerial photography, and other gridded datasets such as land cover and vegetation
types. Whilst each GIS dataset can be used independently, it is preferential to
integrate datasets so that spatial behaviours and spatial relationships can be
maintained and analysed e.g. the spatial relationships between elevation, landform,
slope, vegetation, geology and other terrain properties should be stored and displayed
in unison to represent environmental units.
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Causeway and Causeway Coast WHS
Figure 4.2 depicts the order of the themes derived from the available natural heritage
data at the GCCCWHS (table 4.2). Underlying the entire layer stack is a large raster
surface which contains elevation data on a 10cm grid for the WHS (see Chapter
Five). In general, large raster surfaces have been placed and the bottom of the layer
stack with larger scale geological and topographical maps located at the base of the
pyramid e.g. the 25 inch; 1 mile maps provide a good general overview of the site,
upon which is possible to show the spatial relationship of all other layers. Layers 1 to
5 are represented as raster surfaces upon which vector data (layers 6 to 12) can be
viewed. The order of the layers within this structure is not static and layers can be
moved and deleted, or new layers added according the end users specific
requirements. In general this structure follows basic principles of geomorphic
mapping, where layers are depicted as displayed in the physical landscape i.e. the
underlying geology and topography followed by those features or attributes visible
on the surface. In addition to graphical representation (layers), GIS tools can be used
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to analyse the spatial relationship between all layers in the stack, regardless of their
thematic position e.g. the location of visitors can be analysed with reference to the
underlying digital elevation model and/or slope failures (see Chapter Six).

Figure 4.3: Relationship between supply of natural heritage data, storage within
a GIS and distribution of data through an online internet information service
Figure 4.3 provides a graphical representation of the process between obtaining
natural heritage data from stakeholders (table 4.2), the organisation and storage of
this data in a local geodatabase within ArcGIS Desktop 10.1 and the establishment of
a two-way connection between the local database and an ArcGIS Server 10.1.
ArcGIS Server 10.1 is software which allows an organisation to make their
geographic information available to anyone with an internet connection. This is
accomplished through an internet information service (IIS), which allows a computer
to receive and process requests for information sent by other devices. ArcGIS Server
10.1 does not require the device to have proprietary GIS software installed.
Functionality within ArcGIS Server 10.1 allows remote users to send geoprocessing
commands to the server, which then automatically identifies the datasets and GIS
tools required to deliver a result through the user’s web browser. When data is
updated on the local geodatabase (.gdb), this data is instantly available to the remote
user, provided they have the necessary permissions to access the data. Permissions
can include read, write, edit or delete functions.
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Figure 4.4: Connections between the natural heritage database, terrestrial
LiDAR survey and integrated hazard assessment tools
In order to provide remote users with online integrated hazard assessment tools, it is
necessary to build a suitable geoprocessing model within the model builder function
of ArcGIS Desktop 10.1 and then share this model as a service through ArcGIS
Server 10.1. Figure 4.4 demonstrates the connections between the natural heritage
database for the GCCCWHS, the terrestrial LiDAR survey outlined in Chapter Five
and the development of integrated hazard assessment tools described in Chapter Six.
The establishment of simple online integrated hazard assessment tools for users is
more appropriately dealt with in Chapter Six; however figure 4.5 provides a
graphical overview of the process required to establish a geoprocessing tool and
share this through an online web interface. It also shows how the online interface
appears to end-users of the IIS GIS interface.
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Figure 4.5: Process required to establish and share a geoprocessing (hazard
assessment) tool
Data obtained, stored and presented in the natural heritage database for the
GCCCWHS can be accessed from the DVD presented in Appendix One and viewed
using ArcReader, a software package provided by ESRI for the purposes of viewing
pre-prepared GIS data free of charge. For the readers convenience a copy of
ArcReader 10.2 has been included on the DVD.
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4.5. Issues and opportunities natural heritage databases present for the
identification, protection, conservation, presentation and transmission of
natural heritage values
In addition to simple site or feature identification, the process of natural heritage
database creation can help identify attributes about a feature or site which require
documentation

to

enhance

the

protection,

conservation,

presentation

and

transmission of their natural heritage values. At the GCCCWHS it was essential to
combine previously isolated and consequently limited datasets to determine where
specific natural processes occur, their likelihood of occurrence and probable impacts.
To address a significant challenge - hazard assessment and safe visitor management
- rather than simply collect slope failure and visitor data, this information was
combined and later integrated, viewed and analysed alongside information about the
site’s geology, historic land-use, habitats, protected area designations and trails
network. It is unlikely that GPS visitor data would have been recorded within the
WHS had a need not been identified through the creation of a natural heritage
database for the purposes of enhanced hazard assessment. A good approach to
natural heritage database creation is to collect data required for the specific purpose
of the project, any related data about a site which is available and which can easily be
included within the structure of a proposed database. The creation of a GIS based
natural heritage database provides inherent capacity and flexibility to include
multivariate datasets connected by geographic location in addition to, and often
complementing common attribute data (Betard, 2013).
Many parallels can be drawn between the application of digital documentation
techniques (Chapter Two), natural heritage database creation and their contribution
to the protection of dynamic natural heritage sites. The processes of digital
documentation and natural heritage database creation can complement each other.
Over 1 million visitors come to the GCCCWHS every year to experience the unique
landscape, geology and columnar basalt formations (CCGHT, 2013). Creation of a
natural heritage database, whilst providing online and remote access to natural
heritage data about the site, simply cannot replace the site’s OUV or integrity.
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Physical access to the GCCCWHS is valued by WHSSG members; however there
are significant difficulties in maintaining physical access to a site which is inherently
dynamic and hazardous. Armed with data about where specific types of slope failure
occur and when, where and how visitors spend their time within the site, managers
are in a much better position to make a judgement about safe access for visitors and
staff Tools provided through a GIS enable interrogation of the spatial relationships
and attributes of this data, enabling managers to interpret where processes occur,
their likelihood of oceurrence and probable impacts. The creation of a natural
heritage database, in its own right, can provide the data necessary to protect key
attributes and a significant number of natural heritage values, but not all of them
(Fuertes-Gutierrez and Fernandez-Martinez, 2010).
As the majority landowner within the GCCCWHS, it useful to examine the issues
and opportunities natural heritage database creation present for conservation, as
defined by the National Trust i.e. ‘the careful management of change to reveal and
share the significance of places and ensure that their special qualities are protected,
enhanced, enjoyed and understood by present and future generations’ (National
Trust, 2013). It is important to note that conservation goes beyond simple protection.
Natural heritage database creation in its own right is unlikely to contribute much to
the management of change within a dynamic natural heritage site. The OS memoir
example discussed earlier in this chapter, demonstrates that a snapshot approach to
database creation does not provide data with which to assess change occurring within
or around a site. Without the data necessary to assess what changes are taking place,
it is difficult to reveal or share the significance of a site with visitors or staff e.g. at
the GCCCWHS, information which demonstrates the dynamism of the site could add
significantly to the visitor experience. If visitors understand that the landscape of the
WHS varies constantly in response to environmental and human factors or the
reasons why a section of the site is closed, it can alter their perception and experience
of the natural values of the WHS. In this sense the creation of a natural heritage
database contributes to conservation by providing ready access to data which
benchmarks and reveals some of the less well documented significance of the site to
staff and visitors.
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Having outlined key issues and opportunities associated with the identification,
protection and conservation of natural heritage values within a natural heritage
database, it is necessary to turn attention to the presentation and transmission of this
data. Multiple articles (e.g. Corvea et al, 2014; Magagna et al, 2013 and Newsome
and Johnson, 2013) demonstrate the plethora of methodologies available for the
presentation and transmission of data stored within a natural heritage database. Most
methodologies involve some form of geographical representation of features of
significance, normally through printed material or ephemeral digital display. There
are multiple peer reviewed and published methodologies for the presentation and
transmission of data stored within databases (e.g. Letellier, 2007); however there are
currently no best practice guidelines for the presentation and transmission of data
relating to the values of dynamic natural heritage sites.
Figure 4.6 shows how data derived from the terrestrial LiDAR surveys undertaken at
the GCCCWHS, can be stored within a GIS database and processed along with
orthophotography to provide a photorealistic 3D model of the GCCCWHS. In
isolation (i.e. without the ability to store, process and present new data), it would be
impossible for a natural heritage database to contribute to enhanced presentation and
transmission of a site’s values. The example presented in Figure 4.6 shows how data
traditionally viewed in isolation, can be combined to provide enhanced remote access
to the GCCCWHS. Without the underlying high-resolution 3D model derived from
terrestrial LiDAR data, users could only view orthophotography for the site in 2D or
above a much lower resolution digital elevation model of the area. The practical
benefits of such a graphical representation of the site are relatively limited and
unlikely to contribute in any meaningful way to the site’s protection or conservation.
It does however provide managers and visitors with enhanced access and an
alternative sense of enjoyment of the landscape, particularly when sections of the site
are closed for safety reasons e.g. the National Trust have used elevation data from
this research project to produce a physical 3D model of the site in the visitor centre
where pre-visit safety briefings can be conducted. In this sense natural heritage
databases can enhance the transmission and presentation of natural heritage values,
but not completely.
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During the development stage of any natural heritage database, managers should
specify their preferred methods of presentation and transmission of the data. At the
GCCCWHS, WHSSG members requested access through an online GIS; however at
other dynamic natural heritage sites it may be more appropriate to provide a facility
for hard-copy print outs of data. The methods for data presentation and transmission
will depend on the project aim, resources and the requirements of the end-users. In
areas where access to computers or the internet are restricted a digital natural
heritage database with online user interface may present relatively few benefits in
terms of the protection, conservation, presentation and transmission of a sites natural
heritage values. Similarly, in areas where demand for online access to data is high, a
paper based natural heritage database will be of little value to site managers or their
stakeholders.
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luitunil neighbour interpolation to produce
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Figure 4.6: Integration and sharing of data obtained by digital documentation
(terrestrial LiDAR), stored and processed within a GIS based natural heritage
database and presented to the end-user via a 3D model
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4.7 Conclusions
Evidence discussed in this chapter highlights some of the key opportunities and
issues presented by protection, conservation presentation and transmission of data
acquired through digital documentation at a local scale. With regards to the
protection or storage of natural heritage data within a Geographical Information
System, it is clear that a wide variety of database solutions could be employed. There
are significant differences and similarities between database solutions employed
between countries, within countries and even between organisations operating within
the same geographical area. It is clear from evidence presented in this chapter that
whilst there are significant benefits presented by natural heritage database
development, the process in itself, whilst enhancing digital preservation, does not,
without maintenance and review, provide information likely to enhance conservation
of dynamic natural heritage sites. Key data required to make infomied decisions
regarding maintenance of a site must facilitate an assessment of where processes
occur, their likelihood of occurrence and probable impacts. At the GCCCWHS these
processes where well defined (slope failures, visitor pressure and climate change);
however managers at other dynamic sites must have a similarly clear understanding
of the conservation issues at a site before embarking upon a natural heritage database
project.
It is essential that heritage managers emphasise flexibility, extendibility and
compatibility within and between partner systems. It is also essential that processes
of data collection, storage and analysis do not become too onerous. This requires
systematic and selective collection of data based on the project purpose, resources
and end user requirements. Where possible best practice guidelines should be
followed to establish appropriate data collection, storage and analysis methodologies.
If issues arise with existing methodologies, managers should be encouraged to
update, amend and share changes to these guidelines for the benefit of their partners
and projects at other dynamic natural heritage sites.
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Issues and opportunities regarding the presentation and transmission of data stored in
a natural heritage database are more appropriately dealt with in later chapters. Whilst
natural heritage databases can enhance access to and integration of data, they provide
relatively fewer benefits in terms of the direct presentation and transmission of data.
Only through appropriate training and tools is it possible to develop the skills and
knowledge necessary to present and transmit natural heritage data in a variety of
formats, tailored to an end-users requirements.
At the GCCCWHS, WHSSG members are presented with a viewable GIS containing
natural heritage data (see appendix one); however without the skills necessary to
interrogate and interpret this data, the benefits of natural heritage database creation
are more limited. The development, testing, implementation and maintenance of a
natural heritage database and tools, must be backed up by a planned scheme of
training in the appropriate use of the system. Such a training programme should
highlight both the benefits and limitations of the system. In addition, maintenance
and review of the system should become a functioning part of day-to-day heritage
site management. Perhaps the most successful approach to maintain a natural
heritage database for a site, is to identify individuals or a group of individuals within
an organisation who have responsibility for system maintenance and review. This
can ensure that as internal and external resources fluctuate, the ability to maintain a
functioning and functional database are secured.
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Chapter Five - Producing a High Resolution Digital Elevation Model (HRDEM)
of Giant's Causeway and Causeway Coast World Heritage Site Using
Terrestrial LiDAR

Abstract
This chapter presents a methodology for landscape scale digital documentation using
terrestrial Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR). Evidence presented in the previous
chapters demonstrates that digital documentation in its own right, regardless of
technologies or techniques, is unlikely to enhance conservation of dynamic natural
heritage sites. The methodology presented in this chapter was developed to provide
data with which to assess where specific processes occur within a natural heritage
site, their likelihood of occurrence and probable impacts. This methodology
addresses a gap in advice for landscape scale terrestrial LiDAR projects, but also
demonstrates how natural heritage site mangers can approach, use and adapt best
practice guidelines where appropriate for their individual project. In this case
guidelines presented by English Heritage for the use of terrestrial LiDAR at cultural
heritage sites, are adapted for the dynamic GCCCWHS. Whilst this chapter is based
on the use of terrestrial LiDAR for digital documentation, it stresses the use of other
more appropriate digital documentation techniques based on a project’s needs,
objectives and resources.
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5.1 Aim
This chapter charts the development of a methodology for the landscape scale digital
documentation of a natural heritage site using terrestrial LiDAR. This addresses a
lack of peer-reviewed methodologies for the use of terrestrial LiDAR at dynamic
natural heritage sites and helps develop a better understanding of the issues managers
must address when selecting appropriate digital documentation technologies and
techniques. Specific objectives to meet this aim include:
•

A discussion regarding the advantages and disadvantages of terrestrial
LiDAR for documenting natural heritage sites

•

Development and presentation of a flexible methodology for the production
of landscape scale 3D point cloud data

•

Development and presentation of a methodology for the development of high
resolution digital elevation modelz using terrestrial LiDAR data

5.2. Introduction
Traditional topographic survey techniques such as photogrammetry, airborne Light
Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) and Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar
(InSAR) have been tried and tested in the production of Digital Elevation Models
(DEMs) e.g. photogrammetry has been employed by Land and Property Services
(NI) to produce a 10m DEM of Northern Ireland, and airborne LiDAR and satellite
based InSAR (50m) data have been used by the Irish Government's Discovery
Programme to produce DEMs for digital reconstructions of Medieval Roscommon
(Devlin, 2010) and Dun Ailinne hillfort in Co. Kildare (Shaw', 2010). This project,
based at the GCCWHS in Northern Ireland, provides a platform upon which to assess
the suitability of Terrestrial LiDAR for Digital Documentation of a natural heritage
site and production of High-Resolution Digital Elevation Models (tIRDEMs) on a
landscape scale.
The term LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) first appeared in geoscience
literature during the 1960s in relation to atmospheric aerosol studies (Bellian, 2005).
Mellis (2009) suggests the science of LiDAR has been around for over 40 years, but
only since the late 1990s have advances in technology made it available to the
general public for practical and cost effective survey applications. LiDAR is now
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used in a variety of scientific, law enforcement, surveying and construction
applications (Bellian et al, 2005). Terrestrial LiDAR (laser scanning) is the use of a
ground based device which uses a laser to measure the 3D coordinates of a surface,
automatically, in a systematic order and at a high rate of data capture (Mills and
Barber, 2006). Regardless of the application, all LiDAR instruments operate on a
variation of the same premise. A laser pulse leaves the source instrument, travels to a
remote object, bounces off the object and returns to a detector. The two-way travel
time of the pulse is divided in half and multiplied by the speed of light to calculate an
accurate Z distance. The X and Y position on the surface are calculated on the basis
of the position of the laser source. The result is a dataset or 'point cloud' which Mills
and Barber (2006) describe as a "collection of XYZ coordinates in a common
reference system that portrays to the viewer an understanding of the spatial
distribution of a subject or site". The XYZ data contained within the point cloud
provides data suitable for the production of Digital Elevation Models, defined here as
"altitude matrices representing ground heights only" (Lloyd and Atkinson, 2006).
Remote sensing is the science and art of obtaining information about an object, area,
or phenomenon through the analysis of data acquired by a device that is not in
contact with the object, area or phenomenon under investigation (Lillesand et al,
2007). Terrestrial laser scanning represents an active remote sensing technique where
a reflectorless laser is used to capture 3D topographic data in a high speed, high
precision and low cost manor (Lan et al, 2010). In their simplest form terrestrial
LiDAR instruments can been considered motorised total stations (Abdelhafiz, 2009).
Time-of-Flight (TOP), Phase Shift (PS) and triangulation are the three main methods
of terrestrial laser scanning. Triangulation scanners are best suited for small 'object
scanning' and are rarely employed in topographic surveying. TOP scanners
accurately measure the time required for a laser signal to travel from a source
instrument to a surface and back. Using the speed of light, the distance between the
instrument and the surface can be computed. PS scanners measure the change in
wavelength between a sent and received signal. This 'phase shift' is used to compute
the distance to a surface. A high frequency wavelength enables accurate distance
measurement but limits the scan range. PS scanners produce higher acquisition
speeds and more accurate data at shorter ranges (<200m); however their performance
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reduces dramatically compared to TOF scanners at ranges beyond 200m (Alonso et
al, 2010).
Application of Terrestrial LiDAR for the dual purposes of producing landscape scale
topographic data and 3D documentation of natural heritage features are uncommon.
Most applications of Terrestrial LiDAR have been limited to measurement tasks for
engineering projects and documentation of cultural heritage sites where high
resolution, accurate and rapid 3D point acquisition allows low cost and impressive
productions of engineering models and cultural heritage (Fabris et al, 2007).
Following this brief introduction to Terrestrial LiDAR technology, this chapter
outlines the advantages and disadvantages of using terrestrial LiDAR for digital
documentation and outlines a methodology developed to digitally document the
GCCCWHS. As this project represents the first known application of Terrestrial
LiDAR on a landscape scale at a natural heritage site in Northern Ireland, existing
guidance has been modified where necessary. In many cases methods and standards
employed in the documentation of Cultural Heritage Sites have been adjusted.
Fhiglish Heritage's "Metric Survey Specifications for Cultural Heritage", provided a
useful source of guidance for the design and implementation of a successful method
statement. This ensured timely and accurate completion of the Terrestrial LiDAR
survey at the GCCCWHS.
5.3 Advantages and disadvantages of using terrestrial LiDAR for digital
documentation
Addison (2000) provides a comparison between terrestrial LiDAR and traditional
documentation techniques which use tapes, theodolites, total stations and GPS. The
results suggest that traditional documentation techniques can be slow and
cumbersome when collecting spatial data. That said, traditional techniques often
supplement and support application of terrestrial LiDAR e.g. GPS is often used to
georeference a scan position and total stations are frequently employed to accurately
georeference scan targets. Using traditional survey equipment an operator can expect
to record up to 500 three-dimensional points in a day. Using a terrestrial LiDAR
system an operator can accurately collect over 10,000 points/second and associated
software enables instant 3D visualisation of the results (Kacyra, 2011).
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In addition to applications for digital documentation, Lan et al (2010) suggest
terrestrial LiDAR has become an indispensible tool for dense and accurate data
acquisition to facilitate detailed topographical analysis. Mills and Barber (2006)
provide a succinct summary of the major advantages terrestrial LiDAR surveys
provide over traditional topographic survey techniques such as photogrammetry,
InSAR (Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar) and total station data. These
include:
1. much more rapid digital data capture
2. ability to operate over a greater variety of light and weather conditions
3. portable equipment
4. relatively low power consumption
5. complete recording of 3D geometry through target and targetless alignment
of multiple point clouds
6. near real-time point cloud capture and viewing
7. improved coverage on vertical surfaces where traditional techniques tend to
miss complex topography

Mills and Barber (2003), and Ruiz et al (2010) highlight a number of disadvantages
associated with terrestrial LiDAR surveys, including:
1. a more limited scan area
2. high processing power and significant data storage space required
3. significant human resources are required during post-processing to obtain
meaningful information after field acquisition of 3D points.
4. point cloud data must be manually 'cleaned' to remove temporary objects e.g.
vegetation, people and vehicles.
5.4. Multiple Scan Locations and Sources of Error
When using terrestrial LiDAR multiple scan locations are required to recover the
complete geometry of a 3D object (Abdelhafiz, 2009). Attempts have been made to
provide formulae which help determine the position of scans but these approaches
are often simplistic e.g. Olsen et al (2009) suggested the following formula, based
upon Pythagorean theorem. In practise the complicated 3D geometry of many natural
and man-made objects make scan placement more difficult.
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In addition to issues surrounding scanner placement the nature of the surface material
can have a significant impact on the quality and detection of a return signal. Alonso
et al (2010) list three 'optical peculiarities' which might affect the quality or detection
of a return signal from a surface. These include translucency, anisotropy and
chromatism. Translucency is important in materials with a small refractive index
which lets light through e.g. water. This can result in a poor return signal and
erroneous data capture. Anisotropy in a material can affect the reflections and
transmission of a laser within the material and from its surface. Chromatism is
important in materials with different colours and distributions. Dark colours tend to
result in a weak return signal and can influence the geometry gathered by a scanner.
Variations of laser wavelength and strength can help minimise the effect of 'optical
peculiarities' e.g. a 905nm laser reflects poorly from a dark/wet soil surface whereas
a 690nm laser reflects much more strongly (Vetter et al, 2011).
In addition to scan placement, surface properties and laser characteristics, scan
registration presents an additional source of error when collecting terrestrial LiDAR
data. In order to register multiple scans in a common 3D coordinate system, a
transformation matrix must be solved by repositioning one scan with reference to
another on the basis of user or computer defined targets (Bellian et al, 2005). Many
issues can be identified surrounding target selection and placement. Targets can
represent natural or artificial objects which are identifiable in the point clouds of one
or more scans. Detection and naming of targets can be semi-automatic when a
computer is 'trained' to detect their geometry. Olsen et al (2011) suggest that
although time consuming, scan registration and alignment with artificial targets can
provide the lowest error values and the best scan alignments. Iterative Closest Point
(ICP) provides another registration option. This technique uses an algorithm which
selects random points in one scan, finds a matching point for each point in a second
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scan and performs a least-squares analysis to determine the translation necessary to
place the second scan in the same coordinate system. When point clouds are large,
ICP requires significant processing power and is often prohibitively time-consuming.
5.5. Terrestrial LiDAR and High Resolution Digital Elevation Models
(HRDEMs)
5.5.1. OEMs and HRDEMs
The term Digital Elevation Model (DEM) is often misunderstood and/or
misinterpreted. Most researchers and organisations using terrestrial EiDAR for the
production of DEMs, subscribe to the definition of DEMs as “data files which
contain “bare earth” or minimum elevation values, at a fixed grid interval for a
specified terrain area” (SIC, 2012: 1). In recent decades data collection and
processing techniques have enabled finer grid intervals and production of more
detailed DEMs and larger file sizes. Increasingly organisations such as the Centre
for Earth Observation (2012), NASA (2008) and Satellite Imaging Corporation
(2009) have begun to describe these models as High Resolution Digital Elevation
Models (HRDEMs). Like DEMs, HRDEM terminology is poorly defined and there is
currently no defined grid interval at which a DEM qualifies for HRDEM status.
What is clear is that researchers and organisations appear to use the term HRDEM to
suggest their model is of a finer resolution than an existing, courser DEM.
The Centre for Earth Observation (2012) suggests digital elevation data can now be
obtained for any place on Earth, at several resolutions. The centre refers to both
DEMs and HRDEMS, suggesting 1 km DEMs are available from the Global 30 Arc
Second Elevation Dataset (GTOPO30) and HRDEMs are available at 90, 30 and 10m
resolutions as a result of the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission undertaken in 2000.
Similarly Bamber et al (2010) refer to an existing 2.5 km model of Greenland as a
DEM, whilst reserving HRDEM status for their 1 km model. It is beyond the scope
of this project to standardise DEM and HRDEM terminology, however it is
important to justify use of term HRDEM in relation to the terrestrial LiDAR survey
at the GCCCWHS.
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Land and Property Services Northern Ireland (LPSNI), maintain a 10m elevation
dataset for Northern Ireland. This dataset was produced from photogrammetry data
obtained through the collection of orthophotography. The GCCCWHS is covered by
this regular 10m grid of elevation values, enabling interpolation and production of
10m

OEMs. The terrestrial LiDAR survey at the GCCCWHS provided

georeferenced elevation data at a minimum resolution of Ipt/ 0.1m. The term
HRDEM has therefore been adopted to distinguish between a 10m DEM produced
from photogrammetry data and a 10cm HRDEM produced from terrestrial LiDAR
data.
5.5.2. Sources of Error
The National Mapping Program of the US Department of the Interior (1998)
provides technical instructions for the production of DEMs, which define a range of
potential sources of error in the collection and conversion of point elevation data to
rasterised DEMs. These include:
•

Blunders

•

Systematic Errors

•

Random Errors

Blunders are defined as easily identifiable and major vertical errors which usually
indicate that the data collection process has deteriorated beyond the level of
systematic or random errors. As a line of sight remote sensing technique, major
vertical errors in terrestrial LiDAR data can occur for a wide variety of reasons.
During the terrestrial LiDAR survey at the GCCCWHS, major vertical point errors or
“phantom elevation values” were recorded as a result of bird flights, midge swarms,
sea spray and early morning/late evening mist. Where detected, errors caused by
blunders should be identified and removed from the elevation dataset or point cloud.
Systematic errors are those which generally follow a fixed pattern or rule and are
normally of a constant magnitude. They are often predictable and can cause bias or
artefacts in the final DEM. Systematic errors can become more pronounced with
higher grid resolutions where typical errors include fictitious features and improper
collection of terrain surface detail due to the effect of trees, buildings, vehicles and
people. When the cause is known systematic errors can be substantially reduced or
eliminated. At the GCCCWHS systematic errors were known to occur as a result of
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vegetation, outdoor furniture, vehicles and people within an elevation range < 3m
from the ‘‘bare earth” surface. To reduce these errors the minimum elevation point
within a 10 cm grid was taken to represent the “bare earth” surface for that cell.
Some terrestrial LiDAR scanners provide a number of return readings for a single
laser pulse. The last return is taken to represent the point furthest away from the laser
source i.e. the “bare earth” coordinates. This feature was not available for the
terrestrial LiDAR scanners used in this project therefore systematic error reduction
was undertaken in the ArcGIS 10.1 software platform following data collection.
Random errors are those which remain after blunders and systematic errors have
been removed or reduced. They result from accidental and unknown combinations of
causes beyond the control of the operator. Random errors can be classed as normally
distributed where positive and negative errors occur in equal frequency, small errors
occur more frequently than large errors and extremely large errors rarely occur.
5.5.3 Accuracy

Terrain roughness, sampling density, grid resolution, interpolation algorithm and
vertical resolution all affect the quality of a DEM (SIC, 2012). The US Department
of the Interior’s (1998) technical instructions for DEM production suggest the
vertical root-mean-square error (RMSE) statistic should be used to describe the
vertical accuracy of a DEM. The RMSE is defined as:

RMSE =

S(Zi - Zt)^
n

Zj = interpolated DEM elevation of a test point
Zf- = true elevation of a test point
n = number of test points
Point clouds provide irregularly distributed sample points, each with an x/y location
and z-value, which provide the basic elements required to produce a DEM. Each
point has important yet equal significance in terms of DEM production. Ideally a
point within a given grid cell should be selected to capture the true bare earth
elevation value e.g. selecting the lowest elevation value recorded within a given area.
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Z, or true elevation refers to the most probable elevation. Field control points or
existing elevation data should be used where possible. RMSE provides a measure of
accuracy by computing a comparison of the linear interpolated elevations in the
DEM

with

corresponding

known

elevation

values.

At

the

GCCCWHS

photogrammetry data provided by Land and Property Services provides elevation
data on a 10m point grid. This data provides a standardised base upon which to
assess the accuracy of a 10cm HRDEM produced from terrestrial LiDAR data.
5.6. Method Statement
5.6.1 Project Background
In 2010 the National Trust and the School of Geography, Archaeology and
Palaeoecology at Queen's University Belfast, embarked upon a project to Digitally
Document natural heritage features at the GCCCWHS. A successful research funding
application was submitted to the Department of Employment and Learning (DELNl)
and received Program for Government funding (PfG) for "an economically relevant
project in economic and skills priority areas". The project aimed to use Terrestrial
LiDAR to develop a High Resolution Digital Elevation Model (HRDEM) upon
which natural heritage data could be georeferenced to provide integrated hazard
management tools for the National Trust. 1 he School of Geography, Archaeology
and Palaeoecology provided the necessary Terrestrial LiDAR equipment and
appropriately trained staff, whilst the National Trust provided a small supportive
fieldwork and equipment grant.
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5.6.2 Location and Extent of Study Area
i.

The GCCCWHS is located on the north coast of County Antrim, Northern
Ireland. As defined in its current management plan, the WHS extends
approximately 3km from northeast to southwest and occupies 70ha of land
and a further 160ha of sea.

ii.

Terrestrial LiDAR surveys were planned for the publically accessible portion
of the lower footpath network, including the cliffs and bays between
Portnaboe and Port Reostan (Figure 5.1). The remainder of the lower footpath
network remains closed following a series of major landslides in 1994 (Smith
et al, 1995). Although access for research purposes is still possible, health and
safety considerations, funding constraints and time limitations made
surveying impossible along the cliff top path and the lower footpath between
Port Reostan and Hamilton's Seat. In the absence of Terrestrial LiDAR data
for inaccessible areas, 10m photogrammetry data was available from Land
and Property Services Northern Ireland (LPSNI) through the Northern Ireland
Mapping Agreement (NIMA).
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Figure 5.1: Terrestrial LiDAR Survey Area

iii.

The publically accessible area of the site between Portnaboe and Port Reostan
consists of an embayed coastline. The famous Grand Causeway stones form a
sea-level promontory consisting of approximately 40,000 basalt columns
which formed c. 60 Ma ago during a period of intense volcanism linked to the
opening of what is now the Atlantic Ocean (Smith 2005). In addition to the
outstanding columnar basalts there are variety of other natural heritage
features of interest such as interbasaltic beds which represent extended
periods of quiescence between lava flows, spheroidal weathering, coastal
erosion landforms, basalt cliffs and dynamic slope instability features (Smith
et al. 2011).
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5.6.3. Survey Control and Detail
The survey area eonsists of an embayed eoastline, containing natural heritage
features of global importance. A series of Terrestrial LiDAR surveys were planned to
digitally document visible natural heritage features as 3D point cloud data. Given the
scale of the site and range of features, a three stage "multi-scanner" approach was
developed. This involved scanning the lower footpath network and nearby features
(<120m) with a short-range scanner, inaccessible features within 120-300m of the
lower footpath with a medium range scanner and finally the embayed coastline (up to
700m) from the lower footpath and coastal platform using a long range scanner.
Survey Control was provided through a series of georeferenced survey nails,
artificial targets and scan positions. Georeferencing of survey nails, targets and scan
positions was achieved using a Leica Smartnet 1200 Differential GPS system and
Leica TCMl 105 Total Station.
5.6.4. Scanning / Survey Equipment
Due to funding, time and budget limitations, the "multi-scanner" survey developed
on the basis of available equipment and skills. Most equipment was supplied by the
School of Geography, Archaeology and Palacoccology at Queen's. This included the
Faro Focus 3D (120) and Leica HDS 3000 laser scanners, Leica TCM 1105 Total
Station, Leica Smartnet 1200 DGPS and all associated equipment. The long-range
Maptek i-Site 4400LR laser scanner and associated software were hired from Maptek
LTD using the available fieldwork and equipment budget. Table 5.1 summarises the
equipment list and table 5.2 provides a comparison of the available scanners.
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Table 5.1: Survey Equipment List
Survey Type

Equipment
Faro Focus 3D (120m) Scanner
Leica Smartnet 1200 DGPS
Gitzo Carbon Fibre Tri-Pod

Short-Range Survey

7cm White Plastic Spherical
Targets
Checkerboard Targets
Survey Nails
Leica TCM 1105 Total Station
Leica HDS 3000 Scanner
Leica Smartnet 1200 DGPS
Leica Survey Tri-Pod
Leica Tri-Brach

Medium-Range Survey
Checkerboard Fargets
2kw Petrol Generator
Panasonic Tough Book (Leica
Cyclone)
Maptek i-Site 4400LR Scanner
Leica Smartnet 1200 DGPS
Long-Range Survey

Leica Survey Tri-Pod
Leica Tri-Brach
Survey Nails
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Table 5.2: Comparison of Available Scanners
MediumShort-Range

Range

Long-Range

Leica

Maptek i-Site

Scanner Name

Faro Focus 3D

HDS3000

4400LR

Scanner Type

Phase Shift

Time of Flight

Time of Flight

Range

120m

300m

700m

Min Effective Range

0.6m

Im

5m

Speed

976000 pts/s

4000 pts/s

4400 pts/s

Ranging Error

2mm @25m

6mm @ 50m

50mm @ 700m

305

270

280

360

360

360

Laser Power

20 mW

23 mW

10 mW

Wavelength

905 nm

690 nm

905 nm

Beam Diameter

3.8 mm

4 mm

20 mm

Maximum Effective

Vertical Field of View
Horizontal Field of
View

14.4V Internal
Power

Battery

36V

48V

Battery Life

4 Hours

3 Hours

4 Hours

265x370x510
Size
Weight

240x200x100 mm

mm

431x271x356 mm

5kg

30kg

14kg

5.6.5. Point Density
To produce an accurate 10 cm HRDEM, it was determined minimum "on-ground"
point spacing should be least Ipt/O.lm. In addition to providing topographic data for
the production of a HRDEM, the survey was designed to document natural heritage
features as 3D point cloud data. It was determined that Ipt/O.lm should represent the
minimum "on-ground" point density, however data would be collected at a higher
resolutions where time and data processing constraints permitted. Guidelines
presented by English Heritage (2007) suggest "point density should be at least half
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the size of the smallest feature that is required to be discernible in the scan". The
greater the point density the more likely it is that a feature will be recorded, however
increased point density comes at the expense of much larger file sizes.
5.6.6. Access Equipment
Given the extent of the survey area, uneven off-path terrain, and the weight/amount
of survey equipment, the National Trust facilitated access by quad along the lower
footpath network and coastal platform in Portnaboe and Port Ganny. Due to a range
of biodiversity designations, access by quad was not permitted within Port Noffer
and not possible in Port Reostan where the lower footpath network provided the only
safe access route. To facilitate safe access and minimise the survey impact on
visitors, the following arrangements were made with the National Trust:
•

Access to the site would be available 24hrs/day.

•

Survey activity within the site would be arranged with the National Trust via
radio between visitor hours of 9am and 6pm.

•

When possible, scanning along the lower footpath network would take place
in the mornings from Sam to 1 lam and in the evenings from 4pm onwards. If
necessary visitors could be asked to delay movement along the path until a
scan was complete.

5.6.7. Lighting and Electrical Equipment
For health and safety reasons most surveying took place within day-light hours.
Where surveying could not take place within daylight hours, floodlighting was
mounted on the quad and electrical power for all survey equipment was provided by
a 2 kilowatt generator.
5.6.8 Alternative Survey Methods and Performance
Photogrammetry, airborne LiDAR, InSAR and traditional Total Station surveys
could all provide data for the production of Digital Elevation Models and natural
heritage documentation. Due to funding conditions, time constraints, and
skills/equipment availability these options weren't considered viable or appropriate.
The majority of natural heritage features exposed along the coast result from a layer
cake stratigraphy, geological controls and coastal erosion phenomena. Much of the
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interesting details are located on exposed vertical or near vertical faces which
photogrammetry, airborne LIDAR and InSAR acquire poorly. Whilst providing
accurate data, acquisition speeds for Total Station data were considered prohibitively
slow in comparison with Terrestrial LiDAR.
5.6.9 Sur\ ey Coverage
Using a short, medium and long-range scanning approach, a high level of 3D
completion was anticipated. Short and medium range scans at multiple georeferenced
locations along the lower footpath network would provide excellent coverage of the
footpath network and any interesting features up to 300m. Long range scans at
multiple georeferenced locations along the lower footpath and coastal platform
would provide excellent coverage of the wider coastal topography and natural
heritage features within 700m of a scan location. Efforts were made to minimise
survey impact on visitors. Scanning took place outside peak visitor hours and where
possible visitors and traffic were prevented from passing near the scan locations,
minimising temporary obstructions and data voids.
5.6.10 Output Media, Data Retention and Archiving
The main purpose of the Terrestrial LiDAR survey was to digitally document natural
heritage features at the GCCCWHS as 3D point cloud data and provide topographic
data suitable for the production of a 10cm URDEM. 3D point cloud data was
recorded in each laser scanner's proprietary fonnat, stitched together, georeferenced
and exported in .ptx, .pts and .LAS formats.
The exported .ptx files for each survey were imported into Leica Cyclone 7.4 and
stitched together using artificial targets, total station and differential GPS data to
produce a complete 3D point cloud for the entire site. The LiDAR data for the entire
site was saved and converted to the lossless LiDAR compression format .LAS using
the txt21as tool provided by the LasTools project at the Department of Computer
Science, University of North Carolina. This compressed the overall size of the survey
data and presented the data in a format suitable for direct import into ArcGIS
Desktop 10.1 for the production of a URDEM. The complete LiDAR dataset (.LAS)
for the site was recorded to blu-ray media and made available to National Trust staff
through an online database and associated LiDAR viewer.
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Al all stages data were backed up to multiple, portable hard disk drives and blu-ray
disks which could be transported and stored off-site. The following data has been
archived on a series of blu-ray and DVD data disks:
Files

Format

Location / Notes

Original Faro Focus 3D

.fls (Faro proprietary

Appendix Two (blu-ray

(120m) scans

format)

disks A and B)
Including free Faro Scene
5.0 LT software to view
scans

Original Maptek i-Site

.3dp (Maptek i-Site

Appendix Three (DVD

4400LR scans

proprietary format)

disk)

Entire 3D point cloud for

.las (Lossless compression

Appendix Four (dual layer

Giant's Causeway and

format developed by the

blu-ray disk)

Causeway Coast World

Department of Computer

Heritage Site

Science, University of
North Carolina)

Including free lasview
software to view scans
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5.7. Short-Range Terrestrial LiDAR Survey
5.7.1 Data Collection
The short-range Terrestrial LiDAR survey took place between the 20^^ and 29^*^
March 2012 along the lower footpath network with the purpose of recording
topographic data and associated natural heritage features (within 120m) as 3D point
cloud data.
5.7.1.1 Scanner Selection
i.

From the available scanners (see table 5.2), the Faro Focus 3D (120) provided
the highest scan resolution for accurately recording natural heritage features
and topographic data within 120m of the lower footpath network.

ii.

Weighing 5.0 kg and measuring 240x200x1 OOmm^ the Focus 3D was the
lightest and most portable scanner available. This represented a major
advantage over the Leica HDS3000 (30kg) and Maptek i-Site 4400LR (14kg)
scanners as large sections of the lower footpath network were only accessible
on foot across steep gradients.

111.

The Focus 3D had the largest stated battery life. Most scanning along the
lower footpath network would take place away from alternative power
sources. Supplied with two fully charged batteries the Focus 3D could
operate for approximately 8 hours before re-charging.

iv.

Post-processing and registration of data collected by the Focus 3D is
automatic when artificial targets are included within the scanner range. Given
the anticipated large number of scans required along the lower footpath and
lack of natural targets, inclusion of white 70mm spheres enabled automatic
detection and registration of scans in the Faro Scene 5.0 software package. In
addition digital inclinometer readings and automatic levelling by the scanner
significantly reduced scanner set-up time and improved registration
accuracies.
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5.7.1.2 Point Density and Accuracy
i.

The Faro Focus 3D has a range of options for adjusting scan resolution and
accuracy. Due to time, budget, data storage and processing constraints, scans
were limited to 5 minutes duration at 122,000 points/second - producing a
360” scan with a resolution of 7 points/mm at 10m (± 2mm error at 25m with
10% reflectivity).

ii.

Individual scans were located at 20m intervals with at least three common
artificial targets between adjacent scans to facilitate automatic registration
using Faro Scene 5.0. Scanner set-up took approximately 3 minutes at each
location including target placement and levelling,

5.7.1.3 Scanning and Survey Control
i.

The Faro Focus 3D (120) records individual scans in a local coordinate
system with the scanner head as the origin. Once stable on a tribrach, a
simple start/stop button initiates the scan process using the pre-specified
resolution and accuracy settings.

ii.

Multiple scans can be stitched together by use of artificial or natural targets to
create a global coordinate system for a scan project. Artificial targets (Figure
5.2) can include white spheres with a known radius or flat checkerboards.
Natural targets can be used by selecting and naming common individual
points between scans. Scanning at 20m intervals along the lower footpath
network at a resolution of 7 points/mm at 10m, six spherical targets of 70mm
radius were installed within 20m of each scan location. These ensured targets
could be detected automatically during post-processing in Faro Scene 5.0.
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Figure 5.2: Artificial Spherical Targets at Giant's Causeway
iii.

In addition to spherical targets, three checkerboard targets were placed at four
key locations along the footpath network (Figure 5.3). In conjunction with a
series of survey nails (georeferenced using the Leica Smartnet 1200 system),
checkerboards were recorded with a Leica TCRMl 105 Total Station and later
used to convert the short range survey 3D coordinates to Irish Grid
(TCM65_IrishGrid) using Leica's Cyclone 7.4 software. Georeferenced
survey nails, checkerboard targets and total station readings were positioned
at:

o

The Giant's Organ - TStationOl

o The Shepherds Steps Junction - TStation02
o The Grand Causeway - TStation03
o

Windy Gap - TStation04
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Figure 5.3: Map Showing Location of Key Control Points

iv.

In total 292 scans were eollected during the survey period. 1,773 individual
targets were temporarily placed along the survey route to facilitate automatic
scan registration in Faro Scene 5.0. To reduce processing time and improve
data storage, individual scans were registered in a series of eight sections
(Figure 5.4).

o

(1) Amphitheatre to the Giant's Organ

o

(2) Giant's Organ to the Grand Causeway

o

(3) Junction of the Shepherds Steps to the top of the Shepherds Steps
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o

(4) Grand Causeway to Windy Gap

o

(5) Harbour in Portnaboe to Windy Gap (along coast)

o

(6) Windy Gap to the Visitor Centre

o

(7) Windy Gap to Grand Causeway (along coast)

o

(8) Grand Causeway to Sea Gull Island (along coast)

Figure 5.4: Map Show Faro Focus 3D Section Scans
V.

At approximately five minutes per scan and three minutes set-up time, the
process of scanning the lower footpath network took approximately 39 hours
and produced 29.1 GB data in Faro Laser Scan format (.fls)
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5.7.2 Scan Registration and Georeferencing
i.

Each scan took approximately 10 minutes to process in Faro Scene 5.0 with
an additional 2 minutes required to identify artificial targets. In total took
approximately 58 hours to process and stitch the scans together with the
following PC specification:

ii.

o

Intel (R) Core (TM) 17-2600 CPU @ 3.4GHz

o

16 GB RAM

o

2 X 1GB ATI Radeon HD5570

o

2

o

Windows 7 Professional (64 bit)

X

1TB SATA Hardrives

Table 5.3 summarises mean, min, max and deviation errors recorded for each
section during the registration process in Faro Scene 5.0.

Table 5.3: Mean, Min, Max and Deviation Errors Recorded During Registration
Section Name

Mean Target

Deviation

Error
(1)

Min Target

Max Target

Error

Error

3 mm

2.1mm

0.9mm

6.6mm

1.1 mm

0.2mm

0.9mm

1.6mm

0.6mm

1.3mm

0mm

8mm

6mm

6.5mm

0.4mm

18mm

1mm

2.4mm

0mm

27mm

Amphitheatre
to Giant's
Organ
(2) Giant's
Organ to Grand
Causeway
(3) Junction to
Shepherds
Steps
(4) Grand
Causeway to
Windy Gap
(5) Old Harbour
Portnaboe to
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Windy Gap
(along coast)
(6) Windy Gap

1.2mm

0.9mm

0.1mm

3.8mm

L8mm

0.8mm

0.6mm

2.7mm

2mm

5.1 mm

0mm

29mm

to Visitor
Centre
(7) Windy Gap
to Grand
Causeway
(along coast)
(8) Grand
Causeway to
Seagull Island
(along coast)

iii.

Once registered in a global (project) coordinate system the eight sections
were exported in the generic .ptx and .pts point cloud formats. In total it took
approximately 80 hours to export the eight sections in both formats. The
original Faro Laser Scan (.fls) were recorded onto blu-ray data disks for
storage and archiving (see Appendix Two disks A and B).

iv.

The .ptx data were imported into Leica Cyclone 7.4 where the 3D coordinates
were transformed to Irish Grid using the georeferenced survey nails and
checkerboard targets. A Leica TCRM1105 total station was used in
reflectorless mode to locate checkerboard targets and survey nails. Survey
nails were georeferenced in Irish Grid using a Leica Geosystems Smartnet
1200 Differential GPS system. This enabled transformation of the
checkerboard targets and associated scans to Irish Grid (Table 5.4).
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Table 5.4: Georeferenced Survey Nail and Checkerboard Target Coordinates
(Irish Grid)
Location

Giant's

Control ID

ORl

Organ
OR2
TStationO
1

OR3

TORI

TOR2

TOR3

Shepherds

C20

Steps
Junction

TStationO

C21

C22

2
CFORKOl

CFORK02

CFORK03

Grand

C30

Causeway
C31
TStationO

Easting

Northing

Orthometri

Checkerboar

(Irish

(Irish

c Height

d Target /

Grid)

Grid)

(m)

Nail

295206.97

444864.72

6

9

295207.98

444858.34

5

1

295205.38

444853.13

9

1

295213.15

444862.39

6

1

295213.17

444860.96

0

0

295212.71

444853.59

2

9

295186.36

444763.06

2

0

295187.75

444765.45

8

2

295188.39

444767.65

5

4

295182.17

444753.86

2

4

295183.38

444764.16

9

6

295185.80

444767.55

1

1

294809.53

444672.29

7

7

294807.66

444676.86

3

8

30.492

30.385

Checkerboards

30.220

34.140

33.016

Nails

33.522

33.017

34.087

Checkerboards

34.073

30.440

31.389

Nails

32.345

8.815

7.629

Checkerboards

120

3

C32

29480.813

444679.47

6.844

1
STONESOl

STONES02

STONES03

WGOl

Windy
Gap

WG02
TStationO
4

WG03

294814.16

444688.78

3.973

8

7

294811.50

444682.01

1

2

294803.64

444686.13

0

0

294386.93

444399.67

7

6

294383.61

444400.56

9

9

294378.90

44404.353

11.88

12.191

4.717

Nails

4.777

13.693

13.314

Checkerboards

8
WGNAILO

294386.50

444413.22

1

7

1

WGNAILO

294391.97

444410.72

2

8

6

WGNAILO

294388.61

444401.80

3

8

9

12.721

Nails

13.209

5.7.3 Storage and Archiving of Point Cloud Data
i.

Following guidelines provided by English Nature's "Metric Survey
Specifications for Cultural Heritage" and the US Army's Topographic
Engineering Centre, the georeferenced LiDAR data (.ptx) underwent lossless
data compression using the "txt21as" software package provided by the
LasTools project at the Computer Science Department of the University of
North Carolina. The resulting .LAS files were recorded onto blu-ray data
disks for storage and archiving (see appendix four). Storage of LiDAR data in
.LAS would later facilitate data import and production of a HRDEM using
the LAS Toolbox in ArcGIS Desktop 10.1.
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5.8. Medium-Range Terrestrial LiDAR Survey
5.8.1 Data Collection
A single medium-range Terrestrial LiDAR survey took place on the 6^*^ April 2012 in
Port Reostan on the lower footpath network with the purpose of recording
topographic data and associated natural heritage features (within 300m) as 3D point
cloud data. The medium-range survey was developed to document features beyond
the 120m range of the Faro Focus 3D and at higher resolutions than possible with the
longer range Maptek i-Site 4400LR.

5.8.1.1 Scanner Selection
i. From the available scanners (see table 5.2), the Leica HDS3000 provided the
highest scan resolution and range for accurately recording natural heritage
features and topographic data within 300m of the lower footpath network in
Port Reostan.

ii.

In addition to the superior range and higher point density available, the
system's laser wavelength of 690nm provided a unique advantage. Recent
landslides within Port Reostan had exposed large failure scars which were
wetted by the presence of percolines. Both the Maptek i-site 4400LR and
Faro Focus 3D use a 905nm laser which undergoes significant absorption
upon contact with water, significantly reducing reflectance values and
resulting in a large data voids across dull and wet surfaces (Vetter et al,
2011). Trial scans with the short-range Faro Focus 3D confirmed that limited
data was recorded across failure scars within Port Reostan. By comparison
the 690nm laser used by the Leica HDS3000 was not significantly affected by
the wet failure scars, enabling accurate recording of topographic data up to
300m.

iii.

Batteries were unavailable for the Leica HDS3000, requiring transport of a 2
kilowatt generator and associated equipment along the lower footpath to Port
Reostan. Two litres of petrol could provide 7 hours scan time.
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iv.

Post-processing and registration of data collected with the Leica HDS 3000 is
semi-automatic when artificial targets are included within the scanner range.
Only one single 360” scan was required in Port Reostan. Inclusion of three
checkerboard targets enabled automatic detection of control points in Leica
Cyclone 7.4. These checkerboard targets were also located and identified
within the closest short-range scans, enabling registration in the Irish Grid
system used for the short-range survey.

5.8.1.2 Point Density and Accuracy

i.

The Leica HDS3000 provides a range of options for selecting scan resolution.
Due to data storage and processing constraints, the 360” scan was limited to
50 minutes duration at 4,000 points/second - producing a 360” scan with a
resolution of 5 points/mm at 10m (± 6mm error at 50m with 10%
reflectivity).

5.8.1.3 Scanning and Survey Control

i.

The Leica HDS3000 records individual scans in a local coordinate system
with the scanner head as the origin. Once stable on a tribrach, the scanner is
instructed to initiate a scan with pre-specified resolution settings through an
Ethernet connected laptop (Figure 5.5).

ii.

Multiple scans are registered by use of artificial or natural targets to create a
global coordinate system for an individual scan project. To register/integrate
the medium-range Leica HDS3000 data with the short-range Faro Focus 3D
data, three common checkerboard targets were located in both surveys.
Checkerboard targets could be automatically detected during post-processing
in Leica Cyclone 7.4 and used to register the Leica HDS3000 scan with the
Faro Focus 3D scans which were stored in the Irish Grid coordinate system.
This transformed the medium-range data to Irish Grid and produced a unified
3D point cloud which included the short and medium range data.
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Figure 5.5: Leica HDS 3000 Set-Up

111.

At approximately 50 minutes scan time and 15 minutes set-up time, the
process of scanning Port Reostan took approximately 1 hour 5 minutes and
produced 250 MB data in Leica's proprietary format (.imp).
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5.8.2 Scan Registration and Georeferencing
i.

The scan of Port Reostan took approximately 15 minutes to process in Leica
Cyclone 7.4 with an additional 10 minutes required to identify checkerboard
targets in both the short and medium range scans. In total it took
approximately 25 minutes to register the scans with the following PC
specification:

o

Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-2600 CPU @ 3.4GHz

o

16 GB RAM

o

2

X

1GB ATI Radeon HD5570

o 2 X 1TB SATA Hardrives
o
ii.

Windows 7 Professional (64 bit)

When the short and medium range scans were registered in the Irish Grid
coordinate system the entire 3D point cloud was exported in .ptx and .pts
format.

5.8.3 Storage and Archiving of Point Cloud Data
iii.

Following guidelines provided by English Nature's "Metric Survey
Specifications for Cultural Heritage" and the US Army's Topographic
Engineering Centre, the georeferenced LiDAR data (.ptx) underwent lossless
data compression using the "txt21as" software package provided by the
LasTools project at the Computer Science Department of the University of
North Carolina. The resulting .LAS files were recorded onto blu-ray data
disks for storage and archiving (see appendix four). Storage of LiDAR data in
.LAS would later facilitate data import and production of a HRDEM using
the LAS Toolbox in ArcGIS Desktop 10.1.
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5.9. Long-Range Terrestrial LiDAR Survey
5.9.1 Data Collection
The long-range Terrestrial LiDAR survey took plaee between the 9^*^ and 13^^ April
2012 along the lower footpath network and coastal platform between Portnaboe and
Port Reostan with the purpose of recording the wider coastal topography and
associated natural heritage features (up to 700m) as 3D point cloud data.

5.9.1.1 Scanner Selection
i.

From the available equipment (see table 5.2), the Maptek i-Site 4400LR
provided the greatest scan range (up to 700m) for accurately recording the
embayed coastline, cliffs and foreshore from the lower footpath and coastal
platform between Portnaboe and Port Reostan. Whilst functional scan range
was considerably higher than the Faro Focus 3D (120m) or Leica HDS3000
(300m), this came at the expense of lower point density, however this was
still considered excellent for the purposes of collecting landscape scale
topographic data at Ipt/O.lm required for production of a 10cm HRDEM

ii. Weighing 14kg and measuring 270x360x430mm^ the Maptek i-Site 4400LR
was much larger and heavier than the Faro Focus 3D (5kg) but provided a
much larger effective scan range and superior weather-proofing for
conditions along the coastal platform. Internal 48V batteries provided power
for approximately six hours surveying, providing significant advantages over
the heavier Leica HDS3000 (30kg) which required an additional petrol
generator, fuel and multiple electrical cables to operate.

iii. Unlike the Faro Focus 3D and Leica HDS3000, the Maptek i-Site 4400LR
did not require placement of artificial targets within the scan range.
Georeferencing and registration of multiple scan positions look place within
the scanners operating software by mounting a Leica Smartnet 1200
differential GPS antenna on the scanner's attachment bracket. Orientation of
individual scans was achieved by locating georeferenced back-sight poles
using the scanner's optical telescope (Figure 5.6).
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5.9.1.2 Point Density and Accuracy

i. The Maptek i-Site 4400LR captures point data at a standard rate of 4400
points/section.

5.9.1.3 Scanning and Survey Control

i.

The Maptek i-Site 4400LR required careful positioning and precise levelling
before operation. A Leica Tribrach (Figure 5.6) was used to level the scanner
using two large bubble levels located within the scanner head. Although time
consuming, accurate levelling was essential due to the larger scan range
involved. Small changes in the scanner inclination could result in large point
errors at 700m from the scanner origin.

ii.

The Maptek i-Site 4400LR records individual scans in a user-specified
coordinate system with the scanner head as the origin. Unlike the Faro Focus
3D and Leica HDS3000, this coordinate system is based on the georeferenced
location of the scanner head. The precise location of the scanner head was
determined by mounting a Leica Smartnet 1200 differential GPS antenna on
the scanner's attachment bracket (Figure 5.6). Readouts from the Smartnet
module enabled input of the 3D Irish Grid coordinates for the scanner origin.
This removed the need for georeferenced targets within the scan range and
significantly reduced post-processing and registration time as scans were
automatically recorded in the Irish Grid coordinate system.

iii.

The orientation of individual scans was achieved through georeferenced
back-sight poles located in each bay. Before performing a scan a relevant
back-sight pole was identified on the horizontal plane through the scanner's
optical telescope (Figure 5.6). This enabled correct orientation and placement
of scans based on the 3D coordinates of the scanner head and relevant back
sight locations.
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IV.

When the scan position and orientation were determined, the scanner
collected a 360° panoramic photograph, enabling selection of the scan area on
the scanners operating tablet-PC. In all cases a full 12 minute 360° scan was
performed using the long-range, high density setting.

Figure 5.6: Maptek i-Site 4400LR Set-Up

ii.

26 georeferenced scan positions were located along the lower footpath and
coastal platform between Portnaboe and Port Reostan (Figure 5.7).
Georeferenced survey poles were placed within each bay to act as a back128

sight for scan orientation. Scanner placement and set up took approximately
25 minutes at each location. In total it took approximately 10 hours to
produce 26 scans along the lower footpath and coastal platform. Full Irish
Grid coordinates for scan locations can be found in Table 5.5.
111.

Figure 5.7; Long-Range Scan Locations
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Table 5.5: Long Range Scan Positions (Irish Grid)
and Location Accuracy
Location
Orthometric Accuracy
Scan Name

Easting

Northing

GCOASTOl

694196.843

944090.662

5.331

0.0366

GCOAST02

694324.08

944127.936

4.991

0.0374

GCOAST03

694308.026

944395.446

11.665

0.0303

GCOAST04

694354.353

944439.579

6.514

0.0310

GCOAST05

694467.022

944451.012

2.386

0.0383

GCOAST06

694637.148

944587.473

3.502

0.0300

GCOAST07

694844.29

944645.916

3.331

0.0371

■*—<
c/3

GCOAST08

695052.252

944781.154

2.368

0.0416

O
U

GCOAST09

695046.633

944993.357

4.14

0.0351

GCOASTIO

695045.543

945094.274

3.121

0.0542

GCOASTll

695021.834

945198.795

6.755

0.0328

NOl

694396.629

944059.491

34.267

0.0422

N02

694410.934

944196.794

27.626

0.0411

N03

694382.262

944270.633

25.908

0.0388

N04

694327.893

944346.219

18.321

0.0377

NOS

694325.51

944415.056

11.729

0.0339

N06

694501.04

944436.707

3.625

0.0413

O

N07

694636.763

944566.646

5.044

0.0410

03

N08

694660.063

944628.892

7.92

0.0384

O
O
U-,

N09

694686.419

944659.873

8.161

0.0290

(U

NIO

694750.387

944663.992

4.494

0.0323

Nil

694863.84

944637.743

3.708

0.0309
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5.9.2 Scan Registration and Georeferencing
i.

The 26 georeferenced scans were recorded in Maptek's proprietary format
.3dp on the scanner's operating tablet. These were downloaded to a USB
memory device and imported into Maptek's i-Studio registration software
where they could be opened together and exported as a single point cloud file
in .ptx and .pts format. The original Maptek Scan (.3dp) data were recorded
onto blu-ray data disks for storage and archiving (see appendix three)

ii.

The entire registration and export processes took approximately 1 hour with
the following PC specification:

o

Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-2600 CPU @ 3.4GHz

o

16 GB RAM

o 2 X 1GB ATI Radeon HD5570
o 2 X 1TB SATA Hardrives
o
iii.

Windows 7 Professional (64 bit)

Unlike Faro Scene 5.0 and Leica Cyclone 7.4, Maptek's i-Studio could not
compute estimated registration errors because they resulted only from
inaccuracies in the recorded GPS data for the scanner head. Table 5.5
provides a summary of the recorded 3D accuracies for the individual scan
locations as recorded by the Leica Smartnet 1200 differential GPS system.

5.9.3 Storage and Archiving of Point Cloud Data
i.

Following guidelines provided by English Nature's "Metric

Survey

Specifications for Cultural Heritage" and the US Army's Topographic
Engineering Centre, the georeferenced long-range LiDAR data (.ptx)
underwent lossless data compression using the "txt21as" software package
provided by the LasTools project at the Computer Science Department of the
University of North Carolina. The resulting .LAS files were recorded onto a
blu-ray data disk for storage and archiving. Storage of LiDAR data in .LAS
would later facilitate data import and production of a HRDEM using the LAS
Toolbox in ArcGIS Desktop 10.1.
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5.10. Multi-Scanner Point Cloud Registration
As a collection of XYZ coordinates, point clouds derived from multiple scanners and
formats can be easily converted to a common text format. Industry standard formats
include .ptx and .pts. In this example point clouds from the short, medium and longrange surveys were recorded in both .ptx and .pts formats. This enabled import of the
survey data in Leica's Cylone 7.4 software where the georeferenced point clouds for
the three individual surveys were overlain and exported as a .ptx file containing 3D
coordinates for the entire terrestrial LiDAR survey (Figure 5.8). Finally, following
guidelines provided by English Heritage's "Metric Survey Specifications for Cultural
Heritage" and the US Army's Topographic Engineering Centre, the .ptx data
underwent lossless data compression using the "txt21as" package provided by the
LasTools project at the Computer Science Department of the University of North
Carolina. The resulting .LAS file was recorded onto a blu-ray data disk for storage
and archiving. Figure 5.9 provides a work-flow diagram for registration of multi
scanner point cloud data.

Figure 5.8 Georeferenced 3D Point Cloud for the Entire Terrestrial LiDAR
Surveys
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Figure 5.9: Multi-Scanner Point Cloud Registration Methodology
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5.11. Production and Validation of lOcm HRDEM
The LAS dataset and associated tools in ArcGIS 10.1 were used to facilitate
production of a 10cm HRDEM for the GCCCWHS. ArcGIS 10.1 enables direct
import and editing of georeferenced .LAS datasets. Successful short, medium and
long-range terrestrial LiDAR surveys provided a 3D point cloud for the entire WHS
in .LAS format. This was opened and classified according to elevation values using
the LAS dataset toolbox (Figure 5.10).

■ 60 - 120m
^ 30 - 60m
; 10 - 30m
ai ; 0 - 10m

Figure 5.10: 3D Point Cloud (LAS dataset) for the Giant's Causeway and
Causeway Coast World Heritage Site
A LIDAR point cloud by its nature is an irregularly spaced dataset. The process of
converting point cloud data into regularly spaced data by means of interpolation is
known as gridding. The data conversion tool "LAS dataset to Raster" was used to
produce a gridded 10cm HRDEM for the WHS. This tool calculates cell values based
on points that fall within the extent of a cell. If cells do not contain points within
their extent an interpolation method is selected to calculate values. Where more than
one point is located within a cell, a cell assignment technique is used to select the
most appropriate value. Cell assignment techniques include average, maximum,
minimum, inverse distance weighting and natural neighbour analysis. When
producing a "bare earth" DEM from Terrestrial LiDAR data the minimum cell
assignment technique represents the most appropriate option. Minimum cell
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assignment uses the minimum point value in a cell extent to generate what is
theoretically a "bare earth" DEM. In contrast, maximum cell assignment takes the
maximum value point in the cell to generate a DEM which represents a vegetation
canopy and/or other "above ground" objects (Gillihan, 2011). In cases where
terrestrial LiDAR scanners do not record multiple return pulses from a surface,
minimum cell assignment provides an alternative to DEM interpolation methods
based on last return values (Lillesand et al, 2007). Where no points fall within a cell
extent, a void fill interpolation technique is used to define values for that cell. Void
fill methods include simple, linear and natural neighbours. Simple void fill averages
values from surrounding data cells to eliminate small voids. Large voids remain if
adjacent cells don't contain data. Linear void fill creates a triangulated surface
between points and uses linear interpolation on the triangulated surface to determine
cell values for the DEM. Natural neighbour interpolation finds the closest subset of
input samples for a given cell and applies weights to them based on proportionate
areas (Sibson 1981). The associated weights are used to interpolate a cell value.
Gon9alves (2005) compared various interpolation techniques for the production of
DEMs from dense terrestrial LiDAR data. The results showed that for high density
LiDAR points there was no significant difference between interpolation methods.
Figure 5.12 provides an overview of the ArcGIS 10.1 model builder workflow used
to produce the 10cm HRDEM for the GCCCWHS.

The .LAS terrestrial LiDAR data was interpolated on a 10cm grid using the natural
neighbour and linear interpolation techniques available in ArcGIS 10.1. Figure 5.10
shows the computed HRDEMs and associated difference surface. These confirm the
limited effect interpolation techniques have on computed DEMs produced from high
density point cloud data. Table 5.6 provides a summary of the elevation statistics for
each HRDEM. The statistics and computed surfaces suggest the natural neighbours
approach produces a lower standard deviation and mean elevation value, however
maximum and minimum values remain the same. Following guidance reproduced in
the US Department of the Interior’s (1998) technical instructions for DEM
production the root mean square error was calculated for both surfaces based on
known elevation points derived from Land and Property Service's

10m

photogrammetry data. Figures 5.13 and 5.14 provide a graphical representation of the
correlation between known elevation values from the 10m photogrammetry and
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bathymetry data, and predicted elevation values derived from the HRDEM. Although
differences are considered negligible, the natural neighbours interpolation technique
provided a lower standard deviation and root mean square error and was selected to
produce the overall 10cm HRDEM for the WHS.
Table 5.6: Summary Statistics for 10cm OEMS produced through linear and
natural neighbour interpolation

10cm HRDEM (Linear

10cm HRDEM (Natural

Interpolation)

Neighbours)

Min

-26.8100 m

-26.8100 m

Mean

24.0420 m

23.9544 m

Max

131.5500 m

131.5500 m

Standard

43.4340

43.2965

Deviation
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Elevation (meters)
High : 131 55
Low -26 81

□□ Terrestrial LiOAR Survey Area

Difference Surface (Meters)
H -20 0

-O'*

CID-0302
■I 03- 1
2

10

Figure 5.11: (1) 10cm HRDEM - Linear Interpolation (2) 10cm HRDEM Natural Neighbour Interpolation (3) Difference Surface and Terrestrial LiDAR
Survey Area
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Figure 5.12: Terrestrial LiDAR Data (.LAS) to Rasterised DEM - Workflow
(Model Builder Module, ArcGIS 10.1)
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Overall the RMSE values and graphical representation of data in figures 5.11, 5.13
and 5.14 suggest a high level of accuracy was sustained throughout the LiDAR
survey, point cloud registration, georeferencing and data processing phases.
Although overall accuracy appears high, there remain small pockets of difference
between ‘"known” elevation values derived from the 10m photogrammetry and
bathymetry data, and the interpolated values of the 10cm HRDEM. These differences
may result from random or systematic errors in the photogrammetry, bathymetry or
terrestrial LiDAR data collection processes. A small but significant pocket of
difference occurs from -10m to sea level at Om. At this point return pulses recorded
by the laser scanning equipment were predicted to be erratic. Under normal
circumstances lasers operating in the 905nm range, experience significant drop off in
return pulse intensity on wet and dark surfaces; however in the -10m to Om range,
breaking waves resulting in sea spray and foam may account for erroneous elevation
points at sea level. Below -10m few return values were recorded. This suggests
terrestrial LiDAR surveys can only be used to record accurate elevation data above
sea level in coastal locations.
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5.11.1 Data Storage and Archiving
When complete the 10cm HRDEM for the GCCCWHS was exported and saved as a
georeferenced .TIFF file. This file was burned to a blu-ray data disk for storage and
archiving (see appendix four). Access to the 10cm HRDEM would later be required
for 3D visualisation and integration with the Natural Heritage Database (NHD) for
the purposes of developing key hazard management tools.
5.12. 3D Point Clouds and Natural Heritage Documentation
The introduction to this chapter suggested examples of terrestrial LiDAR surveys for
the dual purpose of producing landscape scale topographic data and 3D
documentation of natural heritage features are uncommon. Most applications of
terrestrial LiDAR have been limited to measurement tasks for engineering projects
and documentation of cultural heritage sites where high resolution, accurate and
rapid 3D point acquisition allows low cost and impressive productions of engineering
models and cultural heritage (Fabris et al, 2007).
Natural heritage can be considered a catalogue of inherited “flora and fauna,
geological and physiographical features, natural beauty and amenity” (SNH, 2003).
Dynamism is a common feature of natural heritage sites and in many cases
recognition of natural change has been a central tenet of their designation (Smith et
al. 2005). Natural heritage is therefore a dynamic concept and its associated features
are often in a state of flux. Unlike engineering and cultural heritage applications, 3D
documentation projects at natural heritage sites can never claim to completely
document a site. At best 3D point clouds representing natural heritage features
provide a snapshot of their condition at the time of recording (Figure 5.15)
As a tourism ‘honeypot’, the GCCCWHS, located on the north coast of County
Antrim is Northern Ireland’s key heritage resource and represents a contested space
around and within which stakeholders capitalise on the world class aesthetic,
scientific, educational, historical and cultural values. In common with other natural
heritage sites the GCCCWHS is exposed to a range of anthropogenic and natural
threats which have the potential to damage or destroy its outstanding heritage values.
In response to the perceived limitations of biodiversity focussed international and
indigenous conservation designations, a number of organisations are beginning to
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support application of digital tools to document heritage sites. For example, CyArk
and the Scottish Ten Project have successfully secured funding to digitally capture a
list of mainly cultural heritage sites using terrestrial LiDAR.
Whilst applauding the contribution these organisations make to records of local,
national and global heritage, to improve conservation of natural sites, technology
must move beyond simple documentation and support geoconservation measures.
The approach presented in this thesis promotes digital documentation for the
development of integrated hazard assessment. The production of a 10cm HRDEM
outlined earlier in this chapter forms the foundation of this approach. It should
however be noted that 3D point clouds can provide a means of digitally preserving
(albeit statically) these dynamic sites. Figure 5.16 demonstrates graphically the
difference in these approaches. Digital Documentation of a heritage site can achieve
digital preservation, however when undertaken in conjunction with and for the
purpose of integrated hazard assessment, the approach can help facilitate
conservation of irreplaceable sites.
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Figure 5.15: Digital Preservation as 3D Point Clouds of (A) Grand Causeway,
(B) GianCs Organ (C) Access Gate to Amphitheatre, recorded on 2C* March
2012
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Digital
Preservation
Conservation

Figure 5.16: Digital Preservation Vs Conservation - Digital Documentation and
Integrated Hazard Assessment at Natural Heritage Sites
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Chapter Six - Digital Documentation and Integrated Hazard Assessment at the
Giant’s Causeway and Causeway Coast World Heritage Site
Abstract
This chapter presents a series of methodologies for the development of hazard
assessment tools which combine data from the natural heritage database (outlined in
chapter four), terrestrial LiDAR data (acquired in chapter five) and an innovated
citizen GPS sensor survey developed to assess visitor patterns within the
GCCCWHS. The methodologies presented in this chapter ensure that data acquired
through digital documentation contribute to enhanced practical conservation of a
dynamic natural heritage site. The first methodology combines visitor and slope
failure data, providing managers with the information to make informed decisions
regarding visitor and staff safety. The second methodology combines a high
resolution digital elevation model (developed in chapter five), with habitat data
(outlined in chapter four), local storm surge predictions presented by Orford et al
(2007) and provides managers with information to make informed decisions
regarding the impacts of climate change within the GCCCWHS. This chapter raises
questions regarding what impact simple and flexible tools can have, given strict legal
requirements to maintain priority habitats, species and access under existing and
future management scenarios. It bridges the gap between the more theoretical
discussions in previous chapters and the development of practical guidance for
digital documentation and integrated hazard assessment which are presented in the
final chapter.
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6.1 Introduction
Dynamism is recognised as an intrinsic feature of natural heritage sites, and in many
cases recognition of natural change has become a founding principle of their
designation (Smith et al, 2011). Whether defined historically as ‘wise-use’ or
contemporarily as ‘sustainable-use’, conservation has developed as a means of
avoiding scarcity of environmental goods and services upon which present and future
generations depend (Keren and Roelofsma, 1995). Chapters one and two demonstrate
how natural heritage provides the basic foundations for all environmental goods and
services upon which present and future generation depend. There are however
significant problems in communicating these values to policy makers who have been
conditioned to focus on protecting biodiversity regardless of natural or anthropogenic
change. Communication difficulties are compounded by diverse conservation
terminologies and incompatible natural heritage audit systems.
Natural heritage is a dynamic concept and many of its’ elements are in a state of flux.
Evidence presented in earlier chapters suggests that digital documentation of a
natural heritage site can achieve digital preservation; however when undertaken in
conjunction with integrated hazard assessment it is hoped the approach can help
facilitate conservation of irreplaceable sites. Chapter Five presents a multi-scanner
methodology for the landscape scale terrestrial laser scanning of dynamic natural
heritage sites. Using the GCCCWHS as a field laboratory it demonstrates the
advantages and disadvantages of digital documentation involving terrestrial LiDAR.
At this stage it is important to revisit one key disadvantage i.e. the inability of
terrestrial LiDAR to fully document changes at a natural heritage site. Even if the
technique could operate like a modern video camera, minute environmental changes
in the milliseconds and nanoseconds between frames would be missed. At the
GCCCWHS repeat LiDAR scans were tried at the Onion Skins to assess change
overtime. The high input of resources required (time, personal and financial) meant
the approach had limited effectiveness for assessing visitor and staff safety.
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Building upon the issues and opportunities associated with digital documentation,
this chapter demonstrates how thoughtful application of digital documentation can
provide a more pro-active, dynamic and inclusive approach to management of
irreplaceable heritage sites. The approach compliments that of UNESCO's World
Heritage Centre (2010) which favours investment in capacity building exercises and
activities which enhance the role of local communities. Using the GCCCWHS as a
case study, this chapter presents a flexible methodology which combines digital
documentation with the development of simple integrated hazard assessment tools
which provide managers with infomiation about where specific processes occur, their
likelihood of occurrence and probable impacts.
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6.2. Slope Failure and Visitor Hazards at the Giant’s Causeway and Causeway
Coast World Heritage Site
This element of the project takes a simple but powerful technology, the Global
Positioning System (GPS), combines it with information collected through digital
documentation of natural heritage at the GCCCWHS and applies it to a sustainable
management issue (visitor and staff safety) at what is arguably Northern Ireland’s
most important natural heritage resource site.
6.2.1. Aims and Objectives
This section aims to show how GPS based citizen sensor and slope failure surveys
can facilitate development of a simple hazard assessment tools at the GCCCWHS.
This is achieved through following objectives:
1. Development of a GPS citizen sensor survey at the GCCCWHS to establish
where visitors go, when and for how long.
2. Digital documentation of georeferenced slope failure data collected by the
National Trust
3. Integration of slope failure and visitor data within GIS based natural heritage
database (ArcGIS Desktop 10.1)
4. Use of generic tools contained within ArcGIS Desktop 10.1 to develop a
simple integrated visitor and slope failure hazard assessment tool
6.2.2. Introduction
The 2013-2019 GCCCWHS management plan indicates that a key issue facing
managers at the WHS is the effective management of large visitor numbers. Between
July 2012 and August 2013 over 1 million people visited the WHS (CCGHT, 2013).
The National Trust are keen to ensure that visitors are accommodated in a manner
which delivers a safe and high quality experience without compromising the
conservation values of the site or contravening statutory designations. Current efforts
by the National Trust and its’ partners appear to be maintaining the OUV and
integrity for which the site was inscribed on the World Heritage List.
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Using the GCCCWHS as a case study, Smith et al (2011) exemplified the visitor
safety hazards and management challenges associated with dynamic WHSs. They
demonstrated how geomorphological investigation could provide the basic
information required to inform sustainable management programmes. They
recognised that hazards, especially in relation to slope instability are complex and
varied, and in response to projected environmental change, their risk potential may
increase. At the very least, increased slope instability will result in frequent,
hopefully temporary closure of sections of the footpath network. In order to manage
these situations the National Trust need to understand where specific processes
occur, their probability of occurrence and likely impacts. Based on their findings.
Smith et al (2011) established a process to baseline slope instability. This involves
National Trust wardens producing an inventory of georeferenced slope failures using
a Garmin E-Trex 10 GPS device and digital camera. Their efforts contribute to
digital documentation through creation of a slope failure database in Microsoft Excel
2010. This database and associated photographs are emailed on a monthly basis for
inclusion in a georeferenced Natural Heritage Database (Figure 6.1).

Digital Camera
Garmin E-Trex 10
GPS
Used daily by National
Trust to record:
•

Latitude

•

L on^tude

•

Elevation

•

Date

•

Type of Slope
Failure

U se d daily by N ational
Trust to photo g:aph
evidence of individual
slope failure

Natural Heritage Database
C ontained within ArcOlS
10.1

Figure 6.1: Creation of a Slope Failure Database
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This project advances the work of Smith et al (2011) by establishing a process of
documenting visitor patterns at the site, thus helping to collect essential information
with which to address a primary management concern i.e. the effective management
of large numbers of visitors within a hazardous environment. It is recognised that as
a major regional economic resource into which stakeholders have invested heavily, it
is inconceivable that access to the site should be restricted for an extended period of
time (Smith et al, 2011). It is hoped that by integrating georeferenced visitor and
slope failure data it is possible to supply information which supports appropriate
hazard assessment and contributes to safe physical access to the site.
In a survey of over 400 US wilderness managers, McClaran and Cole (1993) found
that 63% relied on ‘best guess’ estimates of visitor use and 21% used ‘frequent field
observation’. Only 16% had any methodical procedure for deriving their visitor use
patterns. Washburne (1981) divided techniques for measuring visitor patterns into
four main categories. These are ‘best guesses’ based on informal observation, trail
registers, visitor counters, and agency administered permits. Since then some
innovative methods have been tested to derive visitor data. These include CCTV
analysis (Ploner and Brandenburg, 2003), aerial photograph and questionnaire
interpretation (Underhill-Day and Liley, 2007) and tourist journal analysis
(Arrowsmith et al, 2005). To date very few studies have attempted to derive visitor
patterns from GPS data. Studies which have used GPS tend to focus on urban and
rural transport networks and vehicle movements. This project makes use of small,
relatively inexpensive, commercially available GPS devices to record visitor
movement within the GCCCWHS.
Dobson and Fisher (2003) highlight numerous concerns regarding the ‘tagging’ of
humans with GPS devices. These include the ability to exert control over the subjects
in what has been dubbed ‘geoslavery’. They make the point that technology per se is
neither good nor evil, but the use to which it is put raises potential human rights
issues. In traditional written and verbal surveys visitors are asked who they are,
where they are going, when they were there and what they did whilst there. There is
no denying that written and verbal surveys will continue to be an essential tool for
visitor research, but Cole and Daniel (2003) argue that these methods are unreliable
because what people say and what people do are often completely different things.
This survey developed on the basis that visitor impacts on management and
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management impacts on visitors result more from what people do than what they say.
GPS devices can provide excellent data about the where and when aspects of a visit.
A range of generic geostatistical and spatial analyst tools in ArcGIS 10.1 can then be
used to derive information about visitor movements on site. The acquisition of data
regarding 'who', presents ethical issues which require research beyond the scope of
this project.
The use of GPS devices provides a range of benefits for visitor surveys. Perhaps the
greatest advantage is the potential to significantly increase response rate amongst
visitors. Bricka (2008) states that GPS data collection is thought to decrease
respondent burden through the passive collection of travel details. This is less
onerous than completing paper travel diaries and can be deployed for longer periods
of time. Lee-Gosselin et al (2006) suggest that these benefits may be outweighed by
problems of equipment deployment, recovery and technology acceptance. A visitor’s
willingness to participate can therefore depend on how the technology is introduced
(its purpose and ease of use) and the characteristics of the respondent (Bricka, 2008).
The GPS devices used in this project were introduced as objects which recorded the
visitor’s trip and which required little or no user input. The ability to collect detailed
spatial data quickly, cheaply, accurately and with ease warranted the use of GPS
technology.
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6.2.3. Methodology
At the GCCCWHS the device used to record visitor movements was a water-resistant
GT-120 GPS logger produced by Mobile Actions. It measures 44.5 x28.5 xl3mm,
weighs 20g and operates on a SiRF Starlll low power chipset which in conjunction
with a built in 230mAh lithium-ion battery records location information at 10 second
intervals for up to 20 hours. This device was offered to visitors on a voluntary basis
over 18 consecutive days between the 14th February and 3rd March 2011. The data
collected included date, time, latitude, longitude, elevation, speed, course and
distance. The small device was worn on a lanyard for the duration of the visit and
handed back at the end for data retrieval and analysis. The survey was conducted on
the basis of complete anonymity, recognising that acquisition of personal data along
with GPS data could have unnecessary ethical consequences. No visitor was forced
to wear the device or participate in an activity which they felt uncomfortable with.
McDonnell (2000) determined that the average visitor spent 1 - 2 hours at the
GCCCWHS. GPS devices were handed out at during morning and afternoon sessions
over an 18 day period. The majority of people who visit the causeway travel as part
of a group of two or more, therefore the number of people travelling with the
respondent was recorded (McDonnell, 2000). Recognising that use of the visitor bus
could result in a temporary loss of signal between the Visitor Centre and the
Causeway Stones; respondents were asked whether or not they used the bus during
their visit. If the bus was used, data points between the visitor centre and the stones
were removed to reduce error.
In terms of safe visitor management, perhaps the most interesting feature which
could be extracted from the visitor GPS data were the locations where visitors had a
tendency to pause. For the purposes of this project, these locations were called ‘pause
points’ and were extracted by selecting all locations at which the recorded speed of
the visitor was equal to 0 km/hr. Unfortunately when the GPS device lost signal it
recorded a speed of 0 km/hr and duplicated the last known latitude and longitude
information every 10 seconds until the signal recovered. To remove errors associated
with this issue duplicate points were identified and deleted in Microsoft Excel 2010.
This data was used to produce a georeferenced shapefile which identifies pause
points.
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Georeferenced visitor and slope failure GPS data provide foundations required to
produce high resolution point density maps. Standard point density counts the
number of points within a given radius of a cell and divides this by the search area
providing a magnitude. Kernel density operates on the same principle; however
points closer to a given cell are assigned a higher value in terms of the overall
magnitude calculation. Kernel density operates on the principle that points closer
together in space tend to be similar (Burrough and McDonnell, 1998). In this
investigation kernel density was used on the basis that when people stop they remain
in the same area. Under these circumstances kernel density can contribute to simple,
smooth and clear outputs (Harris and Brunsdon, 2010). In addition, the use of kernel
density provided an allowance for natural variation in the signal received by
commercial grade GPS devices which can see a stationary device record small (<5m)
variations in latitude, longitude and elevation. In order to produce a high resolution
map of pause point density an output cell size of 2m was adopted. Given the size of
the study area it was decided that a point search radius of 20m would provide an
accurate representation of pause point density. It was noted that a change in the
search radius would have little effect on the assigned densities. Although more points
may be included in a larger radius, they are divided by a correspondingly higher area.
The Model Builder function of ArcGIS Desktop 10.1 was used to develop the simple
hazard assessment tool using generic geoprocessing tools (Figure 6.6). These
included the Kernel Density tool to produce initial point density rasters for both slope
failure and visitor data, the Reclassify Tool to create clear class boundaries using
Jenk's Natural Break Algorithm, the Raster Calculator Tool to add the two raster
surfaces and the Convert Raster to Polygon tool to produce the final map output
(Figure 6.7). Use of the Model Builder function allowed later interaction and sharing
of geoprocessing tools through ArcGIS 10.1 Server.
The output pause point and slope failure density raster surfaces (Figures 6.2 and 6.4)
were reclassified into five categories (very low, low, medium, high and very high)
based upon Jenk’s Natural Break Algorithm. Using this algorithm a set of random
values are generated to provide initial class boundaries. The mean value for each
initial class is calculated; the sum of the squared deviations of class members from
the mean values is computed and the total sum of squared deviations (TSSD) is
recorded. Individual values in each class are systematically assigned to adjacent
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classes by adjusting the class boundaries to see if the TSSD can be reduced. This is
an iterative process, which ends when within class variance is as small as possible
and between class variance is as large as possible (Cromley, 1996). For visitor and
slope failure density, Jenk’s Natural Breaks provides clearly defined boundaries
(Figures 6.3 and 6.5). The slope failure gategories were then classified numerically,
in multiples of 10 from 1-very low to 5- very high. This enabled the two raster
surfaces (Figures 6.3 and 6.5) to be added together using the Raster Calculator tool to
produce an integrated hazard assessment map (Figure 6.7). The classification system
is summarised in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Jenks Natural Breaks
Classification

Visitor Density
1 - Very Low 5 - Very High
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Figure 6.7 - Integrated Slope Failure and Visitor Hazard Classification (F* Character
Slope Failure Density 2"** Character Pause Point Density - 1 (Very Low) to 5 (Very
High)
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6.2.4 Results
Risk can be defined as the probability that a person will be harmed if exposed to a
hazard. A hazard may be considered any source of potential damage, harm or adverse
health effects on something or someone under certain conditions. The integrated
hazard assessment map (Figure 6.7) provides a point of reference for site managers
when making decisions about visitor and staff safety across the public footpath
network at the GCCCWHS. Areas of low slope failure density are instantly
recognisable through the use of clear or green shading. The risk of a person being
harmed by a slope failure is considered to increase with time spent stationary in an
active slope failure zone. Much of the footpath network experiences very low slope
failure and pause point densities. Pause point density ranges from medium to very
high at key features such as the Grand Causeway (294700, 444700), the Onion Skins
(294400, 444400) and the Amphitheatre (295200, 445100). Pause point density
appears very low or low on paths which connect key features. Much of the upper
footpath network experienees very low slope failure densities and low to medium
pause point densities around key viewpoints at Portnaboe (294500, 444300), Aird’s
Snout (294800, 444600) and the Shepherd’s Steps (295100, 444600). Areas of
increased slope failure density are coded in yellow, orange and red. A small but
significant area of medium slope failure density occurs around the Grand Causeway
where pause point density is very high. Similar pockets of medium failure density
occur along the lower path between the Grand Causeway and the Amphitheatre.
These zones are interspersed with areas of high to very high failure and pause point
densities. The Amphitheatre, Shepherds Steps and an area south of the Giant’s Organ
(295200, 444750) represent more hazardous areas where high slope failure and
medium to high pause point densities coincide.
Like the site itself, the simple hazard assessment tool and associated map outlined in
Figures 6.6 and 6.7 are dynamic. As new slope failure and visitor data are received
and input to the Natural Heritage Database, the output maps will respond according.
Similarly, the Model Builder function of ArcGIS 10.1 allows inclusion of additional
tools and input data. As its name suggests, the Model Builder function is designed to
model real-world scenarios. Additional variables may be included in the process
outlined in Figure 6.6; however this project promotes digital documentation and the
development of simple tools which allow managers to identify where specific
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processes occur, their likelihood of occurrence and probable impacts. By way of
example. Figure 6.7 provides managers with objective evidence that both slope
failures and visitor pause locations are concentrated and coincide south of the Organ.
It is therefore more likely that a failure could occur at this location whilst people are
stationary. Given the limited escape options mid-cliff the probable impacts could be
catastrophic

(see

below).

Multiple Block Release 23'*^

Multiple Block Release 3r'

Multiple Block Release 25^*'

August 2009

March 2010

February 2011

To emphasise the need for simple tools, the model presented in Figure 6.6 was
adapted to include slope angle as an additional variable (Figure 6.9). McDonnell
(2000) developed a hazard classification for slopes at the GCCCWHS based on slope
angle. This classification suggested slopes with an angle from 0" to 5° had a low
hazard classification, whilst slopes from 5 ” to 15
moderate, 21 ° to 29 ” were high and over 30

were low, 16^ to 20 “ were

were very high. Slope angle was

calculated using the 10cm HRDEM developed from terrestrial LiDAR data (outlined
in Chapter Five). The output raster surface was classified using the classification
system outlined by McDonnell (2000). This was combined with the classified density
surfaces for pause point density (Figure 6.3) and slope failure density (Figure 6.5) to
produce a new hazard assessment map (Figure 6.8).
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Figure 6.8 - Integrated Slope Angle, Slope Failure and Visitor Hazard
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Figure 6.9 - Methodology for integrating slope angle, slope failure and visitor
GPS data for the production of a hazard assessment map (ArcGIS 10.1 Model
Builder)
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Whilst the map displayed in figure 6.8 ineludes an additional variable (slope angle);
its ability to facilitate day-to-day management is considered to be reduced by its
increased complexity. Figure 6.8 deliberately does not include a key because there
are 96 ‘hazard gradations’ ranging from areas with a very low slope angle, very low
slope failure density and very low pause point density (e.g. 295000, 444650),
through to areas with a very high slope angle, very high slope failure density and
medium pause point density (e.g. 295200, 444800). It would be inappropriate to
burden managers with the superfluous level of detail provided in Figure 6.8. This
raises an important issue regarding the digital documentation of natural heritage and
its use in the development of integrated hazard assessment tools. For a start, use of
the 10cm HRDEM developed in Chapter Five, provides an unnecessary level of
detail for this exercise. Model 6.6 efficiently provides an adequate level of detail
with which to establish where high slope failure and pause point densities occur and
as a result their likelihood of occurrence together in space. It also allows managers to
establish the probable impacts. The following images record a series typical block
releases south of the Giant’s Organ (295200, 444750). They indicate the
consequences of a slope failure in this area could be tragic if a group of visitors are
stationary in the area at the time of impact.
McDonnell (2000) attempted to identify and quantify the factors controlling slope
failures at the GCCCWHS by establishing a database of slope failures coupled with
geological and climatic data. When complete, the project reinforced the perception
that slope instability is a complicated multivariate triggered phenomena.
Commenting on multiple block releases such as those evidenced at the Giant's
Organ, McDonnell (2000) concluded mass block releases of Basalt do not appear to
relate to any obvious trigger mechanism; however their spatial occurrence seem to be
closely related to the underlying geology. Whilst both figures 6.7 and 6.8 allow the
identification of areas of increased risk within the WHS, they do not facilitate a
predication of when slope failures are likely to occur. At best managers can inform
stakeholders, visitors and staff that they are in an area of higher risk and direct them
away from the area or through it more quickly.
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6.2.5. Discussion
The GPS visitor survey at the Giant’s Causeaway operated from the
the

February to

March 2010. Over this period National Trust staff distributed the devices to 80

visitors. Over the course of the survey regular updates were received and the
response to the survey methods were encouraging. Staff reported that visitors were
happy to help and took a keen interest in the GPS devices. No visitors declined to
participate and in fact a number of visitors were keen to find out why they had not
been asked to participate. Others wanted to view their route at the end of the trip,
however this facility was not available to them. Despite the encouraging reports from
National Trust staff, the target of having four devices out twice a day, was only
reached on one out of 18 days. Response rates on the other survey days ranged from
nil to seven. When asked to comment on the lower than expected response rate.
National Trust staff suggested it was the result of a staff rota system which operates
at the site. It would seem that days when the response rate was close to target
correspond with days when staff provided with initial help and training were on duty.
The response rate may therefore reflect a failure to pass on the relevant instruction
manuals and information to other members of staff Despite the lower than expected
response rate it should be recognised that acquisition of 80 visitor GPS trails and the
associated positive responses demonstrate a promising future for this survey method.
It must be noted that the GPS survey represents a small sample of visitors over a
limited period of time and the results are not intended to represent the visitor patterns
of the c.l million annual visitors (CCGHT, 2013). In total 45,554 individual data
points were recorded, providing an extremely dense point map and a range of
additional visitor data including distance travelled, age category, number of visitors
in the party and speed and course/direction data at 10 second intervals.
Within Portnaboe Figure 6.7 indicates that most visitors stay within the confines of
the path network when stationary. There appears to be increased concentrations of
stationary visitors around the Onion Skins (294400, 444400) and Weir’s Snout
(294500, 444300). The Turning Circle (294400, 444410) marks the point at which
the path angle increases to between 10° and 15° and represents a point at which
visitors pause for a break before finishing the walk to the visitor centre. The famous
Onion Skins represent a feature of great scientific, educational and aesthetic value. It
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is not surprising to find visitors pausing in this area for photographs, to examine the
features or take a break before walking the steep path up to the visitor centre.
Similarly Weir's Snout provides an exceptional view across the WHS and marks the
point at which the path levels off following a steep walk from the visitor centre.
Visitors appear to pause in the area to enjoy the view and/or rest.
At no point within Portnaboe do very high pause point densities and high slope
failure densities occur in the same area. The most hazardous areas identified in
Figure 6.7 are located at the Turning Circle and the Onion Skins. In these areas slope
failure densities range from medium to high and pause point densities range from
low to medium. The majority of the area experiences very low to low slope failure
densities, interspersed with pockets of medium slope failure density. In a number of
areas slope failure density appears high but pause point density remains low
therefore the risk to visitor and staff safety is reduced e.g. at the bins and passing
place (294500, 444210).
Within Port Ganny Figure 6.7 indicates that most visitors stay within the confines of
the path network. Pause point density is low along the access road to the stones. This
suggests that after viewing the Onion Skins visitors tend to make their way straight
to the famous Causeway Stones. The highest pause point densities recorded within
the WHS occur at the Grand Causeway (294700, 444700) where people stop to
observe the famous rock fomiations which extend out to sea. Figure 6.7 indicates that
a considerable number of visitors pause on top of the stones. This location provides
stunning views of the WHS and visitors can observe the red interbasaltic laterites
which wind around the coast towards the east. Relatively high pause point densities
are also recorded on top of Aird’s Snout where an unprotected viewing point enables
visitors to stand at the cliff edge and view the outstanding coastline from Downhill
and the Donegal hills in the west towards Dunseverick in the east. Small pockets of
high pause density occur along the cliff top path above Port Ganny. These may
indicate desire lines i.e. points at which people move towards the cliff edge to view
the scenery below.
At no point within Port Ganny do very high pause point and slope failure densities
occur together. Figure 6.7 suggests that in the most extreme case a medium slope
failure and pause point density occur together at the southern end of the Grand
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Causeway. Port Ganny might therefore be considered less-hazardous than Portnaboe
in terms of overall slope failure and pause point densities because visitors tend to
concentrate around the Causeway Stones, away from the slope toe.
Figure 6.7 indicates that pause point densities in Port Noffer range from very high at
the Causeway Stones to low along the access path leading to the Amphitheatre (Port
Reostan). Pockets of high pause point density occur around the Giant’s Chair
(294900, 444650), the Organ and the junction of the lower and upper paths at the top
of the Shepherd’s Steps (295100, 444600). The Giant's Chair is visible from the
lower path and a well-trodden pad encourages people to leave the path network to
visit the feature. Further along visitors appear to pause at the bottom of the path
before it ascends to mid-cliff level near the Organ. This may be an important location
for visitors and could mark the point at which they decide whether or not to continue
along the path to the Organ, the Amphitheatre or up the Shepherd’s Steps to the cliff
top path. Their decision may be based on the steepness of the path and the perceived
distances along the coast and up the cliff slope. The Organ is an exceptional example
of basalt columns and has immense aesthetic and educational value in terms of site’s
WHS inscription. It is not surprising to find visitors pausing at the Organ to take
pictures, observe the features and admire the scenery. The high densities recorded at
the top of the Shepherds Steps may indicate the point at which people pause to
decide whether to walk down into the bay or continue along the cliff path to
Hamilton’s Seat in the east. Equally it could mark the point at which visitors pause to
rest having walked up the steps from the bay below. Pockets of increased pause point
density which occur along the cliff top path may mark areas at which people move
towards the cliff edge and pause to view the scenery below i.e. desire lines.
The western area of Port Noffer appears relatively immune to slope failures. At this
point the interbasaltic bed dips below sea level underneath the Causeway Stones and
as a result large weathered scree slopes have developed which appear to have
reached a conditional equilibrium with the contemporary environmental conditions.
This conditional equilibrium may be enhanced by the absence of the structurally
weak interbasaltic bed at the surface (Smith, 1994). Slope failure densities increase
in the eastern section of the bay where the lower path is cut into the mid-cliff
interbasaltic bed. In this area the weathering and excavation of the interbasaltic bed
acts as a structural weakness, over steepening the slopes, creating instability above.
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This results in a low to medium slope failure densities which correspond with areas
of medium to high pause point density e.g. at the Organ. The eastern section of Port
Noffer should be considered more hazardous than the western section.
The Amphitheatre (Port Reostan) marks the point at which public access to the lower
path is restricted. Following closure of the lower path beyond Rovern Valley Head in
1994, the National Trust restricted access by installing a gate at the entrance to the
Amphitheatre. High pause point densities are recorded at Rovern Valley Head and
the viewing point within the Amphitheatre. Visitors may pause at Rovern Valley
Head to observe the red interbasaltic bed which is exposed in exemplary form at this
location. This interbasaltic bed has educational, aesthetic and scientific value and is
an integral component both in the historical and contemporary development of the
landscape. Interpretation panels at this point help visitors interpret the landscape,
encouraging visitors to pause in the area. The Amphitheatre presents a range of
active and relict slope failures, features which are relatively rare in Northern Ireland
(McDonnell, 2000). Within the Amphitheatre visitors can observe damage to the
lower path network and can perhaps begin to appreciate the management decision to
close the path beyond this point.
Port Reostan marks the point at which slope failure monitoring ends. National Trust
staff do not monitor slope failures beyond Rovern Valley Head because a
concentration of failures continues to render the lower path extremely hazardous for
staff. The highest number of slope failures recorded at the site occurs around Rovern
Valley Head and corresponds with medium visitors densities at the headland itself
and at the gate which restricts access to the Amphitheatre. The increased slope
failure activity in this region has been linked to excavation of the interbasaltic bed
for the path and a concentration of wave attack at the headland which removes failed
material creating almost vertical cliffs and occasionally overhangs (McDonnell,
2000). This area of the site could be considered extremely hazardous.
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6.2.6 Conclusion
Results from development of the integrated hazard assessment tool (Figure 6.6) and
its associated output (Figure 6.7) demonstrate how Digital Documentation can
provide data with which to better understand dynamic and often hazardous sites.
Generic GIS tools facilitate integration of visitor and slope failure data and equip the
National Trust with ephemeral hazard assessment maps with which to monitor visitor
and staff safety. This approach allows nature to guide the management response.
Visitors and staff can be directed away from hazardous areas in response to up-todate data. Whilst this approach allows managers to assess visitor and staff safety in
terms of physical space, it does not facilitate a prediction of when slope failures
might occur. To do so would require the input of time-stamped climatic and
geological variables which would be costly and difficult to document. This project
promotes digital documentation of available natural heritage data, thus reducing the
need for managers to acquire additional expensive data, technologies or surveys.
Figure 6.8 demonstrates how additional data (in this case terrestrial LiDAR),
regardless of its quality, can provide an unnecessary level of detail. The integration
of GPS citizen sensor survey and slope failure data emphasises the need for targeted,
cost-effective and efficient tools. To facilitate conservation of irreplaceable heritage
sites, guidelines for digital documentation and integrated hazard assessment must be
applicable to all WHSs, regardless of their human and financial resources.
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6.3. Impact of Climate Change on Key Habitats within the Giant’s Causeway
and Causeway Coast World Heritage Site
6.3.1. Introduction
The Northern Biodiversity Group (2000: pgl8) states that “all the species we see
represent biodiversity, from microbes to great whales. It is also found at many other
levels in the natural world, from variation in habitats and landscapes right through to
variation in the genetic make-up of species”. This definition of biodiversity sets the
scene quite neatly for an introduction to the issue this element of the project aims to
address; that of reconciling strict biodiversity conservation legislation, dynamic
natural processes and human impacts at irreplaceable natural heritage sites.
Using the GCCCWHS as an example Smith (2005) states that a long history of
geomorphological research has championed the dynamism of the site, the
contribution that this dynamism makes to its geodiversity and biodiversity, and the
need for management strategies that respect it. Results from the pause point density
and slope failure tool developed in section 6.2 support this statement. Whilst
biologists, geologists and geomorphologists are generally at ease with the concept of
a dynamic landscape, significant difficulties exist for those trying to manage
dynamic sites such as the GCCCWHS. These difficulties lay in bridging the
philosophical and practical boundaries between the desire to let sites develop
naturally and the desire of many stakeholders to preserve sites which are
biologically, culturally and economically significant.
Within the GCCCWHS a raised shore platform fronted by a fossil boulder beach has
significant habitat value and is integral to the site’s designation as a NNR, ASSI and
an European SAC. It is from these designations the site derives most of its legal
protection; however the foreshore is under threat, at the very least, from natural
storm surge activity. Both present and future storm surge activity have the potential
to significantly impact on an EU priority habitat (Vegetated Sea Cliffs of the Atlantic
and Baltic Coasts) and an EU priority species (the Narrow-mouth Whorl Snail). In
addition storm surge activity has the potential to impact upon many nationally and
locally important plant and animal species, namely; Oysterplant, Scots Lovage,
Scottish Scurvy Grass, Sea Aster, Sea Sandwort, Sea Bindweed, Sea Holly, English
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Chrysalis Snail, Moss Snail, Ground Beetle, Craneflies, Weevils, Hoverfly, Bilberry
Bumblebee and the Strandline Woodlouse (National Trust, 2006; CCGHT, 2013).
The Habitats Directive of the European Union requires member states to identify and
protect priority habitats and species within their jurisdiction through the use of
Special Areas of Conservation (SACs) or Special Protection Areas (SPAs) (European
Council, 1992). Chapter One charts the complex development of international
conservation legislation and emphasises the interconnections between local, national
and international legislation. Chapter two outlines the difficulties heritage site
managers have reconciling strict conservation legislation such as the Habitats
Directive with dynamic natural processes. These difficulties have not gone unnoticed
and hit national headlines in the UK during January 2014 when winter storms and
associated surges breached both natural and artificial sea defences around the British
Isles. Shukman (2014) stated that 37 sites of international importance in England
were affected by severe flooding and reported that managers faced difficult questions
about whether repairs could be justified. The report highlighted the fact that
managers of EU priority habitats and species have an obligation to maintain them
regardless of natural let alone anthropogenic change.
At the GCCCWHS the national ASSI designation underpins SAC designation and
sets out management principles for features of scientific interest. ASSI management
principles largely support the SAC designation at the GCCCWHS; however they
differ in their approach to managing the impact of natural processes. Regarding slope
failures, NIEA (2002) recommend that 'natural processes relating to mass movement
activities at the GCCCWHS are allowed to operate naturally'. What happens if a
mass movement destroys a significant area of vegetated sea cliff or a known colony
of Narrow-mouth Whorl snail is ill-defined?
Chapter five provides a methodology for the production of a high resolution digital
elevation model (HRDEM) using terrestrial LiDAR survey data. This element of the
project integrates this 10cm HRDEM with habitat data provided by the National
Trust and storm surge predictions outlined in 'Future Coastal Scenario for Northern
Ireland' (Orford et al, 2009).
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6.3.2. Aims and Objectives
This section aims to show how digital documentation through terrestrial LiDAR and
the integration of an associated 10cm HRDEM, habitat and storm surge data can
facilitate development of simple integrated hazard assessment tools at dynamic
natural heritage sites. This is achieved through following objectives:
1. Integration of habitat, 10cm HRDEM and storm surge data within ArcGIS
Desktop 10.1
2. Use of generic tools contained within ArcGIS Desktop 10.1 to develop a
simple integrated habitat hazard assessment tool
3. Visualisation of current and potential storm surge damage within the
GCCCWHS
6.3.3. Background
In 2007 the National Trust commissioned a report to scope climate change impacts at
coastal sites around Northern Ireland (Orford et al, 2009). Major predictions from
this report, based on a range of human greenhouse gas emission scenarios, suggest a
mean local sea level rise of between 0.1m and Im over the next 100 years, with
potential for a 1/50 year 4m storm surge event to occur 1/25 years. Orford et al
(2009) state that "all future scenarios are hedged by major uncertainties...the
requirement for extra environmental monitoring data to reduce uncertainty in future
analyses is substantial". The greenhouse gas emission scenarios and associated sea
level and storm surge predictions quoted in this chapter are based on the 3rd
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) forecasts, as articulated in the
UK Climate Impacts Programme 2002 report 'Climate Change Scenarios for the
United Kingdom'. It is noted that the IPCC released its fourth assessment in 2007,
however given time and cost constraints it was not possible to use the required
downscaling methodology employed by Orford et al (2009) to assess the impact of
sea level rise and storm surge activity at the GCCCWHS using these updated
findings.
Through creation of the 10cm HDREM outlined in Chapter Five and using the
National Trust's habitat data available in the Natural Heritage Database, it is possible
to model in detail which habitats at the GCCCWHS will be impacted by local sea
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level scenarios. This project reduces uncertainty in the analysis of the impacts of
climate change scenarios at the WHS and contributes extra environmental
monitoring data as requested by Orford et al (2009). Chapter Five outlines how a
terrestrial LiDAR survey at the GCCCWHS provided data suitable for the production
of a 10cm HRDEM for the WHS. This HRDEM provides excellent data with which
to identify areas which are likely to be affected by a given rise in sea level or a storm
surge event.
The Joint Nature Conservation Committee (JNCC) maintain a database of all UK
SACs and SPAs. Their standard data form for the North Antrim Coast SAC
(including the Giant's Causeway) states that in 2003 the area contained the following
key habitats:
Habitats

Salt marshes. Salt pastures. Salt steppes

% Ground Cover
2.0

Coastal sand dunes. Sand beaches,
Machair
Shingle, Sea cliffs. Islets

10.0

21.0

Heath, Scrub, Maquis and garrigue,
Phygrana

15.0

Dry grassland. Steppes

4.0

Humid grassland, Mesophile grassland

48.0

In accordance with Northern Ireland's NNR designation, the National Trust as the
majority landowner develops and implements an NNR Management and Action Plan
for the Giant's Causeway. Their 2006 Management Plan lists Maritime cliffs and
slopes, Saltmarsh, Coastal vegetated shingle, Nardus species-rich grassland. Wet and
dry heath (including grassland mosaic) and Littoral communities as the main habitat
types within the WHS boundary. In addition to the Management Plan, the National
Trust maintain a detailed GIS polygon layer of habitats within the NNR. This habitat
layer, prepared in 2007, further subdivides the key SAC and NNR habitats into 26
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types. This GIS layer provides an invaluable source of information with which to
assess coastal habitat damage associated with present and potential sea level and
storm surge activity.
Beevers et al (2005) state that coastal regions are home to some of the world’s most
productive and complex natural systems. Adapted as they are to a high energy
environment, it is clear that existing coastal flora and fauna form part of a resilient
eco-system which scientists do not yet fully understand. What is clear is that current
conservation designations and legislation based upon a largely static view of nature,
cannot satisfactorily protect, conserve, present and transmit these habitats and
species to future generations. Indeed more recent attempts to describe nature as being
in a state of dynamic equilibrium, have been brought into question by Cole and Yung
(2012), who indicate that this concept suggests direct human intervention can return
an ecosystem to some notional form of equilibrium.
Heritage managers are often comfortable with the idea that through direct
intervention, they can restore a natural ecosystem or feature to a stable condition
which existed in the past. This reactionary approach is natural e.g. if a bicycle
becomes unbalanced the instinctual reaction is to attempt a correction which
rebalances the system. Those responsible for drawing static boundaries around
natural heritage features are normally thought to subscribe to one of two belief
systems. First, that present day habitats, species and features are static or
alternatively, they fluctuate around a conceptual state of equilibrium. The climate
change scenarios investigated in this chapter suggest that no such notional states of
equilibrium exist. Regardless of human impacts at the GCCCWHS the current suite
of habitats and species would not have been present 1,000 years ago and are unlikely
to be present in their current location within the next 100 years.
Swenson (2011) provides an interesting example of human intervention to restore an
ecosystem to 'favourable condition' in the Saint Mary's Wilderness in Virginia, USA.
Through research it was established that air pollution, originating largely in the Ohio
Valley, was responsible for a decline in the pH of the Saint Mary's River. This long
term reduction in the river's pH was successfully reversed by dumping 140 tonnes of
limestone sand at six locations within the wilderness area. Six years later the
treatment had to be repeated, highlighting the fact that managers were treating the
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symptoms of air pollution within the ecosystem and maintaining the wilderness in a
state of equilibrium quite different to that which it would naturally have adapted to
given present conditions.
This research project indicates that the intricacies of natural ecosystems and the
interactions of their component parts are not yet fully or likely to be understood. It
suggests nature is in a constant state of flux. This brings into question the value of
static digital documentation. The introduction to this chapter stresses that even if
terrestrial LiDAR could operate like a modern video camera, minute changes in the
milliseconds and nanoseconds between frames would be missed. The purpose of this
project is not to develop an in-depth understanding of sea level rise, storm surges or
coastal erosion phenomena. Instead, the purpose is to develop a simple methodology
which helps managers determine where specific processes occur, their likelihood of
occurrence and their probable impacts.
6.3.4. Methodology
The Model Builder function of ArcGIS Desktop 10.1 was used to develop a simple
habitat hazard assessment tool using generic geoprocessing tools (Figure 6.10).
These tools include Raster Calculator, Polygon to Raster and Clip. To determine
which areas of the GCCCWHS may be affected by a given rise in sea level, projected
sea level is selected from the 10cm HRDEM using the raster calculator function and
the simple algebraic formula “HRDEM < = Projected Sea Level Value”. The raster
calculator tool develops a new raster surface which displays areas above and below
the projected mean sea level.
This modelled raster surface is converted to a polygon shapefile using the Raster to
Polygon Tool (Figure 6.10). This identifies areas of the WHS which fall above and
below the modelled sea level scenario. This new polygon shapefile is then used to
identify areas of the WHS which fall below projected mean sea level. This version of
the polygon shapefile is used to clip the National Trust's habitat layer to identify
habitat types which are likely to be impacted by a given sea level rise. This
methodology comes with a strong 'health warning' i.e. local sea level change
scenarios are based on models which haven't yet been subject to falsifiability and as a
result the scenarios should not be regarded as inevitable.
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Figure 6.10: Methodology for the integration of a lOcm HRDEM derived from
terrestrial LiDAR data, National Trust Habitat Data and Sea Level Predictions
Sea level projections developed by Orford et al (2009) indicate that mean sea level at
the GCCCWHS could rise by between 0.1m and Im over the next century, with the
potential for a 4m storm surge to occur once every 25 years. Based on these
projections the methodology presented in Figure 6.10 was repeated at 25cm intervals
between Om and 4m to produce a series of 16 polygon shapefiles which identify
habitats at risk from projected sea level rise. Using the Calculate Geometry Tool
within ArcGIS 10.1 it is possible to calculate the area of potential damage in hectares
for each habitat type. The Summarise Tool is then used to provide a total figure of
potential damage (in hectares). These figures are then exported from ArcGIS 10.1
and imported into Microsoft Excel 2010 where they are converted into a graph which
charts potential damage under various sea level or storm surge scenarios (Figure
6.11).
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Figure 6.11: Area of habitat affected for projected values of sea level
rise within the Giant's Causeway and Causeway Coast WHS
•Acid/neutral exposed rock
-Acid/neutral scree
■Boulders/rocks above high
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•Continuous saltmarsh
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In addition to the graphical representation of potential habitat damage presented in
figure 6.11, the methodology presented in figure 6.10 can be used to map areas at
risk under a given sea level or storm surge scenario. At the GCCCWHS, the British
Oceanographic Data Centre (2013) provides information for the closest quality
checked tide gauge located at Portrush. Records from this tide gauge indicate that
between December 1995 and December 2013 the extreme tidal range was between 1.748m and 1.982m (Ordnance Datum Belfast). Based on the methodology presented
in figure 6.10, Table 6.2 outlines the areas of habitat which may be routinely affected
by recorded tidal extremes.
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Total Area affected by
Habitat

recorded tidal
extremes (hectares)

Exposed rock

0.172

Scree

0.032

Boulders/rocks above high
tide

2.564

Continuous bracken

0.013

Continuous saltmarsh

0.411

Maritime grassland

0.693

Maritime hardcliff

0.023

Marshy grassland

0.002

Swamp

0.008

Table 6.2: Area of habitat affected by recorded tidal extremes
Based on the highest anticipated greenhouse gas emissions and associated storm
surge scenarios presented by Orford et al (2009), it is possible to use the
methodology presented in Figure 6.10 to calculate the total habitat areas which may
be impacted by a 4m storm surge. Table 6.3 outlines the potential habitat areas
affected by a projected 4m storm surge and identifies the percentage increase in
affected area over present tidal extremes (Table 6.2). Figure 6.12 maps areas of
habitat affected by recorded tidal extremes and areas of habitat likely to be affected
by a projected 4m storm surge.
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Habitat

Total Area

Percentage increase in

affected by

affected area over 1995 to

4m storm

2013 tidal extremes

surge
(hectares)
Exposed rock

0.326

89%

Scree

0.107

234%
76%

Boulders/rocks above high
tide

4.508

Continuous bracken

0.106

716%

Continuous saltmarsh

0.895

118%

Maritime grassland

2.136

208%

Maritime hardcliff

0.059

158%

Marshy grassland

0.273

13569%

Swamp

0.190

2275%

Table 6.3: Area of habitat affected by 4m storm surge and percentage increase
over area affected by 1995 to 2013 tidal extremes
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294400

294600

294600

295000

Figure 6.12: Map showing area of habitat affected by recorded tidal extremes
(Portrush tide gauge December 1995 to December 2013) and a projected 4m
storm surge (Orford et al, 2009)
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6.3.5. Results
The map presented in Figure 6.12 allows managers to identify locations which are
likely to be affected by a one in 25 year storm surge event; however it does not
provide managers with information necessary to identify the probable impacts.
Coastal habitats and species tend to be resilient to ephemeral change within and
around their immediate environment (Committee on Climate Change, 2010). It is
therefore assumed that habitats and species located within the area covered by the
December 1995 to December 2013 tidal extremes, are adapted to survive in a high
energy saline environment. Table 6.2 identifies ‘boulders/rocks above high tide’,
‘maritime grassland’ and ‘continuous saltmarsh’ as the most significant habitats (in
terms of area) within the recorded tidal range. There is much less area covered by
these habitats above the current tidal extreme. It is therefore no surprise to find that
these habitats exhibit the lowest percentage increase in area when modelled against a
4m storm surge (Table 6.3) and are therefore unlikely to suffer significant additional
damage during such an event. In contrast those habitats with the lowest area within
the recorded tidal range exhibit a staggering increase in the percentage of affected
area when modelled against a 4m storm surge e.g. swamp and marshy grassland
record a 2275% and 13569% increase respectively.
The National Trust (2006) state that on their Habitat Maps, marshy grassland can
refer to perched coastal saltmarsh. At the GCCCWHS this refers to a priority habitat
of European importance. The Giant’s Causeway NNR Management Plan (2006)
explains that saltmarsh is restricted to the more sheltered bays, occurring in both
perched (fed by sea spray) and inundation situations. It is reasonable to assume that
areas of saltmarsh currently situated in perched locations could experience
significant damage during a 4m storm surge event compared to those areas which are
normally inundated. Unfortunately the National Trust habitat data does not
distinguish between perched and inundated saltmarsh. Using the methodology
presented in Figure 6.10 for a sea level of 4m and inputting only areas of saltmarsh
or marshy grassland, it is possible to produce a map (Figure 6.13) which identifies
areas of saltmarsh which are at risk from a projected 4m storm surge.
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Figure 6.13 helps managers identify areas of saltmarsh which are likely to be
affected by a one in 25 year storm surge event and also areas which are more likely
to be resilient i.e. those within the recorded tidal extremes. Under recorded tidal
extremes, areas of saltmarsh within Port Noffer are routinely inundated by sea water;
however when modelled against a projected 4m storm surge, significant additional
areas of saltmarsh within Port Noffer and two pockets within Portnaboe are at risk.
Given that saltmarsh is a European priority habitat and presently only covers 2%
(6.29ha) of the North Antrim SAC, damage to 1.17ha (19% of total recorded
saltmarsh within the SAC) presents a significant concern for managers. Quite how
managers should conserve areas of saltmarsh is beyond the scope of this project,
suffice to say significant damage is likely at the very least under natural
circumstances. Whilst damage may be reduced by natural migration of habitats
relative to sea level, the scope for habitat and species migration is restricted within
the WHS due to the basalt sea cliffs and fossil shore platform.
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Figure 6.13: Area of saltmarsh affected by recorded tidal extremes (Portrush
tide gauge December 1995 to December 2013) and a projected 4m storm surge
(Orford et al, 2009)
The most prominent superficial deposits within the WHS are extensive cliff-foot
screes within many of the bays. In many cases these screes are partially vegetated
and conditionally stable. It is thought that the scree slopes could date from as long
ago as the end of the last glaciation, which ended following a final late stage advance
of Scottish ice, approximately 13,000 years ago (Mitchell, 2004). Screes represent a
paraglacial adjustment in the landscape to rapidly changing conditions associated
with the disappearance of an ice cover and the exposure of the cliffs to basal erosion
by a rapid eustatic rise in sea level (Smith et al, 2011). This was replaced by a
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relative fall as isostatic rebound overtook sea level rise, allowing weathered debris
from the cliffs to accumulate as scree. The conditional nature of the screes was
highlighted in the 1980s when the National Trust re-activated a scree by excavating
the slope toe in Port Ganny to create a turning circle for the bus service to the Grand
Causeway.
Shallow slope failures and mudflows within the WHS are valuable for maintaining
species biodiversity. The variety of active and recent slope failures provide an
excellent opportunity to research how slope failures contribute to maintaining the
floral biodiversity of the site. White (2012), undertook a research project with the
National Trust to investigate the number of plant species located within a range of
active and relict slope failures. The research indicated that following an initial
reduction in species diversity, slope failure scars contribute to a rapid increase in
species diversity within a period of one to three years. This is followed by a decrease
in species diversity as the failure scar re-establishes conditional stability (Figure
6.14).
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Figure 6.14: Rate of recovery of plant species (measured in June and
September) within failure scars at the Giant’s Causeway (White, 2012: pg. 30)
The dynamic nature of the site and the importance of natural erosion processes in
maintaining the site’s character and biodiversity are specifically identified as a key
elements of the site’s OUV and Integrity (CCGHT, 2013). Whilst the slope failures
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which occur at present are largely unrelated to sea level and storm surge events,
certain habitats within the WHS are at significant risk of more frequent and/or
catastrophic failures under increased sea level and storm surge scenarios. Recognised
as a European SAC for its Vegetated Sea Cliffs, it is important managers are aware
where particular habitats might be affected, the likelihood of damage the probable
impacts.
Using the methodology presented in Figure 6.10 for a sea level of 4m and inputting
only areas of ‘scree’, ‘maritime cliff and ‘exposed rock’ it is possible to identify
habitats within the site which are likely to be affected by a projected 4m storm surge
event. The map presented in Figure 6.15 identifies habitats within the publically
accessible WHS which may be affected by 4m storm surge. In the case of screes it is
possible that basal removal of slope material could result in long term re-activation
of the slope material, maintaining the failure scars with a reduced level of species
diversity, similar to the conditions before year one in Figure 6.14.
Like the integrated hazard assessment methodology for visitor and staff safety
presented in Figure 6.9, it is possible to increase the complexity of the integrated
habitat hazard methodology presented in Figure 6.10. For example, managers might
only want to consider the impact of projected sea level rise on habitats which fall on
steep slopes which are inherently prone to failures. Using the slope angle
classification scheme developed by McDonnell (2000), it is possible to expand the
methodology presented in Figure 6.10 to map those areas of habitat which fall upon a
slope of greater than 2\° and are within the area likely to be inundated by a 4m storm
surge event (Figure 6.16).
Whilst the map (Figure 6.17) which results from the methodology presented in
Figure 6.16 includes an additional variable (slope angle); its ability to facilitate dayto-day management is reduced by its increased complexity. Because a 10cm
HRDEM has been used to produce the slope map, minute areas of habitat, some
located on areas which would not normally be considered slopes, have been
identified as 'at risk'. Figure 6.17 focuses on an area of foreshore around the Grand
Causeway. This area is naturally rough and contains boulders and rocks of varying
size. Because the surface elevation is recorded at 10cm intervals, small changes
between boulders and rocks are mapped as slopes over 21°. Whilst this is a detailed
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reflection of reality, it does not help managers identify habitats at risk from
inundation on areas which would normally be considered slopes.
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Figure 6.15: Map showing locations of exposed rock, scree and maritime
hardcliff which could be affected by a 4m storm surge event
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Figure 6.16: Expanded methodology to locate habitats on slopes over 21" and
likely to be affected by a 4m storm surge

HatMtats k>ca(o<J on slopes over 21 degrees arxl kkety to be affected by a 4m storm surge

Figure 6.17: Map showing habitats adjacent to the Grand Causeway which are
located on slopes over 21" and likely to be affected by a 4m storm surge
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Some of the 'at risk' areas identified in Figure 6.17 are very small indeed and provide
a level of detail which is superfluous and perhaps detrimental to day-to-day
management of the site. No manager could be reasonably expected to monitor
degradation in all of the areas identified no matter how detailed the process of their
identification. Like the integrated visitor hazard assessment map presented in Figure
6.8, this example raises an important issue regarding the digital documentation of
natural heritage and its use in the development of integrated hazard assessment tools.
It must be emphasised that tools should be simple, accessible and fit-for-purpose.
The maps provided in Figures 6.12 and 6.13, provide a much more useful level of
detail with which to assess where habitat damage might occur under a given sea level
scenario, what form this damage might take and in a very broad sense the probability
of damage occurring.
6.3.6 Conclusions
The integrated habitat hazard assessment methodologies and results presented in this
chapter suggest at the very least, natural climatic and associated ecological change
has occurred and will continue to occur at the GCCCWHS. Within current tidal
extremes and climatic conditions, the European SAC designation and its' associated
boundary assume that the biodiversity and geodiversity of the site can be maintained
in a form of dynamic equilibrium. Quite how managers are expected to maintain the
current spatial and temporal distribution of priority habitats and species in the face of
projected climate fluctuations is ill defined. At a local level the NIEA’s Operational
Guidelines for the Giant's Causeway and Dunseverick ASSI underpin protection of
the SAC and appear to be at ease with the site's intrinsic dynamism. The guidelines
clearly favour non-interference and the provision of adequate space to facilitate the
maintenance of natural processes.
The results presented in Figure 6.12 demonstrate that whilst there is some space
within which existing habitats can adapt to changing conditions, there are clear limits
within the WHS boundary due to the fossil shore platform and steep vegetated sea
cliffs. Similarly the results presented in Figure 6.15 highlight the complexities
involved in identifying which areas may be impacted to a lesser or greater degree
than others. For example, within Portnaboe and Port Ganny there are areas of cliff
which may be subject to increased frequency of mass movements due to enhanced
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basal erosion. Whilst mass movements in these areas currently contribute to species
diversity (White, 2012), there are significant concerns that increased frequency of
mass movements could reduce species and habitat diversity.
Regardless of the evidence presented in this chapter any attempt review the ASSI
guidelines may be hampered by the role they play in underpinning the relatively
inflexible SAC designation. Unlike the ephemeral integrated habitat hazard
assessment maps presented in this chapter, the SAC and ASSI designation maps are
static. That said, managers armed with simple methodologies and clear results are in
a much better position to develop pro-active management strategies to deal with both
natural and artificial change. They are also in a much better position to justify a
particular course of action, including actions which may have to take place within
and around the static SAC and ASSI boundaries. In a best case scenario, managers
could contribute valuable information to any process to review the current SAC and
ASSI boundaries, legislation and requirements.
6.4. Development of Online Integrated Hazard Assessment Tools
As outlined in Chapter Two, digital documentation in this project involves collecting
a range of natural heritage data within a single Geographical Information System
(GIS). Site managers, stakeholders and visitors were invited to supply data relating to
the natural heritage at the GCCCWHS. As demonstrated in this chapter, ESRI
ArcGIS Desktop 10.1 facilitated integration and organisation of previously isolated
and consequently limited datasets. Data were contributed by the National Trust,
NIEA, Planning NI, Geological Survey of Northern Ireland, Department of
Agriculture and Rural Development and the CCGHT. Visitors at the WHS
voluntarily contributed data through an innovative citizen sensor survey which
tracked their location within the site at 10-s intervals using small GT-120 GPS
trackers produced by Mobile Actions.
To enable online interaction with the available natural heritage data and hazard
assessment tools developed in this chapter, a Microsoft Windows 2008 Server was
established to administer ESRI ArcGIS Server 10.1. This established an Internet
Information Service (ISS) and space to publish the integrated database containing all
available natural heritage data layers. An online administrative connection between
ESRI ArcGIS Desktop 10.1 and ESRI ArcGIS Server 10.1 enables interaction with
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the natural heritage data through an online interface based upon the Adobe Flex
platform.
Using tools developed through GIS and functionality provided by ESRI ArcGIS
Desktop 10.1 Model Builder it is possible to create and share geoprocessing tasks
through the online ArcGIS Flex application. Once the integrated hazard assessment
methodologies (Figures 6.6, 6.9, 6.10 and 6.16) are compiled in ESRI ArcGIS
Desktop 10.1, the models are shared as geoprocessing tools through ESRI ArcGIS
Server 10.1. These tools are then be accessed online through the use of
‘‘geoprocessing widgets”, supplied through the Adobe FLEX extension. To calculate
up-to-date integrated slope failure and pause point density or habitat hazard
assessment maps the end user simply clicks a geoprocessing icon, the process runs
on the host server and returns a result map when the calculations are complete.
Figure 6.18 outlines the process required to provide an online interface for managers
to calculate pause point and slope failure density based on the methodology
presented in Figure 6.6.

Figure 6.18: Access to Natural Heritage Data and Geoprocessing Tools through
an Online GIS (ArcGIS Server 10.1 with Flex Extension
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6.5. Conclusions
Results from this work demonstrate how Digital Documentation can provide a
plethora of information with which to better understand dynamic and often hazardous
sites. Online GIS tools facilitate integration of visitor and slope failure data and
equip the National Trust with ephemeral hazard assessment maps with which to
monitor safety risks within the WHS. This approach allows nature to guide the
management response. Visitors and staff can be directed away from hazardous areas.
It is also possible to use pause point density as a proxy for visitor pressure at key
geological features. Further integration of visitor and habitat data could facilitate an
assessment of visitor impacts on priority habitats and species.
The results of this element of the research also demonstrate how a digital tool
(terrestrial LiDAR) can be used to provide data upon which natural heritage data can
be georeferenced, integrated and analysed. At the GCCCWHS this has been used to
provide a very simple assessment of potential habitat loss for a range of climate
change scenarios. Fundamentally, this work demonstrates how digital documentation
effortlessly achieves digital preservation, but when combined with integrated hazard
assessment enables managers to identify where specific processes occur, their
potential impact and in a broad sense the likelihood of occurrence. Periodic re-survey
of key features with terrestrial LiDAR could enable an assessment of landform and
landscape change. Integration of LiDAR data with geological maps and climate
scenarios could facilitate an assessment of the impact of potential climate change on
features of OUV. At its most basic level this research allows the National Trust to
assess the impact that potential climate change scenarios could have on key habitat
designations which provide strong legal protection. What are the implications for the
Special Area of Conservation designation if a potential 4m storm surge results in the
loss of 1.17 hectares of protected salt marsh?— The answer may have serious
consequences for the protection of an irreplaceable geoheritage site.
Researchers are only just beginning to assess the potential for Digital Documentation
to support physical access and practical conservation. The National Trust (NI) have
embraced this approach, supporting this research project which documents the
GCCCWHS through terrestrial laser scanning and it’s integration with available
natural heritage data in an online GIS. Through integration of previously separate
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and consequently limited datasets, it is hoped Digital Documentation facilitates
hazard assessment. This approach aims to ensure managers work in tandem with a
site’s natural dynamics, allowing documented nature to guide their actions. At the
GCCCWHS it is hoped this approach will help managers balance the requirements of
large visitor numbers with safety considerations created by almost daily slope
failures. At other natural heritage sites and on a global scale it is hoped the approach
enables managers to better assess where specific processes are likely to occur, their
likelihood of occurrence and probable impacts. Perhaps this will help ensure that
remote access does not replace physical access and practical conservation at dynamic
and irreplaceable geoheritage sites.
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Chapter Seven - Digital Documentation, Integrated Hazard Assessment for
Sustainable Management of Dynamic Natural Heritage Sites
Abstract
This chapter, through a review of all research objectives in this thesis, presents a set
of practical strategic guidelines which it is hoped, enhance the sustainable
management of dynamic natural heritage sites. It is through the development and
presentation of these guidelines that this chapter charts the establishment of the
conclusion to this research project and a verdict as to whether or not digital
documentation and integrated hazard assessment can support physical access to, and
practical conservation of dynamic natural heritage sites.
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7.1 Aim
This chapter brings together all previous elements of the thesis to provide an
assessment of to what extent, if any, digital doeumentation can support rather than
replaee physical access and practical conservation at dynamic natural heritage sites.
In doing so, this chapter translates the research findings into a set of strategic
guidelines for the digital documentation and integrated hazard assessment of
dynamic natural heritage sites.
7.2 Objectives
ii.

Review key learning outcomes from digital documentation and integrated
hazard assessment at the GCCCWHS

iii.

Develop and present a strategic vision for the digital documentation and
integrated hazard assessment of dynamic natural heritage sites.

iv.

Identify and develop a set of strategic aims for digital documentation and
integrated hazard assessment projects which support physical access and
practical conservation of dynamic natural heritage sites.

V.

Develop and prioritise a series of strategic objectives to help those developing
and implementing digital documentation and integrated hazard assessment
projects at dynamic natural heritage sites.

7.3 Key learning outcomes from digital documentation and integrated hazard
assessment at the Giant’s Causeway and Causeway Coast World Heritage Site
At the beginning of this thesis, WHSs are described as ‘extreme cases’ in the field of
protected area management. Nevertheless the GCCCWHS and its’ counterparts
constitute the main case study locations for this project. This is justified by a brief
review of the most recent set of Operational Guidelines for the Implementation of the
World Heritage Convention (2013: pg2) which state that “cultural and natural
heritage sites of OUV are among the priceless and irreplaceable assets, not only of
each nation, but of humanity as a whole and that the loss, through deterioration or
disappearance, of any of these most prized assets constitutes an impoverishment of
the heritage of all the peoples of the world”. The rationale for this project explains
that this justification for natural and cultural heritage sites of OUV raises hitherto
unaddressed questions regarding the management of dynamic natural heritage sites.
This is evidenced by the suggestion that their deterioration or loss can be classed as
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an impoverishment for all humanity. The key questions on the minds of managers
thinking about developing digital documentation or integrated hazard assessment
projects at dynamic natural heritage sites (World Heritage or otherwise), must be
what constitutes deterioration or disappearance of a site, what level of natural
deterioration or disappearance is acceptable and how can digital documentation and
integrated hazard assessment enhance protection, conservation, presentation and
transmission of heritage of‘importance for entire world citizenry?'
It would be wonderful to conclude this research project by presenting a set of best
practice guidelines for development and implementation of digital documentation
and integrated hazard assessment projects at dynamic natural heritage sites across the
globe. That said, it became apparent at an early stage that this was not an appropriate
project outcome. Whilst there are a range of common natural heritage management
issues experienced across jurisdictions, there are a greater number and variety of
international, national and local protected area management schemes and associated
issues which preclude the development of such guidelines. The natural dynamism
and associated challenges exhibited at a local scale within the GCCCWHS, serve to
reinforce the decision that specific guidelines for digital documentation and
integrated hazard assessment, were not an appropriate project outcome. The first
significant learning outcome from this project is therefore that expectations regarding
the ability of digital documentation and integrated hazard assessment to support
heritage management must be managed. What works well at one site will not
necessarily work well at other sites.
Evidence presented in this thesis suggests that contemporary local and national
conservation designations are increasingly created or adapted to meet environmental
regulations, agreements or treaties which are established on an international stage
e.g. the EU Habitat Directive, the World Heritage Convention or the UNESCO Man
and the Biosphere Project. These regulations, agreements or treaties tend to have an
overwhelming focus on the protection of biodiversity, resulting in a plethora of
biodiversity focussed protected area schemes within and between jurisdictions. This
situation impedes the development of complementary protected area planning and
management strategies, and encourages the development of diverse and occasionally
contradictory management terminologies. The ‘globalisation’ of protected area
management is perhaps best demonstrated through international discussions
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surrounding the existence and/or impacts of anthropogenic climate change and the
potential impacts at a local scale. Cutting across conflicts between protected area
schemes, environmental terminologies and the existence or impact of anthropogenic
climate change, is the certainty that environmental factors have changed, will
continue to change and that this will impact on the dynamic processes which operate
within and around natural sites. As such, protected areas require dynamic
management strategies which can cope with a wide range of rapidly evolving local,
national, international issues and opportunities. Focusing on WHSs specifically,
rapid natural and/or anthropogenic changes have significant potential to affect the
integrity of sites and potentially undermine the OUV for which they were inscribed.
As outstanding examples of the Earth’s natural heritage, WHSs such as the Giant’s
Causeway and Causeway Coast provide a perfect foundation upon which to
formulate strategic guidelines for the development of digital documentation and
integrated hazard assessment projects at dynamic natural heritage sites. These
guidelines must help managers address global issues at an individual site, whilst
helping to ensure that the management response is tailored to meet site specific
challenges and needs. The second significant learning outcome from this project is
therefore that for digital documentation and integrated hazard assessment projects to
be successful, they must address global issues and conflicts of interest throughout the
development and implementation phase.
Through an assessment of digital documentation technologies and their ability to
facilitate better understanding of dynamic natural processes, this project highlights
some key issues regarding the use of technologically advanced, visually impressive
and artistic tools to document natural sites. As a result, the project distances itself
from the view that digital documentation in its own right, contributes to the enhanced
conservation of dynamic sites. The evidence presented in this thesis, suggests that
that digital documentation must go beyond traditions of simple documenting and
archiving and provide managers with information necessary to make informed dayto-day management decisions. There is therefore much to learn by reviewing the
issues and opportunities presented by historic, contemporary and potential future
digital documentation technologies. Digital documentation techniques on their own
can undoubtedly contribute to enhanced digital preservation and maintenance of
historical records and the creation of contemporary records of heritage; however if
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the World Heritage Convention’s principle of OUV is to be upheld such techniques
cannot act as substitutes for conservation and physical access to dynamic sites. It is
hoped that a brief look at the digital flythroughs and graphics presented on the DVD
in appendix five, reinforce this assertion. Virtual visits simply don’t provide the
stimuli required to ignite an interest in the natural world and the need to conserve it.
The third significant learning outcome is therefore that significant challenges can
result from an overreliance on digital documentation and integrated hazard
assessment for enhanced protection, conservation, presentation and transmission of
natural heritage values.
Associated with digital documentation technologies are a range of challenges and
issues surrounding data storage, processing and transmission. This thesis highlights
some key natural heritage database solutions, focussing on examples of, and
connections between international, national and local schemes. Like digital
documentation there is much to learn from issues and opportunities exhibited through
historic and contemporary database development projects, not least the plethora of
solutions available to address management challenges at a local, national and
international scale. Evidence presented in this project supports the assertion that
diverse management challenges preclude the development of a specific methodology
for database development; however much like digital documentation, natural heritage
database development as a process affords the opportunity to investigate and
subsequently improve identification, protection, conservation, presentation and
transmission of natural heritage values at dynamic site. It is clear that whilst there are
significant benefits presented by natural heritage database development, the process
in itself, whilst enhancing protection, does not without maintenance and review
provide information likely to enhance conservation of dynamic natural heritage sites.
Key data required to make informed decisions regarding maintenance of sites must
facilitate an assessment of where specific processes occur, their likelihood of
occurrence and probable impacts. At the GCCCWHS these processes were well
defined; however managers at other dynamic sites must also have a clear
understanding of the conservation issues at a site before embarking upon a natural
heritage database project.
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Whilst digital documentation technologies and natural heritage databases can
enhance access to and integration of data, they provide relatively few benefits in
terms of the direct presentation and transmission of data. Only through appropriate
training in database tools is it possible to develop the skills and knowledge necessary
to present and transmit natural heritage data in a variety of formats, tailored to an
end-users requirements. At the GCCCWHS, WHSSG members can easily be
presented with a viewable Geographical Information System containing natural
heritage data (see appendix one); however without the skills necessary to interrogate
and interpret this data, the benefits of natural heritage database creation are more
limited. The development, testing, implementation and maintenance of a natural
heritage database and associated tools, must be backed up by a planned scheme of
training in the appropriate use of the system. Such a training programme should
highlight both the benefits and limitations of the system. In addition, maintenance
and review of the system should become a functioning part of day-to-day heritage
site management. The fourth significant learning outcome is therefore that the
process of developing digital documentation and integrated hazard assessment can
contribute to an enhanced understanding about dynamic natural heritage sites. This
must be back up by a planned scheme of maintenance, review and training for those
working with the systems.
Many key learning outcomes from this research project suggest that the development
of site specific methodologies or guidelines will have a limited effect on enhanced
conservation for dynamic natural heritage sites. Where this thesis departs from this
approach is through its presentation of a methodology for landscape scale digital
documentation using terrestrial Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR). This
methodology was developed to provide data with which to assess where specific
processes occur within a dynamic natural heritage site, their likelihood of occurrence
and probable impacts. It addresses a significant gap in advice for landscape scale
terrestrial LiDAR projects, but also demonstrates how natural heritage site mangers
can approach, use and adapt best practice guidelines where appropriate for their
project. For this project, guidelines presented by English Heritage for the use of
terrestrial LiDAR at cultural heritage sites, were adapted for the dynamic
GCCCWHS. Whilst this project is based partly on the use of terrestrial LiDAR for
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digital documentation, it stresses the use of other more appropriate digital
documentation techniques based on specific project needs, objectives and resources.
Indeed beyond the provision of a high resolution digital elevation model, it is
questionable whether the effort involved in undertaking a terrestrial LiDAR survey
of the scale presented, was justified given that the development and use of a less
detailed digital elevation model would have resulted in the same conclusions
regarding visitor and staff safety and the impacts of potential climate change. That
said, the rigorous and objective presentation of this methodology has significantly
advanced the understanding of issues and opportunities regarding landscape scale
terrestrial LiDAR surveys. It has also, provided objective data with which managers
at the site can discuss its’ dynamic management with designating authorities who are
backed by conservation legislation which has a much more static approach to nature
conservation, for example. Notifiable Operations associated with ASSl Status. The
fifth significant learning outcome is therefore that managers should carefully
consider their available resources and the issues or opportunities their digital
documentation project will address, before selecting a digital documentation
technology or methodology. Regardless of the technology or techniques it should
provide objective data with which to support management decisions regarding
dynamic sites.
Through the presentation a series of integrated hazard assessment methodologies this
project demonstrates how data acquired through digital documentation can contribute
to enhanced practical conservation of dynamic natural heritage sites. One simple
integrated hazard assessment tool combines visitor and slope failure data to provide
managers with the information to make informed decisions regarding visitor and staff
safety. A second simple integrated hazard assessment tool combines the high
resolution digital elevation model with habitat data and local storm surge predictions
presented by Orford et al (2007), to provide managers at the GCCCWHS with the
information necessary to make informed decisions regarding the impact of climate
change within the WHS. In a way digital documentation and integrated hazard
assessment, presented here through the lens of the GCCCWHS, raises more
questions than it answers, primarily what impact simple and flexible tools can have,
given strict legal requirements to maintain priority habitats, species and access under
existing and future management scenarios and conservation designations. The sixth
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significant learning outcome is therefore that without integration and assessment of
available or new data, it is difficult to justify management decisions regarding
hazards and associated risks to visitors or stakeholders. In isolation digital
documentation can achieve digital preservation, but only when integrated with other
sources of data, and analysed with appropriate techniques, can digital documentation
and integrated hazard assessment contribute to, but not achieve enhanced protection,
conservation, presentation and transmission of a sites values.
No natural heritage site exists in a vacuum free from environmental and/or
anthropogenic change. In fact, at sites such as the GCCCWHS dynamism forms an
intrinsic part of the natural and cultural value of the site; therefore to interfere in
dynamic natural processes could have a significant impact on the integrity and
authenticity of such sites. Take the example of slope failures, sea level fluctuations
and habitat migration within the boundaries of the GCCCWHS. It is likely, without
human interference these expressions of natural dynamism would operate freely in
response to fluctuations in prevailing environmental conditions. The presence of a
significant number of visitors, associated anthropogenic pressures and the attribution
of OUV are what create hazards associated with these processes. It is only through
our presence at the site and the values which we ascribe to its biological and
geological features, that we perceive the site and its features to be ‘at risk' from
deterioration or destruction through anthropogenic pressures, environmental
pressures or a combination of both. Evidence presented in this thesis suggests that
human activities, primarily the emission of greenhouse gases, may be responsible for
recent and rapid climate fluctuations. If so, then even the remotest of wilderness
areas could be affected by anthropogenic pressures. This raises significant issues
regarding the traditional ‘protected area’ approach to the conservation of dynamic
natural heritage sites, not least regarding the ability of protected areas and/or the
documentation of such areas to protect, conserve, present and transmit the values of
natural sites to present and future generations.
Combining the learning outcomes from this research project, it is apparent that
digital documentation alone cannot support physical access to, and practical
conservation of dynamic natural heritage sites; however when combined with
integrated hazard assessment methodologies, digital documentation does provide
objective data with which to determine where processes affecting the values or
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integrity of a site might occur, their potential outcomes and the likelihood of their
occurrence. It is therefore possible to state with confidence that digital
documentation and integrated hazard assessment can make a tangible and practical
contribution towards sustained physical access to, and practical conservation of
dynamic natural heritage sites. Given the issues and opportunities expressed in the
delivery of this research project, there is an overwhelming case for the development
of strategic

guidelines

which

help

managers

deliver

sustainable

digital

documentation and integrated hazard assessment projects at dynamic natural heritage
sites.
7.4 Develop and present a strategic vision for the digital documentation and
integrated hazard assessment of dynamic natural heritage sites.
A strategic vision by its very nature must refer to the long term ambitions of a project
or process and the aims and objectives necessary to achieve them. It is highly
unusual to develop and promote a strategic vision with negative connotations;
however it is relatively common practice to include some words of advice or
warnings within the text of a vision statement. Business management guidelines
presented by the World Heritage Centre suggest that a vision developed for a WHS
Management Plan should reflect a simple picture of the desired long term condition
of the ‘environment’ that the management authority has established. ‘It should be
aspirational and based on realistic long-term projections of the present state of the
‘world’ (WHC, 2012: p29). Depending on the nature and size of the project and
local, national and global factors (such as politics, funding, environmental factors,
demographics etc), a vision can stretch from a few years into the future up to
ten/twenty/thirty years.
For this project, the GCCCWHS WHSSG will use the findings of this research
project to present a series of strategic guidelines for the implementation of digital
documentation and integrated hazard assessment projects at partner sites. The vision
therefore needs to be communicated widely, understood by a wide range of people
(including professionals, politicians, civil leaders and citizens and service providers),
and needs to be acceptable to each group. The World Heritage Centre’s (2012)
Business Management Guidelines stress that such a vision needs to avoid abstract
and meaningless statements, and must relate to the projects role in protecting and
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enhancing natural and cultural values, and/or working with people. A number of
examples are presented by the World Heritage Centre:

1. ‘A just world that values and conserves nature’ - International Union for the
Conservation of Nature, 2012
2. ‘Our vision is of a world of which all people have access to safe water and
sanitation’ - WaterAid, 2012
3. ‘A world in which every person enjoys all of the human rights enshrined in
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and other international human
rights standards’ - Amnesty International, 2012
It is acknowledged that not all vision statements are as brief as these example, in fact
the overall vision devised by the GCCCWHS WHSSG for their WHS Management
Plan is considerably longer, stating “the site will be recognised as a global leader in
the sustainable management of dynamic natural sites, inspiring people to celebrate,
value and enjoy a site which offers a world class visitor experience. The site will
become a vibrant thread of the life of the Causeway Coast and Glens, benefiting local
and regional communities, visitors and the environment for present and future
generations” (CCGHT, 2013: p3). It is interesting to note how the outputs of this
research project directly reflect those in the vision statement for its primary case
study location i.e. to be recognised as a global leader in the sustainable management
of dynamic sites. It is also worth noting that unlike the vision statements outlined
above, this vision is not for a specific organisation, management plan or project, but
rather a process in the fomi of digital documentation and integrated hazard
assessment to improve sustainable management. It is suggested that as the final
strategic guidelines will be presented by the GCCCWHS WHSSG, the vision should
not be as lengthy as the group’s vision in their management plan; however nor
should it be as short as those which define the vision of an organisation or project. A
process such as digital documentation and integrated hazard assessment, by its nature
requires a very brief characterisation.
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The GCCCWHS WHSSG have therefore adopted the following strategic vision for
these guidelines:
“Digital documentation and integrated hazard assessment, will support safe and
sustainable access to dynamic sites, and enhance protection, conservation,
presentation and transmission of a site’s diverse values, providing managers with an
opportunity to assess where natural processes occur, their likelihood of occurrence
and probable impacts”
Sustaining access to dynamic and often hazardous natural heritage sites is a key
management challenge across the globe. Evidence presented through this research
project demonstrates how thoughtful application of digital documentation and
integrated hazard assessment can facilitate a move towards more sustainable and safe
management of visitors and staff within such sites. In addition, evidence presented
through this project demonstrates how the process of developing and implementing a
digital documentation and integrated hazard assessment project, can contribute to
enhanced protection, conservation, presentation and transmission of a sites heritage
values. It is hoped this vision statement encourages mangers at other dynamic sites to
embrace digital documentation and integrated hazard assessment as a means to
enhancing sustainable management of their sites.
7.5 Identify and develop a set of strategic aims and objectives for digital
documentation and integrated hazard assessment projects which support
physical access and practical conservation of dynamic natural heritage sites.
To ensure that digital documentation and integrated hazard assessment supports
physical access and practical conservation of dynamic natural heritage sites, it is
necessary to condense the project's learning outcomes and strategic vision into a
series of key strategic aims and objectives. Strategic aims, by their very nature,
represent a series of significant goals or targets required to arrive at, or support the
overall project vision. It is therefore necessary to identify key sections within the
strategic vision and review these alongside key learning outcomes to develop a set of
strategic objectives. Strategic objectives are significant processes or actions required
to achieve a target. It is not appropriate to present objectives in a strategic document
in the form of specific actions, instead, strategic objectives should outline key
developments or stages required to achieve a goal and ultimately contribute to the
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project vision. Table 7.1 presents the key strategic aims, objectives and the relevant
learning outcomes developed through this research project. A more detailed
explanation and blurb for each aim and objective follows.
Within individual aims, each objective has been colour coded to indicate its relative
prioritisation. In broad terms the colour coding indicates the following:
•

Red (R): most immediate and should be or can be progressed rapidly with
existing structures and resources

•

Blue (B): medium term objective requiring preliminary work and/or
additional resources

•

Green (G): longer term, requiring one or more of: significant lead in times,
extensive consultation with external

or internal

bodies,

substantial

expenditure, and resolution of legal or regulatory complexities
It is inappropriate to be prescriptive about priorities in a strategic document that will
be used by a number of different heritage management authorities. While all
authorities might agree on the same aims, each authority may well have different
priorities, either in general or with regards to specific management issues.
Authorities will also differ in their relative access to resources (finance, personnel or
expertise). This variation will tend to push a given objective up or down any priority
list. The results of this research project does not result in the allocation of strict
priorities to each objective, but does so as an exemplar for digital documentation and
integrated hazard assessment on an international scale, and in the full knowledge that
each management authority will make its own decisions. Priorities allocated in this
document reflect the strategic vision for digital documentation and integrated hazard
assessment at dynamic natural heritage sites across the globe.
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It is important to recognise that, in the system outlined here, high priority is not
necessarily an indication of absolute importance. An objective might be presented as
high priority, not because it is inherently important or even urgent, but rather
because:
1. It needs to be done
2. It can be done quickly
3. It can be done without time consuming consultation with other bodies
4. It can be done cheaply and needs few other resources
5. It can be done without legal or regulatory complexities
In contrast, a much more important objective might be coded as longer term because
only the first of these points applies; an example might be the review and selection of
appropriate digital documentation and integrated hazard assessment technologies for
a particular site. This objective requires significant progress with other actions before
it can be delivered satisfactorily e.g. the identification key management challenges
regarding safe and sustainable access at a site. It makes little sense to delay work on
a relatively minor, but immediately attainable objective, until a more important, but
more complex objective is achieved. It is also important and an initial assessment of
priorities at an individual site is not set in stone. Management much remain flexible
and pragmatic so that it can adapt quickly to opportunities and hindrances.
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Table 7.1 - Key strategic aims, objectives
Strategic Aim

Relative

Key Objectives

Prioritisation
Red
Aim One -

Identify key management challenges

Support safe and

regarding safe and sustainable access.

Blue Green

R

sustainable access
to dynamic sites

Identify natural processes which have

R

an impact on safe and sustainable
access.

Ensure historical, contemporary and

R

future data can be integrated to assess
where specific processes occur, their
likelihood of occurrence and probable
impacts.

Identify issues which digital

B

documentation and integrated hazard
assessment might create for safe and
sustainable access.

Review and select appropriate digital

G

documentation and integrated hazard
assessment technologies.
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Aim Two -

Identify and prioritise a site's key

Enhance

heritage values and management

protection of

challenges associated with their

heritage values at

protection

R

dynamic sites
Identify issues which digital

R

documentation and integrated hazard
assessment might create for the
protection of a sites heritage values.

Actively seek, document and integrate

G

historic, contemporary and potential
future data regarding a site’s heritage
values

Review key data management and

G

maintenance requirements
Review and select appropriate digital

B

documentation and integrated hazard
assessment technologies.
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Aim Three -

Identify key environmental and

Support practical

anthropogenic pressures which have

and sustainable

an impact on conservation of a site's

conservation of

key heritage attributes

R

dynamic sites
Review current conservation practices

R

and their effectiveness

Actively seek, document and integrate

B

historic, contemporary and potential
future data regarding dynamic natural
processes

Select appropriate digital

(i

documentation and integrated hazard
assessment technologies which can
provide objective data regarding
dynamic natural processes
Based on objective data, work with

R

dynamic natural processes to support
conservation of a site
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Aim Four -

Identify opportunities to improve the

Improve

presentation and transmission of

presentation and

natural heritage values.

R

transmission of a
site’s diverse

Prioritise actions which improve the

values

presentation and transmission of a

B

sites heritage values through physical
access.

Actively review consumption trends

B

for digital media by visitors and staff

Demonstrate how technology can

(i

support, rather than replace physical
access and practical conservation.

7.5.1 Aim One - Support safe and sustainable access to dynamic sites
Protected areas can restrict, maintain, promote or enhance access to an area. In cases
where dynamic natural processes and / or visitor pressures affect desired access to a
site, digital documentation and integrated hazard assessment may be able to support
the management authority in the delivery of safe and sustainable access. Sustainable
access in this context is defined as access which does not significantly impede the
functioning of dynamic natural processes which would operate freely without human
interference.
At the GCCCWHS, digital documentation and integrated hazard assessment provides
objective data upon which managers can base decisions regarding safe and
sustainable access. This involves integration of visitor and slope failure density data
to demonstrate which areas of the footpath network present the greatest risk to
visitors and staff. Management have taken the decision to close sections of the path
based on this information rather than adopt hard-engineering solutions to impede
natural slope processes. This has secured the ability of the site to adapt naturally to
environmental changes and key slope failure trigger events such as intense summer
rainfall.
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7.5.1.1 Objective One - Identify key management challenges regarding safe and
sustainable access
The first objective which supports safe and sustainable access to dynamic sites is the
identification of key management challenges regarding safe and sustainable access.
Such challenges may be present at an international, national or local level and within
or between sites and jurisdictions. It may be useful to tabulate management
challenges as such. The following example is provided for the GCCCWHS. The
identification of key management challenges is essential to identify potential
solutions and / or digital documentation and integrated hazard assessment
technologies which might support safe and sustainable access. This objective can
normally be implemented quickly and within existing resources. Given diverse local
issues, key actions required to deliver this objective must be identified by individual
management authorities e.g. the identification of staff with relevant knowledge of the
key issues within and around the site.
Management

International National Local Evidence of
solutions/best practice at

Challenge

other sites
EU habitats

Some EU case law

X

directive, requiring

examples of sites which

maintenance of

have failed to maintain

priority habitats

priority habitats due to

regardless of

both natural and

natural change

anthropogenic change.

Area of Special

X

Examples of compliance

Scientific Interest

with regulations through

designation and

infrastructure

associated

development at other

Notifiable

Areas of Special Scientific

Operations

Interest

restricting
infrastructure
locations
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Slope failures and

X

Site specific issue with few

significant visitor

other parallels in

numbers

Northern Ireland.
Relevant examples of best
practice and solutions
should he shared with
similar sites globally e.g.
Penghu Island, Taiwan or
Devils Postpile,
Washington USA

7.5.1.2 Objective Two - Identify natural processes which have an impact on safe
and sustainable access
The identification of natural processes is essential to identify appropriate digital
documentation and integrated hazard assessment technologies which support safe
and sustainable access. All natural heritage sites will be subject to some form of
natural change. The World Heritage Convention supports the maintenance of such
processes where it is clear they do not have an impact on the OUV of the site. In fact,
natural processes are what provide a natural heritage site with a level of integrity.
Other international, national and local conservation designations or legislation are
not so forgiving. Management authorities must identify natural processes which have
both a negative or positive impact on safe and sustainable access to a site, not for the
purposes of direct interference in these processes, but to ensure they obtain objective
data about where relevant processes occur, their likelihood of occurrence and
probable impacts. At the GCCCWHS documentation of visitor and slope failure
processes with GPS and analysis of this data using generic Geographical Information
System tools enabled an assessment of slope failure risk to visitors and staff. This
objective can normally be implemented quickly and within existing resources. Given
diverse local issues, key actions required to deliver this objective must be identified
by individual management authorities.
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7.5.1.3 Objective Three - Ensure historical, contemporary and future data can
be integrated to assess where specific processes occur, their likelihood of
occurrence and probable impacts.
It can be surprising what historical and contemporary information exists regarding
dynamic natural processes at many sites. Management authorities should actively
seek, document and where possible integrate historic and contemporary sources of
data regarding natural processes at their site. Appropriate digital documentation and
integrated hazard assessment technologies and techniques may be able to use this
integrated data to facilitate an assessment of change over time. At the GCCCWHS it
was possible to integrate contemporary terrestrial LiDAR data with habitat and sea
level change scenarios using generic Geographical Information System (GIS) tools to
identify potential impacts of storm surge activity on priority habitats and species. It
would be similarly possible to include footpath data to assess what impact sea level
change could have of the footpath network. It is important to bear in mind
technological developments and opportunities to include additional data in the future
7.5.1.4 Objective Four - Identify issues which digital documentation and
integrated hazard assessment might create for safe and sustainable access
Whilst the overall aim is to support safe and sustainable access, there are conceivable
occasions where digital documentation and integrated hazard assessment could create
problems for such access. For example, where safety issues have not previously been
identified, but are identified through the use of digital documentation and integrated
hazard assessment, this may require the allocation of additional resources to secure
access. In other cases where objective data indicates that safe and sustainable access
may be ‘at risk’, there may be a demand from stakeholders and users to investigate
alternative means of access. There is evidence to suggest that heritage authorities are
increasingly turning to digital or remote access in such circumstances. This option
should be kept in reserve in the event that all other safe and sustainable physical
access alternatives have been exhausted. Digital representations of nature can fail to
provide a combination of form, colour, sequence and dynamism which creates a
profound human experience, and which in receptive minds, provokes a range of
wonderful human reactions. The very range of reactions which instil a desire to
protect natural heritage in the first place. Whilst important this objective will usually
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requires preliminary information about the key management challenges, natural
processes and available data; it therefore normally has a more significant lead to
provide to facilitate careful consideration of the issues.
7.5.1.5 Objective Five - Review and select appropriate digital documentation
and integrated hazard assessment technologies
Only when management authorities have a good understanding of the key
management challenges, natural processes and historic, contemporary and potential
future data which can support safe and sustainable access, should they review and
select an appropriate digital documentation and integrated hazard assessment
technology. This objective is presented as longer term because it requires a
significant lead in time, extensive consultation with external and internal bodies and
substantial expenditure. It may be surprising that an aim which states 'digital
documentation and integrated hazard assessment will support safe and sustainable
access’, has selection of the technology or technique as the lowest priority objective.
This demonstrates the emphasis these guidelines place on ensuring that digital
documentation and integrated hazard assessment supports rather than replaces
physical access. At the GCCCWHS it would be relatively simple to use digital
documentation to provide 3D flythroughs and artistic digital means of accessing the
site. Instead, with thoughtful application of the same technologies, physical access is
supported by continual review of safe access options. Management authorities should
be encouraged to select a technology based on a specific project needs and resources,
and follow best practice guidelines for the implementation of the technology and
associated techniques where possible. If such guidelines are not available, resources
should be made available for their development, preferably in partnership with sites
experiencing similar issues.
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7.5.2 Aim Two - Enhance protection of heritage values at dynamic sites
Many digital documentation techniques can enhance digital protection of heritage
attributes at dynamic sites; however it is debatable whether or not digital
documentation as a process, contributes significantly to the protection of heritage
values associated with these attributes. At the GCCCWHS terrestrial LiDAR enabled
production of a detailed digital elevation model for the site which improves static
documentation and therefore time-stamped digital protection of heritage features at a
range of scales. By way of example, the famous Causeway Basalts are recorded in a
3D point cloud which can be accessed on-demand with appropriate software. This
can remove the need for physical access to the features for some research purposes
e.g. shape, size and orientation of the stones. It cannot replace physical access for
other activities e.g. geomagnetic or geochemical analysis. Nor can digital
documentation and associated remote access protect the heritage values currently
transmitted to visitors (if only partly) through kinaesthetic interaction with the
dynamic landscape of the site. It is simply impossible for digital documentation to
record the full suite of values associated with dynamic heritage sites, simply because
the dynamics of a site are itself subject to chance.
The process of developing digital documentation and integrated hazard assessment
projects can help heritage authorities enhance the identification and recording of
heritage attributes of significance and contribute to an improved understanding of
their associated values and significant management issues. There are numerous
examples of heritage site inventory projects which employ digital documentation
techniques to record and digitally protect attributes of significance. Where possible
heritage authorities should share best practice and experience between similar sites.
7.5.2.1 Objective One - Identify and prioritise a site’s key heritage values and
management challenges associated with their protection
In order to ensure that digital documentation and integrated hazard assessment
contributes to enhanced protection of a site’s heritage values, it is necessary to
identify and prioritise a site’s key heritage values and associated management
challenges. It would be difficult to argue that dynamic natural heritage sites cannot
hold multiple heritage values across both space and time. Any exercise which claims
to identify a site’s key heritage values, can only do so in the context of
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environmental, economic and social conditions at the time of identification. Key
heritage values should be identified in partnership with key stakeholders, including
visitors and staff At the GCCCWHS, stakeholders identified protection of the site's
aesthetic, scientific, historical and cultural values as essential for maintenance of the
site's integrity. Associated with each of these values are a set of management
challenges e.g. the aesthetic value of the site could be impacted by new visitor
infrastructure or scientific value could be affected by hard-engineering to halt natural
processes within the site. It is necessary to identify key heritage values which might
benefit from digital documentation and integrated hazard assessment, and on this
basis select appropriate technologies which can enhance protection against key
management challenges. At the GCCCWHS visualisation of new infrastructure on
the basis of a detailed digital elevation model, could contribute to enhanced
protection for the site’s aesthetic value. Key actions required to deliver this objective
must be identified by individual management authorities e.g. the identification of
staff with relevant knowledge of the key heritage values within a site.
7.5.2.2 Objective Two - Identify issues which digital documentation and
integrated hazard assessment might create for the protection of a sites heritage
values
A growing interest in technology, coupled with visually impressive and artistic
documentation techniques, are capturing the attention of both the general public and
heritage management authorities. In many cases heritage managers are being led to
believe that digital documentation can act as a substitute for physical access and
practical conservation of heritage attributes and associated values at their sites. It is
important when developing a digital documentation and integrated hazard assessment
project, to identify issues which the documentation of features might create. The
most generic issue is the potential for over-reliance on technology to provide
substitutes for physical protection. There are many sites across the globe which have
been documented by terrestrial LiDAR. 3D photography, 5.1 Dolby surround sound,
high-defmition video etc. All of these techniques enhance documentation,
presentation and transmission of a site’s heritage values, but fail to enhance physical
protection of a site. In addition, individual sites experience a range of local issues
associated with the documentation and integrated hazard assessment of a site’s
heritage values. At the GCCCWHS slope failures are an intrinsic part of the
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aesthetic, scientific, historical and cultural value of the site, however their
documentation and assessment of risk presented to visitors and staff, can impact on
access to other heritage attributes when slope failures necessitate closure along parts
of the footpath network.

7.5.2.3 Objective Three - Actively seek, document and integrate historic,
contemporary and potential future data regarding a site’s heritage values
Management authorities should actively seek, document and where possible integrate
historic and contemporary sources of data regarding a site’s heritage values.
Appropriate digital documentation and integrated hazard assessment technologies
may be able to use this integrated data to help identify the key heritage values and
any significant changes in these values over time. At the GCCCWHS stakeholders
contributed historical and contemporary data regarding the site’s geology and
biodiversity. In addition a unique citizen GPS sensor project was developed to
determine where visitors spent most of their time within the site. The collection or
development of a series of datasets can help to identify any key changes in the value
of a heritage site. It is only through a better understanding of heritage values that
management authorities can successfully employ digital documentation and
integrated hazard assessment to enhance their protection. Key actions required to
deliver this objective must be identified by individual management authorities, based
on resources and stakeholder interest.

7.5.2.4 Objective Four -Review key data management and maintenance
requirements
A dynamic heritage site’s key values are likely to change over time in response to a
range of environmental and anthropogenic factors. Natural features may be lost, or
develop a new set of values in response to new functions within the site. If digital
documentation and integrated hazard assessment are to enhance protection of these
values it is necessary to assess how these values change over time. This requires a
review of key data management and maintenance requirements for a project. The 19^*^
Century Ordnance Survey Memoirs in Ireland recorded a snapshot of cultural and
natural heritage values, however without adequate resources, data management and
maintenance of the scheme, comparable data for later periods is hard to source,
prepare and integrate. Heritage management authorities must review key data
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management and maintenance requirements at the beginning of a digital
documentation and integrated hazard assessment project in order to enhance
protection of key heritage values. It is suggested this is considered a medium term
objective, not because it isn’t important, but because it first requires an assessment of
a site’s key heritage values, key management challenges and potential issues.
7.5.2.5 Objective Five - Review and select appropriate digital documentation
and integrated hazard assessment technologies
Only when management authorities have a good understanding of the key heritage
values, associated challenges and historical, contemporary and potential future data
which can enhance their protection, should they review and select appropriate digital
documentation and integrated hazard assessment technologies. This objective is
presented as longer term because it requires a significant lead in time, extensive
consultation with external and internal bodies and substantial expenditure. It may be
surprising that an aim which states ‘digital documentation and integrated hazard
assessment will enhance protection of heritage values at dynamic sites’, has selection
of the technology or technique as the lowest priority objective. This demonstrates the
emphasis these guidelines place on ensuring that digital documentation and
integrated hazard assessment enhance protection of a site’s values. Management
authorities should be encouraged to select a technology based on a specific project
needs and resources, and follow best practice guidelines for the implementation of
the technology and associated techniques where possible. If such guidelines are not
available, resources should be made available for their development, preferably in
partnership with sites experiencing similar issues.
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7.5.3 Aim Three - Support practical and sustainable conserv ation of dynamic
sites
Conservation in the context of digital documentation and integrated hazard
assessment is about working pro-actively with, rather than against, natural processes
and as a result contributing to the protection, presentation and transmission of
heritage values to present and future generations. Sustainability in this context refers
to actions which do not interfere the natural dynamism of a heritage site. For
example, at the GCCCWHS, footpaths were traditionally cut into the cliff, over
steepening the slope and exacerbating slope failure potential, a more sustainable
approach has been to allow the natural dynamics of the site to reclaim the path and
limit visitor access to sight lines along the cliff top. The National Trust, the primary
management authority at the GCCCWHS state that ‘conservation is about the careful
management of change, about revealing and sharing the significance of places and
ensuring that their special qualities are protected, enhanced, enjoyed and understood
by present and future generations’.
In its own right, digital documentation is unlikely to support practical and sustainable
conservation of a dynamic site. It is only through careful application of digital
documentation and the integration of resulting data, that management authorities can
obtain a better understanding of where dynamic natural processes occur, their
likelihood of occurrence and probable impacts. Without this information it is difficult
to give full consideration to management actions which conserve key features and
dynamic natural processes responsible for maintenance of a sites unique values. In
isolation digital documentation can only contribute to digital preservation.
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□

Digital
Preservation
Conservation

7.5.3.1 Objective One - Identify key environmental and anthropogenic pressures
which have an impact on conservation of a site^s key heritage attributes
There are many environmental and anthropogenic pressures which can impact on the
conservation of a site’s key heritage attributes. Such pressures may be experienced
by sites on a global or national scale (such as climate change), or they may be unique
to an individual site. It can be useful to tabulate key environmental and
anthropogenic pressures, including those which affect key heritage attributes at
present, and those which might have an impact in the short, medium or longer term.
The following example is provided for the GCCCWHS. The identification of key
environmental and anthropogenic pressures is essential to understand their potential
impacts and subsequently any digital documentation and integrated hazard
assessment technologies and techniques which might support practical and
sustainable conservation of a heritage attribute. This objective can normally be
implemented quickly and within existing resources. Key actions required to deliver
this objective must be identified by individual management authorities e.g. the
identification of staff with relevant knowledge of the key pressures within and
around the site. At the GCCCWHS objective data provided by digital documentation
and integrated hazard assessment makes it clear if sea levels rise as projected,
priority habitats and species will require space to adapt or migrate within the site in
the medium to long term. Armed with this information, management authorities can
plan to provide habitat mitigation or buffer zones; however given limited space
within the site it is likely an overall net loss in biodiversity will occur. In this
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example digital documentation can support practical and sustainable conservation of
a dynamic natural site, but given the natural dynamism of the site cannot guarantee
conservation in the medium to longer term.
Heritage

Environmental

International

National

Local

Impact

Attribute

or

Issue

Issue

Issue

Short/Medium/Long

Anthropogenic

Term

Pressures
Coastal

Sea-level rise

Medium to long-term

Salt

and increased

negative impact on

Marsh

storm surge

aerial extent of habitat

activity
X

Long-term impact on

Causeway

Visitor pressure

Basalts

on feature of

aesthetic value of

geological

Causeway Basalts

significance
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7.5.3.2 Objective Two - Review current conservation practices and their
effectiveness
For digital documentation and integrated hazard assessment to support practical and
sustainable conservation of heritage attributes, it is essential to review current
conservation practices and their effectiveness. There is little point in embarking upon
a digital documentation and integrated hazard assessment project if current
conservation practices are deemed to be sufficient to understand and manage change
within a site. That said digital documentation and integrated hazard assessment can
contribute significantly to an enhanced understanding of the impact of environmental
or anthropogenic factors at a site. At the GCCCWHS it was apparent for many years
that changing dynamics related to climate change, could have a significant impact of
attributes of significance within the site e.g. the Causeway Basalts, priority habitats
and species and visitor/staff safety within the site. It is only through digital
documentation and integrated hazard assessment that managers now have objective
data with which to review the effectiveness of current conservation practices. Where
resources allow, managers should be encouraged to use digital documentation and
integrated hazard assessment to review the effectiveness of their conservation
practices; however if existing practices are known to be effective and sustainable,
such a project may be surplus to requirements, unless there is value in terms of
enhanced physical access, presentation and transmission of the site’s values.
7.5.3.3. Objective Three - Actively seek, document and integrate historic,
contemporary and potential future data regarding dynamic natural processes
It can be surprising what historical and contemporary information exists regarding
dynamic natural processes at many sites. Management authorities should actively
seek, document and where possible integrate historic and contemporary sources of
data regarding natural processes at their site. Appropriate digital documentation and
integrated hazard assessment technologies and techniques may be able to use this
integrated data to facilitate an assessment of change over time. At the GCCCWHS
was possible to integrate contemporary terrestrial LiDAR data with habitat and sea
level change scenarios using generic Geographical Information System tools to
identify potential impacts of storm surge activity on priority habitats and species. It
would be similarly possible to include footpath data to assess what impact sea level
change could have of the footpath network. It is important to bear in mind
technological developments and opportunities to include additional data in the future.
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It is only through documentation and integration of historic and contemporary data
regarding dynamic natural processes, that management authorities can determine
where specific processes occur, their likelihood of occurrence and probably impacts.
An attempt can then be made to ensure conservation practices sustain the natural
dynamics of a site.
7.5.3.4. Objective Four - Select appropriate digital documentation and
integrated hazard assessment technologies which can provide objective data
regarding dynamic natural processes
Only when management authorities have identified key environmental and
anthropogenic pressures which have an impact on conservation of a site’s key
heritage attributes, and reviewed the effectiveness of current conservation practices,
can they begin to assess which digital documentation and integrated hazard
assessment technologies can provide objective data regarding dynamic natural
processes. Objective data is essential if managers, visitors and stakeholders are to
understand where specific processes occur, their likelihood of occurrence and
probable impacts. At the GCCCWHS it was clear that slope failures, visitor pressures
and climate change could impact on attributes of significance. It was on this basis
and the availability of resources that Queen’s University Belfast and the National
Trust, decided to employ terrestrial LiDAR to produce a high-resolution digital
elevation model of the site, upon which to model slope failures and sea level
scenarios. At other sites a variety of other technologies may be more appropriate. In
light of these guidelines developed on the back of the terrestrial LiDAR project it is
debatable whether terrestrial LiDAR was the most appropriate technique which could
have been employed at the GCCCWHS.
7.5.3.5. Objective Five - Based on objective data, work with dynamic natural
processes to support conservation of a site
Whilst not essential in order to work with dynamic processes, digital documentation
and integrated hazard assessment can undoubtedly provide objective data which can
provide an enhanced understanding of dynamic processes. This can help ensure that
managers work in tandem with natural processes to maintain a site’s intrinsic
dynamism and as such, a level of integrity for attributes of significance. At the
GCCCWHS objective data allows managers to make an assessment of those areas of
the site which present the greatest risk to visitors and staff based on slope failure and
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visitor density data. The type of data provided depends on the techniques and
technologies employed. Management authorities must base this decision on available
resources (finance, personnel and expertise) and site specific issues.
7.5.4 Aim Four - Improve presentation and transmission of a site’s diverse
values
The presentation and transmission of a natural heritage sites values is an integral
component of its sustainable conservation. It is only through the appropriate
presentation and transmission of a sites values, that present and future generations
are afforded an opportunity to develop an appreciation of a site and its heritage value.
Presentation and transmission of value is an intrinsic quality of heritage sites where
physical access is permitted, however there are occasions where environmental and
anthropogenic factors and dynamic natural processes can impede this process. At the
GCCCWHS it is necessarily to occasionally close sections of the footpath network in
response to slope failures and observed climatic triggers e.g. heavy rainfall. This can
prevent physical access to the site, however data and information provided by digital
documentation and integrated hazard assessment can improve the presentation,
transmission and appreciation (by visitors, staff and stakeholders) of the intrinsic
value of slope failures. In addition, digital documentation of the site can, as a last
resort provide remote access during periods of prolonged closure. It is simply
unacceptable to stakeholders that access to the site should be impeded for any length
of time; however digital documentation and integrated hazard assessment can
provide management authorities with objective data with which to justify their
response. In cases where physical access, presentation and transmission of a sites
value is not possible, managers should use data obtained through digital
documentation and integrated hazard assessment to maximise the remote
presentation and transmission of the values of their site. That said, where possible,
remote access should not replace physical access and practical conservation.
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7.5.4.1 Objective One - Identify opportunities to improve the presentation and
transmission of natural heritage values
At many natural heritage sites digital documentation and integrated hazard
assessment can provide opportunities to improve the presentation and transmission of
natural heritage values. The process of developing a project, can in itself, help
identify these opportunities. By way of example, at the GCCCWHS visitors were
traditionally told they could not enter an area because of ‘rock falls’ or ‘habitat
rehabilitation'. Through the process of documenting the site with terrestrial LiDAR,
it was possible to create new interactive multimedia exhibits which explain the
natural processes and hazards within the site. This in itself can add value to a visitor
experience and as such, improve presentation and transmission of a sites values. The
process of documentation, regardless of technology, should therefore be used to help
identify opportunities to improve presentation and transmission of natural heritage
values.
7.5.4.2 Objective Two - Prioritise actions which improve the presentation and
transmission of a sites heritage values through physical access.
Heritage management authorities are encouraged to prioritise actions related to
digital documentation and integrated hazard assessment, which improve the
presentation and transmission of a sites heritage values through physical access.
Those actions which improve presentation and transmission through remote access
should take lower priority, because they are unlikely to provide an equal combination
of form, colour, sequence and dynamism which creates a profound human
experience, and which in receptive minds, provokes a range of wonderful human
reactions related to a sites heritage value. At the GCCCWHS efforts were directed at
providing data with which to assess where high slope failure and visitor densities
were likely to occur together and what the potential impacts might be. This facilitates
the maintenance of safe physical access which does not impact on the sites intrinsic
dynamism.
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7.5.4.3 Objective Three - Actively review consumption trends for digital media
by visitors and staff
Data provided by digital documentation and integrated hazard assessment
technologies tends to lend itself to sharing consumption by a variety of digital media
both within and between mangers and stakeholders. There is significant evidence that
heritage managers have traditionally failed to keep up with consumption trends for
digital media, particularly in a social media age where demand and access to
information is almost instantaneous. Historically alternative means of accessing
natural heritage features, through for example art, poetry, songs, photography, city
parks or gardens, has failed to replace a demand for physical access to a site. It is
therefore unlikely that the supply of increasingly artistic, visually impressive and
artistic digital representations of a natural heritage site are likely to satisfy a demand
for safe and sustainable access to a site, or its protection. Management authorities
should use data obtained through digital documentation and integrated hazard
assessment to enhance the visitor experience through the most popular
communication mediums both within a site itself and through networked media.
7.5.4.4 Objective Four - Demonstrate how technology can support, rather than
replace physical access and practical conservation.
In cases where a management authority has decided to proceed with the development
and implementation of a digital documentation and integrated hazard assessment
project, they should use their experience to demonstrate how their approach can
support rather than replace physical access and practical conservation. This will
ensure that the presentation and transmission of a sites heritage value is maximised
through available resources. All projects must be based on available best practice
guidelines for the employed technologies or techniques. At the GCCWHS the
development of integrated hazard assessment tools and simple graphical map
outputs, serves to demonstrate that management are primarily focussed on helping
visitors experience the OUV of the WHS. This demonstrates that management,
whilst not dismissing the value of remote access, have ensured that it remains in their
‘toolbox of alternatives’ in the event that physical access becomes impossible.
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7.6 Conclusion
This research project has taken a previously under resourced and poorly researched
environmental and resource based topic, the digital documentation of natural heritage
sites and their capacity to change, and has coupled this with the development of
integrated hazard assessment tools to provide an assessment of to what extent digital
documentation and integrated hazard assessment can sustain access to, and physical
conservation of dynamic natural heritage sites. Existing, new and emerging
technologies have been used to digitally document the GCCCWHS. Through
analysis of the application of these technologies it has been possible to highlight key
issues and opportunities which can affect the protection and sustainable management
of dynamic natural heritage sites, not least the problems which a reliance on digital
documentation

can

present

for

protection,

conservation,

presentation

and

transmission of a site’s values and integrity to present and future generations.
It is through an examination of the highlighted challenges and the integration of
digital documentation technologies and hazard assessment methodologies, that it has
been possible to translate this project’s research findings into a set of strategic
guidelines which can enhance digital documentation and integrated hazard
assessment projects at dynamic natural heritage sites. Using the principles of OUV
and integrity enshrined in the 1972 World Heritage Convention, this project
demonstrates that digital documentation and integrated hazard assessment cannot
replace physical access to and practical conservation of, dynamic natural heritage
sites. The alternative is that digital documentation and integrated hazard assessment
projects support physical access to, and practical conservation of dynamic natural
heritage sites. The evidence presented in this thesis suggests that in its own right
digital documentation cannot achieve this; however when combined with integrated
hazard assessment methodologies, it is possible to use digital documentation
technologies to provide objective data which helps determine where specific
processes occur, their likelihood of occurrence and probable impacts.
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Early in this research project it was suggested that the success of a digital
documentation and integrated hazard assessment project in supporting physical
access and practical conservation, could be judged on the length of time it helped
keep remote digital access to a natural heritage site, in the heritage manager's
‘toolbox of alternatives’. At the GCCCWHS, the development and implementation
of a digital documentation and integrated hazard assessment project has undoubtedly
provided objective data with which it is possible to maintain physical access and
practical conservation of the site in the short to medium term. What has become
apparent as the results of this project have emerged is that this suggested measure of
success, based on time, is perhaps inadequate given that longer teim projections,
particularly those relating to the impacts of climate change, suggest that current
legislation is a significant limiting factor. Given that current legislation across the
globe (demonstrated succinctly by the EU Habitats Directive), can require managers
to maintain protected areas in a ‘favourable condition’, recorded at a given point in
time; the ability of digital documentation to maintain physical access and practical
conservation under both natural and anthropogenic chance is limited in the longer
term. If the length of time digital documentation and integrated hazard assessment
can delay remote access to a site, is not currently an appropriate measure of success,
then managers should seize the opportunities presented by this approach, not least
high quality and objective data about natural and anthropogenic processes, and use
this information to convince legislators that their current approach to the protection,
conservation, presentation and transmission of natural heritage sites is perhaps
inadequate.
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Introduction

recognised, dedicated and managed, through legal or other
effective means, to achieve the long-term conservation of
nature with associated ecosystem services and cultural
values” (Dudley 2008). Scottish Natural Heritage (2003)
defines natural heritage as an index of inherited “flora and
fauna, geological and physiographical features, natural
beauty and amenity”. Dynamism is recognised as an intrin
sic feature of natural heritage sites, and in many cases,
recognition of natural change has become a founding prin
ciple of their designation (Smith et al. 2010). Entitled
“Protecting and Sharing”, the 7th ProGEO International
Symposium on the Conservation of Geological Heritage
confirmed a high level of commitment to develop and
implement standard approaches for proteeting geoheritage
sites. Many submissions discussed quantitative and qualita
tive assessment schemes for protecting new and existing
sites. Such approaches help define, recognise and dedicate
geoheritage sites; however, they rarely provide practical and
flexible tools which support day-to-day management at
what are often dynamic and consequently hazardous sites.
This article reports on a “digital documentation” approach
which supports day-to-day management of geoheritage sites
by provision of online hazard assessment tools. The ap
proach is aimed at individual sites, not as a strict methodol
ogy, but as a guide whieh ensures digital documentation
facilitates day-to-day management of dynamic and
contested spaces. The approach aims to support the essential
proeess of geoheritage site inscription, whilst improving
long-term conservation through informed management
decisions.

The International Union for the Conservation of Nature
(lUCN) defines protected areas as “geographical spaces.

Background

Abstract This article discusses the developing field to make
use of visually impressive and artistic digital tools to document
geoheritage sites. Whilst applauding the contribution these
techniques make to records of heritage, such techniques should
not replace physical access and conservation. To improve con
servation of natural sites, technology must support rather than
substitute geoconservation measures. As a tourism “honeypot”,
the Giant's Causeway is Northern Ireland's most significant
heritage resource, representing a dynamic and contested space,
around and within which managers and stakeholders capitalise
on the world class values. This article reports on a “digital
documentation” approach which aims to support day-to-day
management decisions, by provision of online hazard manage
ment tools. Digital documentation involves collecting a range
of heritage data within a single geographical information sys
tem. Slope failure and visitor data are collected using global
positioning system technology, and the site is scanned using
terrestrial light detection and ranging to produce a 3D model.
This provides managers and stakeholders with integrated haz
ard assessment tools, necessary to make infomied decisions.
The approach represents a shift from re-active to pro-active
management and promotes expansion of the geoconservation
toolbox through appropriate application of digital technologies.
Keywords Geoheritage sites • Geoconservation • Digital
technologies • Terrestrial LiDAR • Geographieal information
system
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As a tourism “honeypot”, the Giant's Causeway, located
on the north coast of County Antrim (Fig. 1), is North
ern Ireland's key heritage resource and represents a
contested space around and within which stakeholders
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capitalise on world class aesthetic, scientific, education
al, historical and cultural values. The socio-economic
value of the Giant's Causeway and wider Causeway
Coast is reflected in the National Trust's 20II Business
Plan which estimates the area receives one million vis
itors per year and is worth in excess of £l00m to the
regional economy. Described as a “spectacular, dynamic
coastal landscape of Atlantic waves, rugged cliffs, un
paralleled geological formations, secluded bays and
magnificent views”—slope failure, visitor pressures and
climate change create significant challenges for the Na
tional Trust. To manage these challenges effectively, the
National Trust aims to be pro-active in understanding
where specific processes occur, their probability of oc
currence and likely impacts.
It is possible, if not probable, that protected area
designations, traditionally aimed at preservation of bio
diversity, arc not flexible enough to protect gcohcritagc
sites against natural, let alone anthropogenic, change
(lUCN 2010). In response to perceived limitations of
protected area designations to achieve long-term conser
vation, a number of organisations are supporting appli
cation of visually impressive and artistic tools to
document heritage sites. CyArk and the Scottish Ten
Project have been successful in securing funding to
digitally capture a list of World Heritage Sites using
terrestrial light detection and ranging (LiDAR) (Lee
^ Springer
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2009). Whilst applauding the contribution made to her
itage records, these techniques should not replace phys
ical access and conservation. To conserve dynamic sites,
technology must move beyond simple documentation
and support rather than substitute gcoconscrvation. One
solution may be promotion of digital documentation for
the purposes of hazard management. This marks a shift

Digital
Preservation
Conservation

Fig. 2 Integrated hazard assessment for conservation of natural heri
tage sites
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from digital preservation towards pro-aetive eonservation of dynamie heritage sites (Fig. 2).
Whether defined historically as “wisc-usc” or contem
porarily as “sustainablc-usc”, conservation has devel
oped as a means of avoiding scarcity of environmental
goods and services (Keren and Roelofsma 1995).
Geodiversity provides the basic foundations of all envi
ronmental goods and services upon which present and
future generations depend. It is understood that
geodiversity provides “essential benefits for society
through profound influences on landscape, habitats and
species, the economy, historical and cultural heritage,
education, health and well-being” (SNH 2011).
Protected areas help provide for life's essentials, safe
guard species and habitats, act as economic engines and
provide a sense of place and meaning, settings for
healthy outdoor living, recreation and some of life's
most joyous moments (Dudley et al. 2010). The advan
tages of conserving geodiversity in protected
geoheritage sites arc well documented and understood.
There arc, however, significant problems in communi
cating these values to policy makers who have been
conditioned to focus on protecting biodiversity regard
less of natural or anthropogenic change. Communication
difficulties arc compounded by diverse conservation ter
minologies, multiple and occasionally incompatible
geodiversity audit systems and an increasingly youthful
global population that is more interested in digital en
tertainment and internet-based social networking than on
the natural world and outdoor recreation (Payan 2012).
Recent fragility in global financial markets has
prompted reviews of income and expenditure from in
dividuals through to national governments. Environmen
tal policies and corresponding expenditure have been
subject to guidelines urging thrift. In the UK, efforts
to produce a national ecosystem assessment have been
criticised by conservation practitioners, who understand
that the true value of nature cannot be conveyed with a
currency symbol (Monbiot 2011). Gcomorphologists, in
particular, fear that the government's white paper on the
environment underestimates the value of nature by omit
ting—“geodiversity, the physical basis of our planet”
(Gray 2011). Within the UK, perhaps the greatest op
portunity for a transition to pro-active management at
dynamic sites lies on the government's concept of “big
society” which aims to “create a climate that empowers
local people and communities, building a big society
that will take power away from politicians and give it
to people” (Cabinet Office 2011). This approach can
create fierce competition for resources and finance, but
has potential to improve the quality of conservation
schemes, as with increased emphasis on local support,
only the most inclusive projects will survive. Much like

the features they manage, conservation practitioners and
site managers will have to demonstrate dynamism and
flexibility in approach. Thoughtful application of digital
documentation can provide the foundations required for
a more pro-active, dynamic and inclusive approach to
gcoconscrvation. New operational guidelines from the
World Heritage Centre (2012) support this approach,
favouring investment in capacity building exercises and
activities which enhance the role of local communities.
Digital documentation of a heritage site can effortlessly
achieve digital preservation; however, when undertaken in
conjunction with and for the purpose of integrated hazard
assessment, the approach can help facilitate conservation of
irreplaceable sites. Geoheritage is a dynamic concept and its
associated features arc often in a state of flux. Unlike engi
neering and cultural heritage applications, digital documen
tation projects can never fully document a natural site. Even
if a common 3D documentation technique (terrestrial LiDAR) could operate like a modem video camera, minute
environmental changes in the milliseconds and nanoseconds
between frames would be missed. At best, terrestrial LiDAR
scans of a geoheritage site provide a snapshot of the condi
tions at the time of recording (Fig. 3). Except for the ability
to view areas in 3D and take accurate measurements of
features of 3D digital documentation, on its own, it provides
relatively few benefits over traditional panchromatic photo
graphs. In isolation, digital documentation only acts as a
substitute for gcoconscrvation.
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Fig. 3 Terrestrial LiDAR scan of the Giant's Loom (a) and photograph
of the same location (b)
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Many researchers and organisations who use terrestrial
LiDAR for the production of digital elevation models
(DEMs) subscribe to the definition of OEMs as “data files
which contain ‘bare earth’ or minimum elevation values, at
a fixed grid interval for a specified terrain area” (SIC 2012,
p. 1). In recent decades, data collection and processing
techniques have enabled finer grid intervals and production
of more detailed DEMs. Terrestrial and airborne LiDAR and
photogrammetry data can now be used to produce DEMs
with resolutions of 10 cm/pixcl or finer. Increasingly, orga
nisations such as the Centre for Earth Observation (2012)
and NASA (2008) have begun to describe these models as
high-resolution DEMs (HRDEMs). HRDEM terminology is
poorly defined, and there is currently no defined grid inter
val at which a DEM qualifies for HRDEM status. What is
clear is that researchers and organisations appear to use the
temi HRDEM to suggest their model is of a finer resolution
than an existing, coarser DEM. A major advantage of ter
restrial LiDAR is improved coverage on vertical surfaces
where airborne LiDAR and photogrammetry tend to miss
complex topography (Mills and Barber 2006). Digital doc
umentation with teiTestrial LiDAR offers greater flexibility

Research Objectives and Methodology
Using the Giant's Causeway as a ease study, this project
presents a new approach to digital documentation which
supports pro-active management of dynamic sites
(Fig. 4). The primary objective of the research is to
present a flexible methodology which raises awareness
of the benefits and limitations of digital documentation
(primarily terrestrial LiDAR) at dynamic gcohcritagc
sites. Presentation of this methodology will demonstrate
how application of digital documentation can pro
actively contribute to integrated hazard management
and provides an opportunity to mark the boundary be
tween relatively simple digital preservation on one hand
and digital conservation through provision of integrated
management tools on the other. The following steps
outline a new digital documentation methodology for
dynamic gcohcritagc sites:

1. Natural Heritage Database

2. Terrestrial LiDAR Survey

lOm Photogrammctiy Data
10m Batliymetr\' Data
Topographic Maps
Geology Maps
ConseiA’ation Designation Boundaries
Aerial Photography
Habitat Maps
World Heritage Setting Boundary
Slope Failure Database
Visitor Survey Database

Short Range (12()m) - Ftiro Focus 3D
Medium Range (300m) - Leica HDS 3000
L.ong Range (700m) - Maptek i-Site 4400LR

Data supplied by managers, stakeholders and
visitors

Online Geographical Information
System (GIS)
Online database and tools developed
using ArcGIS Desktop 10.1 and
ArcGlS Sen’er 10.1 with FLEX ex
tension

Fig. 4 Digital documentation for integrated hazard assessment
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at dynamic gcohcritagc sites where landforms, landscapes
and processes arc often complex and diverse.

High Resolution Digital Elevation
Model
Createdfrom point cloud data in
ArcGIS Desktop 10.1 using 10cm
grid interx’al, minimum elevation and
natural neighbour interpolation producing the lowest root-mean
square error (RA ISE)

3. Integrated Hazard Assessment
Tools
Developed using model builder ex
tension ArcGIS Desktop 10.1

Gcohcritagc

3.

Create an electronic database of available natural heri
tage data.
Undertake terrestrial LiDAR surveys to provide data
required to build a 3D model upon which natural heri
tage data can be georcfcrcnccd.
Integrate natural heritage and 3D data within a single
online geographical information system (GIS) and ana
lyse using tools developed through geographic informa
tion sciences.

produced by Mobile Actions. Finally, a Microsoft Windows
2008 Server was established to administer ESRI ArcGIS
Server 10.1. This established an Internet Information Service
and space to publish an integrated database containing all
available data layers. An online administrative connection
between ESRI ArcGIS Desktop 10.1 and ESRI ArcGIS Serv
er 10.1 enabled interaction with the natural heritage data
through an online interface based upon the Adobe Flex platfonn (Fig. 5).

Natural Heritage Database

Terrestrial LiDAR Survey

Digital documentation involves collecting a range of natural
heritage data within a single GIS. Site managers, stakeholders
and visitors were invited to supply data relating to natural
heritage within the Giant's Causeway and Causeway Coast
World Heritage Site. ESRI ArcGIS Desktop 10.1 facilitated
integration and organisation of previously isolated and conse
quently limited datasets. Data were contributed by the Nation
al Trust, the Northern Ireland Environment Agency, Planning
Service, Geological Survey of Northern Ireland, Department
of Agriculture and Rural Development and the Causeway
Coast and Glens Heritage Trust. Visitors at the World Heritage
Site (WHS) voluntarily contributed data through an innova
tive citizen sensor survey which tracked their location within
the site at lO-s intervals using small (}T-12() GPS trackers

A terrestrial LiDAR survey was conducted to provide a
platform upon which to assess the suitability of terrestrial
LiDAR for digital documentation of natural heritage and
production of HRDEMs on a landscape scale. The terrestrial
LiDAR survey at the Giant's Causeway was conducted from
292 scan locations using a Faro Focus 3D 120 laser scanner
at 20-m intervals along the public footpath network. Scan
positions were surveyed using a Lcica Smartnet 1200 dif
ferential GPS system to provide georcfcrcnccd elevation
data at a minimum resolution of 1 pt/0.1 m. Average 3D
GPS accuracy for each scan location was 0.035 m. Individ
ual scans were stitched together using the Faro Scene 5.0
software package which enabled automatic triangulation
and scan placement based on identification and naming of
il

Causeway Environmental Database
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artificial white spherical targets (75 mm radius) placed with
in the scan range.
The tenn HRDEM has been adopted to distinguish be
tween a 10-m/pixcl DEM produced by Land and Property
Services N1 (LPSNl) from existing photogrammetry data
and a 10-cm/pixcl HRDEM produced using LiDAR data
obtained from the Faro Focus 3D 120. ESRl ArcGlS Desk
top 10.1 was used to interpolate a HRDEM for the Giant's
Causeway using a 10-cm/pixcl grid interval and natural
neighbour intcipolation. Recorded elevation values were
compared with “accepted” elevation values from LPSNl's
10-m/pixcl DEM. This approach provided a root mean
square error (RMSE) of 0.875. Linear interpolation was also
considered; however, this produced a slightly higher RMSE
of 0.883. The US Department of the Interior's (1998) tech
nical instructions for DEM production suggest RMSE is
used to describe the vertical accuracy of a DEM. The new
10-cm/pixcl HRDEM was integrated with the online GIS
system to provide a 3D foundation upon which natural
heritage data could be referenced and analysed (Fig. 6).
Integrated Hazard Assessment Tools
Digital documentation was undertaken with a view to
unlocking the full potential of previously isolated
datasets through integrated hazard assessment. The
HRDEM provides data-rich foundations upon which to
gcorcfcrcncc the online Heritage Database. Using tools
developed through GIS and functionality provided by
ESRl ArcGlS Desktop 10.1 Model Builder, it is possi
ble to create and share gcoproccssing tasks through an
online ArcGlS Flex application. The National Trust
identified slope failures, visitor pressures and climate
change as significant day-to-day management chal
lenges. Defining hazard as “a source of potential hanri”
(Johansen 2010, p. 2), two key online hazard tools were
devised to help managers assess where specific process
es occur, their probability of occurrence and likely im
pacts. The tools include a slope failure and visitor
density calculator and sea level impact model for habi
tats along the coast.
Slope Failure and Visitor Density Caleulator
Smith ct al. (2010) established a mechanism for recording
slope failures using a handheld Garmin e-Trex 10 GPS
device as part of a geomorphological mapping exercise to
baseline slope instability at the Giant's Causeway. This
database provides a source of data for the development of
slope failure density maps (Fig. 7). This is considered a
simple yet essential first step in understanding where spe
cific processes arc likely to occur and, in broad terms, their
probability of occurrence.
Spr iger

Tcrre.strial LiDAR Survey
Short Range (I20m) - Faro Focus 3D
Medium Range (300iti)- Lcica HDS 30()0
Long Range (700m) - Maplck i-Sitc 4400LR

T
'-A

3D Point Cloud

I
Processing in ArcGlS Desktop 10.1 using lOcni
grid interval, minimum elevation values and
natural neighbour interpolation to produce
HRDEM

Fig. 6 Terrestrial LiDAR data conversion to HRDEM (draped
orthophotography)

A GPS visitor survey operated from 14 February to 3
March 2011. Four GPS lanyards were provided at ran
dom during morning and afternoon sessions 7 days a
week, and in total, 80 visitors participated in the survey
and 45,554 individual data points were recorded. The
Mobile Actions GT-120 GPS devices were carried for
the duration of the visit and handed back at the end for
data retrieval. To minimise deviation from natural be
haviour, visitors were informed that the devices would
accurately record the distance travelled (much like a
pedometer) and they were free to explore the site at
their leisure whilst observing all safety information pro
vided by the National Trust. The survey was conducted
on a voluntary basis with guarantee of complete ano
nymity. Locations where visitors had a tendency to
pause (speed=0 km/h) were extracted to provide base
line data (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7 Methodology for integrating slope failure and visitor GPS data for the produetion of a hazard assessment map (ArcGIS 10. Model Builder
module)

The gcorcfcrcnccd slope failure and visitor GPS data
provide foundations required to produee high-resolution
density maps. Kernel density with a 2-m output resolution
and 20-rn seareh radius was selected to provide simple,
smooth and clear outputs for online processing and viewing
(Harris and Bainsdon 2010). The final density outputs were
reclassified from very low to very high based upon Jenk's
natural break algorithm (Table 1). This classification process
requires users to specify the number of classes required (in
this case, five). A set of random values are generated and
provide initial class boundaries. The mean value for each
initial class is calculated; the sum of the squared deviations
of class members from the mean values is computed, and the
total sum of squared deviations (TSSD) is recorded. Indi
vidual values in each class arc systematically assigned to
adjacent classes by adjusting the class boundaries to sec if
the TSSD can be reduced. This is an iterative process, which
ends when within-class variance is as small as possible and
bctwccn-class variance is as large as possible (Cromlcy
1996). For visitor and slope failure density, Jenk's natural
breaks provides clearly defined boundaries.
Once the integrated hazard assessment methodology
(Fig. 7) has been compiled in ESRl ArcGIS Desktop 10.1,
the model is shared as a gcoproccssing tool through ESRl
ArcGIS Server 10.1. Gcoproccssing tools can be accessed
online through the use of “gcoproccssing widgets”, supplied
with the Adobe FLEX extension. To calculate an up-to-date
integrated slope failure and visitor density hazard map, the
end user clicks the gcoproccssing icon, and the process runs
on the server, returning a result map when the calculations
arc complete (Fig. 8).

Table 1 Jenks natural breaks classification
Slope failure density, 10
very low, 50 very high

Visitor density, 1
high
1

2

very low, 5

3

4

very

5

10

11

12

13

14

15

20

21

22

23

24

25

30

31

32

33

34

35

40

41

42

43

44

45

50

51

52

53

54

55

The integrated hazard assessment map (Fig. 8) provides a
point of reference for site managers when making decisions
about visitor and staff safety across the World Heritage Site.
Areas of low slope failure density arc instantly recognisable
through the use of green shading. Risk is considered to
increase with time spent stationary in an active slope failure
zone. Much of the lower footpath experiences very low
slope failure densities with visitor density ranging from
medium to very high at key features such as the Grand
Causeway, Great Stookans and the Ampitheatre (Fig. 1).
Visitor density appears very low on paths which connect
key features. Much of the upper footpath network experi
ences very low slope failure densities and low to medium
visitor densities around key viewpoints at Portnaboe, Aird's
Snout and the Shepherd's Steps (Fig. 1). Areas of increased
slope failure density arc coded in yellow, orange and red. A
small but significant area of medium slope failure density
occurs around the Grand Causeway where visitor density is
also high to very high (Fig. 8). Similar pockets of medium
failure density occur along the lower path between the
Grand Causeway and the Amphitheatre. These zones arc
interspersed with areas of high to very high failure and
visitor density (Fig. 8). The Amphitheatre, Shepherds Steps
and an area south of the Organ represent more hazardous
areas where high slope failure and visitor densities coincide.
Like the site itself, the online hazard tool and associated
maps are dynamic. As new slope failure and visitor data arc
received, the output maps respond accordingly.
Sea Level Inipaet Model —Habitats
In 2007, the National Trust commissioned a report to scope
climate change impacts at coastal sites around Northern
Ireland. Major predictions from this report, based on a range
of human greenhouse gas emission scenarios, suggested a
mean local sea level rise of between 0.1 and 1 m over the
next 100 years, with potential for a 1/50-year 4-m storm
surge event to occur 1/25 years. Using the 10-cm HDREM
and habitat data from the Natural Heritage Database, it is
possible to model which habitats will be impacted by vari
ous local sea level scenarios. First, predicted sea level is
selected from the HRDEM using the raster calculator func
tion in ArcGIS Desktop 10.1. By inputting the simple alge
braic formula “HRDEM <prcdictcd sea level value”, the
<0 Springer
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Fig. 8 Integrated slope failure and visitor density hazard assessment and result map

raster calculator produces a new raster surface which dis
plays areas which lay above and below the predicted mean
sea level. This raster surface is converted to a polygon
shapcfilc, and areas below the modelled sea level scenario
arc used to clip the habitats' layer to display impact areas
and habitat type (Fig. 9). ESRl ArcGIS Server 10.1 current
Fig. 9 Methodology for
assessing impact of sea level
rise on protected habitats
(ArcGIS 10.1 Model Builder
Module)

^ Springer

ly does not provide functionality to enable the end user to
specify a custom value for modelled sea level scenarios. The
tools arc therefore developed around predefined values of
0.1, 0.85 and 1 m based on low, medium and high COi
emission scenarios in the “Future Coastal Scenarios Report”
(Orford ct al. 2009). This tool comes with a strong “health

Gcohcritagc

Fig. 10 Sea level rise and storm surge iinpaet on protected habitats

warning”— local sea level change scenarios arc based on
models which have not yet been subject to falsifiability, i.c.
the scenarios should in no way be regarded as inevitable.
Future sea level and storm surge impact on protected
habitats can be viewed by selecting the required scenario in
the “habitat data” store on the online database (Fig. 10). The
ability to provide the end user with customisable raster calcu
Fig. II Charting habitat loss to
sea level rise and storm surge
impact

lator functions would significantly improve the flexibility of
this tool. Managers could customise sea level rise and stomi
surge predictions based on the latest climate and weather data.
There is also scope to expand the tool by developing the chart
functions of ESRI ArcGIS Server 10.1. This could provide the
end user with a bar chart indicating the habitat types and area
of impact under different climate scenarios. At present, this

Habitat Loss - 2100 Sea Level Predictions for Causeway Coast (Orford et al,
2007)

■ $«a level Rise 0. Im
■ Sea level Rise O.SSm
» Sea level Rise im
■ 4m Stomi Sorge Area

Habitat Type (National Trust, 2010)
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can be achieved by exporting the gcoprocessing tool results
from ESRl ArcGIS desktop 10.1 to Mierosofl Exeel 2010
(Fig. 11), but options for interacting with these data are limited
online.

Results and Conclusion
Results from this work demonstrate how digital documen
tation can provide a plethora of infonnation with whieh to
better understand dynamie and often hazardous sites. Online
GIS tools facilitate integration of visitor and slope failure
data and equip the National Trust with ephemeral hazard
assessment maps with whieh to monitor safety risks within
the WHS (Fig. 8). This approach allows nature to guide the
management response. Visitors and staff can be directed
away from hazardous areas. It is also possible to use visitor
density as a proxy for visitor pressure at key geological
features. Further integration of visitor and habitat data
would facilitate an assessment of visitor impacts on priority
habitats and species.
This project also demonstrates how a visually impressive
and artistic digital tool (terrestrial EiDAR) ean be used to
provide data upon whieh natural heritage data ean be
georeferenced, integrated and analysed. At the Giant's
Causeway, this has been used to provide a very simple
assessment of potential habitat loss for a range of climate
change scenarios (Fig. 11). Fundamentally, this work dem
onstrates how digital doeumentation effortlessly aehieves
digital preservation, but when combined with integrated
hazard assessment enables managers to identify where specifie proeesses oeeur, their potential impaet and in a broad
sense the likelihood of occurrence. Periodic re-survey of key
features with tenestrial EiDAR could enable an assessment
of landfonn and landseape change. Integration of EiDAR
data with geological maps and climate scenarios could fa
cilitate an assessment of the impaet of potential climate
ehange on features of Outstanding Universal Value. At its
most basic level, this researeh allows the National Trust to
assess the impact that potential elimate change scenarios
could have on key habitat designations whieh provide
strong legal protection. What arc the implications for the
Special Area of Conservation designation if a potential 4-m
storm surge results in the loss of 8 ha of proteeted salt marsh
(Fig. 11)?- The answer may have serious eonsequences for
the proteetion of an irreplaeeable geoheritage site.
Researchers are only Just beginning to assess the poten
tial for digital doeumentation to support physieal aeeess and
practical conservation. The National Trust (NI) has em
braced this approaeh, supporting this research project which
documents the Giant’s Causeway and Causeway Coast
World Fleritage Site through terrestrial laser seanning and
its integration with available natural heritage data in an
Spri nger

online GIS. Through integration of previously separate and
consequently limited datasets, it is hoped that digital docu
mentation facilitates hazard assessment. This approach aims
to ensure that managers work in tandem with a site's natural
dynamies, allowing doeumented nature to guide their aetions. At the Giant's Causeway, it is hoped this approach will
help managers balance the requirements of large visitor
numbers with safety eonsiderations created by almost daily
slope failures. At other natural heritage sites and on a global
scale, it is hoped the approaeh enables managers to better
assess where speeifie proeesses are likely to oceur, their
likelihood of oecurrenee and probable impacts. Perhaps this
will help ensure that remote aeeess does not replaee physical
access and practical conservation at dynamie and irreplace
able geoheritage sites.
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